Preface
Government commercial concerns, the accounts of which are subject to audit
by the Comptroller and Auditor General of India, fall under the following
categories:
(i)

Government Companies,

(ii)

Statutory Corporations, and

(iii)

Departmentally managed commercial undertakings.

2.
This Report deals with the results of audit of Government Companies
and Statutory Corporations and has been prepared for submission to the
Government of Rajasthan under Section 19A of the Comptroller and Auditor
General’s (CAG) (Duties, Powers and Conditions of Services) Act, 1971, as
amended from time to time. The results of audit relating to departmentally
managed commercial undertakings are included in the Report of the
Comptroller and Auditor General of India  Government of Rajasthan (State
Finance)  No. 1 of 200910.
3.
Audit of the accounts of Government Companies is conducted by the
Comptroller and Auditor General of India under the provisions of Section 619
of the Companies Act, 1956.
4.
In respect of Rajasthan State Road Transport Corporation which is a
Statutory Corporation, the Comptroller and Auditor General of India is the
sole auditor. In respect of Rajasthan State Warehousing Corporation, he has
the right to conduct the audit of their accounts in addition to the audit
conducted by the Chartered Accountants appointed by the State Government
in consultation with CAG. As per the State Financial Corporation’s
(Amendment) Act 2000, CAG has the right to conduct the audit of the
accounts of Rajasthan Financial Corporation in addition to the audit conducted
by the Chartered Accountants appointed by the Corporation out of the panel
of auditors approved by the Reserve Bank of India. The Audit Reports on
annual accounts of all these Corporations are forwarded separately to the State
Government.
5.
The cases mentioned in this Report are those which came to notice in
the course of audit during the year 20092010 as well as those which came to
notice in earlier years but were not dealt with in the previous Reports. Matters
relating to the period after 31 March 2010 have also been included, wherever
necessary.
6.
The audit has been conducted in accordance with the Auditing
Standards prescribed for the Indian Audit and Accounts Department issued by
the Comptroller and Auditor General of India.
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Overview

1.

Overview of Government companies and Statutory corporations

Audit of Government companies is
governed by Section 619 of the
Companies Act, 1956. The accounts of
Government companies are audited by
Statutory Auditors appointed by CAG.
These accounts are also subject to
supplementary audit conducted by CAG.
Audit of Statutory corporations is
governed
by
their
respective
legislations. As on 31 March 2010, the
State of Rajasthan had 37 working PSUs
(34 companies and 3 Statutory
corporations) and 4 nonworking PSUs
(all companies), which employed 0.70
lakh employees. The working PSUs
registered a turnover of ` 25,275.63
crore for 200910 as per their latest
finalised accounts. This turnover was
equal to 11.50 per cent of State GDP
indicating an important role played by
State PSUs in the economy.

which was not as per Generally
Accepted
Accounting
Principles
(GAAP) prevailing in the country. The
major contributors to profit were
Rajasthan State Mines and Minerals
Limited (` 174.57 crore) and Rajasthan
State Industrial Development and
Investment
Corporation
Limited
(` 142.56 crore). The heavy losses were
incurred by Rajasthan Rajya Vidyut
Prasaran Nigam Limited (` 860.77
crore) and Rajasthan Rajya Vidyut
Utpadan Nigam Limited (` 495.54
crore).

Investments in PSUs

Thus, there is tremendous scope to
improve the functioning and enhance
profits. The PSUs can discharge their
role efficiently only if they are
financially selfreliant. There is a need
for professionalism and accountability in
the functioning of PSUs.

As on 31 March 2010, the investment
(Capital and long term loans) in 41
PSUs was ` 35,277.13 crore. It grew by
over 155.30 per cent from ` 13,817.95
crore in 200405. Power Sector
accounted for nearly 94 per cent of total
investment in 200910. The Government
contributed ` 5,780.11 crore towards
equity, loans and grants/subsidies during
200910.
Performance of PSUs
During the year 200910, out of 37
working PSUs, 10 PSUs earned profit of
` 361.34 crore and eleven PSUs
incurred loss of ` 1,562.24 crore while
three power sector PSUs incorporated in
200001 prepared accounts on No profit
no loss basis by showing revenue gap as
recoverable from the State Government

The losses are attributable to various
deficiencies in the functioning of PSUs.
A review of three years’ Audit Reports
of CAG shows that the State PSUs’
losses of ` 1305.56 crore were
controllable with better management.

Quality of accounts
The quality of accounts of PSUs needs
improvement. Out of 27 accounts
finalised during October 2009 to 30
September 2010, 25 accounts received
qualified, one account received adverse
and one account received disclaimer
certificate from Statutory Auditors.
CAG gave adverse certificates on two
accounts of PSUs relating to power
sector during the supplementary audit.
There were 73 instances of non
compliance with Accounting Standards.
Reports of Statutory Auditors on
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internal control of the companies
indicated several weak areas.

accounts. There were four nonworking
companies of which two PSUs had
arrears of accounts for one year. As no
purpose is served by keeping these PSUs in
existence, they need to be wound up
quickly.

Arrears in accounts and winding up
Twenty one working PSUs had arrears
of 28 accounts as on 30 September
2010. The arrear needs to be cleared by
setting targets for PSUs and outsourcing
the work relating to preparation of

2.

(Chapter 1)

Performance reviews relating to Government companies

Performance Audits relating to ‘Power Generating Stations’ of Rajasthan Rajya
Vidyut Utpadan Nigam Limited, 'Mining and Marketing of Rock Phosphate and
Limestone' by Rajasthan State Mines & Minerals Limited and ‘IT Audit on
computerisation of revenue billing system’ by Jodhpur Vidyut Vitran Nigam
Limited were conducted. Executive summary of audit findings is given below.
Power Generating Stations of Rajasthan Rajya Vidyut Utpadan Nigam Limited
Power is an essential requirement for all
facets of life and has been recognised as
a basic requirement. In Rajasthan, the
generation of power is managed by the
Rajasthan Rajya Vidyut Utpadan Nigam
Limited (RRVUNL), which was
incorporated on 19 June 2000 as per the
Rajasthan Power Sector Reforms
Transfer Scheme 2000 under the
administrative control of the Energy
Department of the Government of
Rajasthan. As on 31 March 2010,
RRVUNL had four thermal generation
stations and 12 hydro generation stations
with installed capacity of 2,930.50 MW
and 163.85 MW respectively. The
turnover of RRVUNL was ` 5,101.12
crore in 20082009, which was equal to
29.13 and 2.66 per cent of the State
PSUs turnover and State Gross
Domestic Product respectively. It
employed 3,492 employees as on 31
March 2010.
Capacity Addition
Management

and

generation requirement in the State
during 200510, the actual addition was
2,519.82 MW. Though 1,525 MW of
capacity was planned to be added by
RRVUNL during the five years ending
March 2010, the actual addition was
only 525 MW leaving a deficit of 1,000
MW. The State was not in position to
meet the demand as the power generated
as well as purchased fell short to the
extent of 678.02 MUs to 2,693.10 MUs
during
200510
due
to
non
commencement
of
commercial
production by the newly established
generation stations/ units as per the
scheduled plan.
The nine units taken up for
implementation during the review period
were not completed within scheduled
time. The slippage in time schedule
were due to delay in signing of gas
supply agreement for Gas based plant,
finalisation and approval of drawings,
execution of work of main plant by
BHEL, providing input from Balance of
Plant contractors/RRVUNL etc. Three
units could not be commercially
operated even after synchronization due

Project

Against the envisaged capacity addition
of 3,020 MW to meet the energy
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to technical problems which could not
be resolved till September 2010. Time
overrun varied from 12.5 to 48 months
in commercial operation of projects,
which led to cost overrun amounting to
` 1,133.44 crore.

Use of coal having less gross calorific
value coupled with Station Heat Rate
(SHR) above the Rajasthan Electricity
Regulatory Commission (RERC) norms
and leakages of steam in the ageing
units of power plants caused excess
consumption of coal to the tune of 38.34
lakh MT (` 892.12 crore) during 2005
10. Similarly, in case of gas based
DCCPP, SHR in excess of RERC norms
led to excess consumption of 18.03
MMSCM of gas valued at ` 16.73 crore.

Contract Management
During 200510, contracts valuing
` 5,121.35 crore were executed.
RRVUNL failed to recover liquidated
damages of ` 222.34 crore being the
penalty for the delay in commissioning
of the projects. RRVUNL also failed to
impose penalty for extra cost of
dismantling and rework at SSTPSUnit
VI and thus had to bear an extra cost of
` 1.95 crore due to modification in
approved drawings which could have
been avoided.

Deployment of Manpower
RRVUNL had 3,492 employees as on
31 March 2010. The deployment of
manpower was not rational as the
manpower deployed at gas based and
hydro power station was in excess of the
norms fixed by CEA whereas the
manpower at coal based power stations
was inadequate.

Operational Performance
Performance of the existing generation
stations depends on efficient use of
material, manpower and capacity of the
plants so as to generate maximum
energy possible without affecting the
long term operations of the plants. Audit
scrutiny of operational performance
revealed the following:

Plant Load Factor
The PLF of KSTPS, SSTPS and DCCPP
was above the national average of 77.2
per cent but the PLF of RGTPS, was
lower (36 per cent than the national
average in 200809) due to non
availability of gas. The estimated
shortfall in generation as compared to
national average PLF works out to
1,782.93 MUs during 200510 resulting
in loss of contribution amounting to `
46.36 crore. Decline in PLF of hydro
power projects was due to less
availability of water.

Procurement of fuel
Short receipt of coal (14.91 per cent)
against the total linkage approved by
Standard Linkages Committee during
the four years upto 200809 led to
shortfall in achievement of the
generation targets by 3,289 MUs in the
TPSs valued at ` 777.99 crore. In
absence of any agreement with the coal
companies from May 2002 to August
2009, RRVUNL failed to procure
allotted quantity of coal. Similarly, short
receipt of gas at DCCPP resulted in
shortfall in achievement of the
generation targets by 23.86 MUs valued
at ` 6.34 crore.

Outages
The total number of hours lost due to
planned outages increased from 7,718
hours in 200506 to 8,528 hours in
200910. The unit wise analysis of
planned outages revealed that total 4,800
hours were lost in excess of annual all
India average. The forced outages
remained less than the norm of 10 per
cent fixed by CEA in all the five years,
but it increased by 4.42 to 99.23 per cent

Consumption of fuel
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during 200610 as compared to the year
200506.

monitoring equipment to record noise
levels.

Auxiliary Consumption

Conclusion and Recommendations

The actual auxiliary consumption at
RGTPS was more than the norms fixed
by RERC during the period under
review resulting in loss of generation of
76.53 MUs valuing ` 18.11 crore.

RRVUNL could not keep pace with
growing demand of power in the State
due
to
noncommencement
of
commercial production by the newly
established generating stations/ units as
per their scheduled plan. The project
management was ineffective as there
were instances of time and cost overrun
in all the projects taken up during 2005
10. Delay in completion also caused
significant increase in interest cost
during construction period. Operational
performance of the plants was adversely
affected due to short receipt as well as
inferior quality of coal/gas, low heat rate
causing excess consumption of coal/gas.
Further though plant load factor, plant
availability and capacity utilization
remained higher than the national
average level, there was a declining
trend since 200708 due to increase in
forced
outages
and
auxiliary
consumption. Heavy capital expenditure
coupled with interest commitment on
loans without adequate returns due to
delay in commercial operation of the
plants caused significant increase in cost
of operations. The top management did
not take corrective measures to ensure
adherence to norms/targets in respect of
input efficiency parameters. The review
contains seven recommendations which
include
effective
planning
and
monitoring, ensuring consumption of
coal/gas within the prescribed norms,
minimise forced outages and auxiliary
consumption and ensure compliance to
environmental laws, etc.
(Chapter 2.1)

Financial Management
Dependence on borrowed funds
increased from ` 4,723.23 crore in 2005
06 to ` 7,521.25 crore (59.24 per cent)
in 200809, which resulted in interest
burden of ` 360.86 crore. Heavy capital
expenditure coupled with interest
commitment on loans without adequate
returns due to delay in commercial
operation of the plants caused
significant increase in cost of operations.
RRVUNL's own inclination for equity
support of 20 per cent of project cost as
against 30 per cent prescribed by CERC
caused short receipt of equity support
from the State Government by
` 433 crore.
Environmental Issues
RRVUNL could not get registered its
Gas based DCCPP under Clean
Development
Mechanism
and
consequently could not earn Certified
Emission Reduction. Further, it did not
initiate any action for washing of 117.28
lakh MT of high ash content coal
(weighted average of ash ranged
between 35.85 and 39.01 per cent)
before use to meet the MOE&F norm of
less than 34 per cent ash. KSTPS and
SSTPS neither installed adequate
silencing equipments nor installed noise
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Mining and Marketing of Rock Phosphate and Limestone by Rajasthan State Mines &
Minerals Limited
` 66.49 lakh on transferring the same in
its name.

Rajasthan State Mines & Minerals
Limited incorporated as Government
Company in December 1974 is involved
in mining and marketing of Rock
Phosphate, Gypsum, Limestone, Lignite
and other minerals. The Company has
four mineral based Strategic Business
Units and Profit Centre (SBU&PC) at
Udaipur, Bikaner, Jodhpur and Jaipur
engaged in mining and marketing of
Rock Phosphate, Gypsum, Limestone
and Lignite respectively. The Company
is mining 87 per cent of the total Rock
Phosphate production in the country and
fulfils 19 per cent of total demand of
Rock Phosphate and balance 81 per cent
demand is fulfilled by imported Rock
Phosphate. Rock Phosphate and
Limestone had contributed almost 59
and 12 per cent respectively of the total
revenue earned by the Company during
200409.

Production of minerals
The production performance of the
Company was at variance with both
Mine Plan (MP) and Annual Plan (AP).
The quantity of ore (Rock Phosphate)
excavated during 200409 ranged
between 85 and 110 per cent whereas
the quantity of over burden removed
ranged between 86 and 123 per cent of
quantity projected in the AP. The
excavation targets fixed for contractors
for SMS grade Limestone were not
commensurate
with
the
MP/AP
projections. The Limestone produced by
the Company at Gotan was 12.68 per
cent of the total production despite the
fact that it had 43.58 per cent of total
lease area.
The Company could not utilise the
heavy earth moving machines (HEMMs)
optimally in excavation of mineral due
to high number of breakdowns which
resulted in loss of production of 4.17
lakh MT during 200409. Despite
having sufficient quantity of low grade
ore, the crusher plant was not utilised
optimally. Consequently, the Industrial
Beneficiation Plant (IBP) could not be
utilised to its installed capacity. The
crushing and screening plant at
SBU&PCLimestone also remained idle.
As a result the Company was deprived
of revenue of ` 23.16 crore.

Planning and statutory compliance
The Company's planning was not
adequate as it failed to prepare long term
plan and the mining schemes were also
faulty. The company did not comply
with the statutory requirements viz;
obtaining
environment
clearance,
preparation of mine plan, operating
mines under minor mineral category
despite being covered under major
mineral, delay in reclamation of
excavated mine area. The Company had
to close down its mining operations at
eight mines since May 2004 due to non
compliance
of
the
statutory
requirements. Resultantly, the Company
incurred idle expenditure of ` 62.46
crore on these closed mines towards
land tax and dead rent. Non converting
the Limestone mines under major
mineral resulted in avoidable payment
of premium charges amounting to

Contract Management
The contract management of the
Company was deficient in award of
contracts and their execution. The
Company ignoring the defects noticed
during inspection/trial run of the
excavator accepted the supply. The
Company
awarded
repair
and
maintenance contract without obtaining
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competitive bids. The Company did not
include any penal provision in the
contract awarded for determining load
limits in wagons due to which the
Company failed to recover penalty from
the transporters for overloading and got
involved in unnecessary litigation
resulting in payment of ` 6.84 crore as
penalty charges to Railways.

not utilise the corpus fund and adopted
other methods for financial assurance.
Manpower Management
The company did not have any
structured manpower policy. The
manpower deployed at SBU&PC
Limestone
was
excess
whereas
SBU&PC Rock phosphate was facing
shortage of manpower.

Marketing/sales Management
Conclusion and Recommendation

There was no documented sales policy
at SBU&PC Rock Phosphate and
Limestone. Due to nonreview of sale
price in comparison to effective increase
in cost led to loss of revenue of
` 60.23 crore. The losses of the
SBU&PCLimestone (Gotan) were
exceptionally high in 200708. The
Company also failed to recover ` 46.27
crore towards Mineral Right Cess
imposed retrospectively by the State
Government from the consumers.

The
Company's
planning
was
inadequate and the mining schemes
were also faulty. The Company also did
not comply with the statutory
requirements.
The
production
performance of the Company, utilisation
of HEMMs and IBP was not
satisfactory. There was no documented
sales policy. The review contains nine
recommendations
which
includes
preparation of broad strategic corporate
plan,
compliance
of
statutory
requirements and optimal utilisation of
HEMMs/IBP and best practices for
contract management.
(Chapter 2.2)

Financial Management
The SBU&PC Limestone in violation
of the guidelines kept the funds with the
unit without any use. The Company did

IT Audit on computerisation of revenue billing system by Jodhpur Vidyut Vitran
Nigam Limited
Jodhpur Vidyut Vitran Nigam Limited
(Company) outsourced (2008) work of
generation of electricity consumption
bills of all the nine circles. It awarded
generation of electricity bills of five
circles including electricity bills of all
HT consumers to K & D Engineers and
Consultants and the work of electricity
bills of remaining four circles to KLG
Systel Limited, Gurgaon (Haryana). An
Information Technology Audit on
billing system of the Company was
attempted to ascertain that the Company
before awarding the work of its core
activity of revenue realisation has
adequately addressed the associated

risks of outsourcing. Further, the audit
was also conducted to evaluate controls
of application software and to ascertain
completeness, regularity and consistency
of data.
Computerisation of revenue billing of
the Company was assessed against the
Tariff for supply of electricity2004, and
Terms and Conditions of Supply
(TCOS) 2004, Rules, notifications,
directions issued by the Rajasthan
Electricity Regulatory Commission
(Commission) and orders and circulars
issued by the Company. The data
available with the Company was
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analysed with the help of Computer
Assisted Audit Techniques.

mapping of business rules and lacunae
in application controls such as deficient
input controls and validation checks.
Besides, some contractual deficiencies,
nonreconciliation of data available in
the system with financial statements of
the Company were also noticed. It is
also felt that there is a requirement for
effective IT application internal control
mechanism so as to get the best results
of computerisation of billing system.

Though the system developed by both
the service providers was adequate as
regards to processing of billing data and
generation of electricity bills yet there
were many shortcomings leading to
incorrect billing as well as not achieving
full potential of IT applications. The
observations of audit have been
categorised as deficiencies of general
controls, system design drawbacks,

3.

(Chapter 2.3)

Transaction audit observations

Transaction audit observations included in this Report highlight deficiencies in the
management of PSUs, which resulted in serious financial implications. The irregularities
pointed out are broadly of the following nature:
Loss of ` 14.89 crore in seven cases due to non compliance with rules, directives,
procedures, terms and conditions of contracts.
(Paragraphs 3.2, 3.3, 3.5, 3.10, 3.11, 3.12 and 3.15)
Loss of ` 1.29 crore in one case due to nonsafeguarding the financial interests of
organisation.
(Paragraph 3.7)
Loss of ` 2.17 crore in three cases due to defective/deficient planning.
(Paragraphs 3.4, 3.6 and 3.14)
Loss of ` 0.35 crore in four cases due to inadequate/deficient monitoring.
(Paragraphs 3.1, 3.8, 3.9 and 3.13)
Gist of some of the important audit observations is given below:
Gross negligence on the part of the officials of Ajmer Vidyut Vitran Nigam Limited,
in extending the contract period of the Collection Agent being aware of financial and
other irregularities, caused cash embezzlement of ` 35.35 lakh.
(Paragraph 3.1)
Decision of Jaipur Vidyut Vitran Nigam Limited to procure large quantity of LAs,
despite knowing its limited use and without ascertaining the performance and cost
benefit analysis led to infructuous expenditure of ` 5.36 crore.
(Paragraph 3.2)
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Rajasthan Rajya Vidyut Prasaran Nigam Limited was deprived of incentive of ` 1.68
crore due to nonadherence to overall financial discipline coupled with delay in
completion and cost over run of the project.
(Paragraph 3.4)
Failure of Rajasthan Renewable Energy Corporation Limited to timely offload
Carbon Financial Instruments resulted into a loss of ` 1.29 crore.
(Paragraph 3.7)
Rajasthan State Industrial Development & Investment Corporation Limited
sustained a loss of ` 5.52 crore due to imprudent decision to bear the cost of shifting of
power lines and waiver of interest on delayed payment, which was against the laid down
policy/rules/terms and conditions of allotment.
(Paragraph 3.10)
Rajasthan State Road Transport Corporation extended undue benefit of ` 59.99 lakh
to the Transporter by enhancing the rates before expiry of the agreement.
(Paragraph 3.15)
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Overview of State Public Sector Undertakings

Introduction
1.1
The State Public Sector Undertakings (PSUs) consist of State
Government companies and Statutory corporations. The State PSUs are
established to carry out activities of commercial nature while keeping in view
the welfare of people. In Rajasthan, the State PSUs occupy an important place
in the State economy. The State PSUs registered a turnover of ` 25,275.63
crore for 200910 as per their latest finalised accounts as on 30 September
2010. This turnover was equal to 11.50 per cent of State Gross Domestic
Product for 200910. Major activities of Rajasthan State PSUs are
concentrated in power sector. The working State PSUs incurred a loss of
` 1,200.90 crore in the aggregate for 200910 as per their latest finalised
accounts. They had employed 0.70 lakh§ employees as on 31 March 2010.
The State PSUs do not include 12 prominent Departmental Undertakings
(DUs), which carry out commercial operations but are a part of Government
departments. Audit findings of these DUs are incorporated in the Civil Audit
Report for the State.
1.2
As on 31 March 2010, there were 41 PSUs as per the details given
below. No company is listed on the stock exchange(s).
Type of PSUs

Working PSUs

Government Companies¨
Statutory Corporations
Total

34
3
37

Nonworking
PSUsy
4

4

Total
38
3
41

1.3
During the year 200910, eight new PSU€ (first three were established
in 200607 and 200809 but intimation from the State Government was
received in 200910) were established where as no PSU was closed down.

§

y
¨
€

As per the details provided by 21 PSUs. Remaining 20 PSUs did not furnish the
details.
Nonworking PSUs are those which have ceased to carry on their operations.
There are four 619B Companies at Sl. No A27 to 30.of partA of Annexure 1
Udaipur City Transport Services Limited in January 2007, Bikaner City Transport
Services Limited in May 2008, Banswara Thermal Power Company Limited in
August 2008, Gurha Thermal Power Company Limited in April 2009, Aravali
Transmission Service Company Limited in June 2009, Maru Transmission Service
Company Limited in June 2009, Shekhawati Transmission Service Company Limited
in June 2009 and Jaipur Metro Rail Corporation Limited was incorporated in January
2010.
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Audit Mandate
1.4
Audit of Government companies is governed by Section 619 of the
Companies Act, 1956. According to Section 617, a Government company is
one in which not less than 51 per cent of the paid up capital is held by
Government(s). A Government company includes a subsidiary of a
Government company. Further, a Company in which 51 per cent of the paid
up capital is held in any combination by Government(s), Government
companies and corporations controlled by Government(s) is treated as if it
were a Government company (deemed Government company) as per Section
619B of the Companies Act.
1.5
The accounts of the State Government companies (as defined in
Section 617 of the Companies Act, 1956) are audited by Statutory Auditors,
who are appointed by the Comptroller and Auditor General of India (CAG) as
per the provisions of Section 619(2) of the Companies Act, 1956. These
accounts are also subject to supplementary audit conducted by the CAG as per
the provisions of Section 619 of the Companies Act, 1956.
1.6
Audit of Statutory corporations is governed by their respective
legislations. Out of three Statutory corporations, CAG is the sole auditor for
Rajasthan State Road Transport Corporation (RSRTC). In respect of
Rajasthan State Warehousing Corporation and Rajasthan Financial
Corporation, the audit is conducted by Chartered Accountants and
supplementary audit by the CAG.

Investment in State PSUs
1.7
As on 31 March 2010, the total investment (capital and longterm
loans) in 41 PSUs was ` 35,277.13 crore as per details given below.
(` in crore)
Type of
PSUs

Working
PSUs
Nonworking
PSUs

Total

Government Companies
Capital
Long
Total
Term
Loans

Statutory Corporations
Capital
Long
Total
Term
Loans

Grand
Total

8492.07

25350.54

33842.61

337.99

1049.45

1387.44

35230.05

9.27

37.81

47.08







47.08

8501.34

25388.35

33889.69

337.99

1049.45

1387.44

35277.13

A summarised position of government investment in State PSUs is detailed in
Annexure1.
1.8
As on 31 March 2010, of the total investment in State PSUs, 99.87
per cent was in working PSUs and the remaining 0.13 per cent in non
working PSUs. This consisted of 25.06 per cent towards capital and 74.94
percent in longterm loans. The investment has grown by 155.30 per cent
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from ` 13,817.95 crore in 200405 to ` 35,277.13 crore in 200910 as shown
in the graph below.

35277.13
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1.9
The investment in various important sectors and percentage thereof at
the end of 31 March 2005 and 31 March 2010 are indicated below in the bar
chart. The thrust of PSU investment was mainly on power sector during the
five years which has seen its percentage share rising to 93.82 per cent in
200910 from 85.55 in 200405.
(Figures in brackets show the percentage of total investment)
(Amount: ` in crore)

(93.82) (2.62) (1.52) (0.73) (1.31)
36000
32000
28000

`

924.71

157.92

717.62

398.27

4000

723.35

8000

11820.79

12000

460.89

16000

258.05

(85.55) (5.24) (2.88) (5.19) (1.14)

535.49

20000

33097.99

24000

0
200405

200910

Power
Finance
Service
Infrastructure
Others (includes Manufacture, Agriculture & allied and Miscellaneous)
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PSUs investment in infrastructure activity had declined from 5.19 per cent
(` 717.62 crore) in 200405 to 0.73 per cent (` 258.05 crore) in 200910 due
to reduction in borrowings by Rajasthan State Industrial Development and
Investment Corporation Limited and Rajasthan State Road Development and
Construction Corporation Limited.

Budgetary outgo, grants/subsidies, guarantees and loans
1.10 The details regarding budgetary outgo towards equity, loans, grants/
subsidies, guarantees issued, loans written off, loans converted into equity and
interest waived in respect of State PSUs are given in Annexure3. The
summarised details are given below for three years ended 200910.
(` in crore)
Sl.
No.

Particulars

1.

Equity
Capital
outgo from budget
Loans given from
budget
Grants/Subsidy
received*
Total
Outgo
(1+2+3)
Loans converted
into equity
Guarantees issued
Guarantee
Commitment

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

200708
No. of
Amount
PSUs
9
1070.71

200809
No. of
Amount
PSUs
6
1337.98

200910
No. of
Amount
PSUs
10
1470.25

3

668.44

5

252.72

7

3341.53

10

1516.92

7

1201.41

14

968.33

13$

3256.07

10$

2792.11

18$

5780.11









1

23.55

5
7

12705.31
18153.83

6
8

13944.73
25639.95

5
5

20767.42
32099.14

1.11 The details regarding budgetary outgo towards equity, loans and
grants/subsidies for six years are given in a graph below.
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Budgetary outgo towards Equity, Loans and Grants/ Subsidies
Amount: ` in crore

*
$

Amount represents outgo from State Budget only.
The figure represents number of companies which have received outgo form budget
under one or more heads i.e. equity, loans, grants/subsidies.
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The main beneficiary of budgetary outgo was power sector which received
97.38 per cent (` 1,431.80 crore) of equity capital outgo (` 1,470.25 crore)
and 96.16 per cent (` 5,558.35 crore) of total budgetary outgo
(` 5,780.11 crore).
1.12 The Government charges guarantee commission at the concessional
rate of 0.1 per cent per annum for term loans granted by the financial
institutions and Banks to the Power Sector PSUs, whereas in case of loan
availed by other PSUs it charges guarantee commission at the rate of one
per cent per annum. The Government charges guarantee commission at
concessional rate of 0.01 per cent per annum on issue of bonds by the Power
Sector PSUs, however, no bonds were issued during 200910. The guarantee
commission is payable quarterly failing which guarantee commission will also
carry penal interest at the rate of 15 per cent per annum from the first day of
the following month to the quarter to which it relates till the date of final
payment. There was increasing trend of outstanding guarantees. The amount
of guarantees outstanding increased from ` 11,152.15 crore in 200405 to
` 32,099.14 crore in 200910 showing rise of 187.83 per cent. During the year
200910 guarantee commission of ` 40.36 crore was paid/ payable by the
PSUs.

Reconciliation with Finance Accounts
1.13 The figures in respect of equity, loans and guarantees outstanding as
per records of State PSUs should agree with that of the figures appearing in
the Finance Accounts of the State. In case the figures do not agree, the
concerned PSUs and the Finance Department should carry out reconciliation
of differences. The position in this regard as at 31 March 2010 is stated below.
Outstanding in
respect of
Equity
Loans
Guarantees

Amount as per
Finance Accounts
9015.14
2503.16
37188.74

Amount as per
records of PSUs
8760.66
1876.51
32099.14

(` in crore)
Difference
254.48
626.65
5089.60

1.14 Audit observed that the differences occurred in respect of 24 PSUs and
some of the differences were pending reconciliation since earlier period. The
matter was taken up from time to time with Finance Department, Government
of Rajasthan regarding difference in figures relating to equity, loans and
guarantee as per finance accounts and as per PSU’s records. The Government
and the PSUs should take concrete steps to reconcile the differences in a
timebound manner.

Performance of PSUs
1.15 The financial results of PSUs, financial position and working results of
working Statutory corporations are detailed in Annexure2, 5 and 6
5
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respectively. A ratio of PSU turnover to State GDP shows the extent of PSU
activities in the State economy. Table below provides the details of working
PSU turnover and State GDP for the period 200405 to 200910.
(` in crore)
Particulars

200405

200506

200607

200708

200809

200910

µ

11185.31

12616.80

14445.07

16644.45

17510.67

25275.63

State GDP

117274.31

128620.63

148849.22

169918.51

191989.90

219768.80

9.54

9.81

9.70

9.80

9.12

11.50

Turnover

Percentage
of Turnover
to State GDP

The turnover of PSUs has recorded continuous increase over previous year
turnover from 200506 to 200910. Percentage of increase in turnover ranged
between 5.20 and 44.34 during the period 200510, whereas percentage of
increase in GDP ranged between 9.68 and 15.73 during the period 200510.
The turnover of PSUs recorded compounded annual growth of 17.71 per cent
during last five years which was higher than the compounded annual growth
of 13.38 per cent of State GDP. This had resulted in increase of PSUs share of
turnover to State GDP from 9.54 per cent in 200405 to 11.50 per cent in
200910.
1.16 Profit* (losses) earned (incurred) by State working PSUs during
200405 to 200910 are given below in a bar chart.

313.99

268.78

215.37

300

148.01

700

380.75

1100

(37)

100
(21)

(25)

(28)

(29)

200405

200506

200607

200708

200809

1200.90

(19)
500
900
1300

200910

Overall Profit earned/Loss incurred during the year by working PSUs (` in crore)

(Figures in brackets show the number of working PSUs in respective years)

It can be seen from the above chart that the profit earned by the working PSUs
had increased from ` 148.01 crore in 200405 to ` 313.99 crore in 200809
but turned into loss of ` 1,200.90 crore in 200910. According to latest
finalized accounts of 37 PSUs, 10 PSUs earned profit of ` 361.34 crore,
µ
*

Turnover as per the latest finalised accounts.
Figures are as per the latest finalised accounts during the respective years.
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11 PSUs incurred loss of ` 1,562.24 crore, while three power sector PSUs i.e.
Ajmer Vidyut Vitran Nigam Limited, Jaipur Vidyut Vitran Nigam Limited,
and Jodhpur Vidyut Vitran Nigam Limited incorporated in 200001 prepared
accounts on 'No Profit No Loss basis' by showing revenue gap as recoverable
from the State Government which was not as per Generally Accepted
Accounting Principles (GAAP) prevailing in the country. 13 PSUs
incorporated in the year 200607 to 200910 did not commence commercial
activities till 200910. The major contributors to the profit were Rajasthan
State Mines and Minerals Limited (` 174.57 crore) and Rajasthan State
Industrial Development and Investment Corporation Limited (` 142.56 crore).
Heavy losses were incurred by Rajasthan Rajya Vidyut Prasaran Nigam
Limited (` 860.77crore) and Rajasthan Rajya Vidyut Utpadan Nigam Limited
(` 495.54 crore) as per their latest finalised account.
1.17 The losses of PSUs are mainly attributable to deficiencies in financial
management, planning, implementation of project, running their operations
and monitoring. A review of latest Audit Reports of CAG shows that the State
PSUs incurred losses to the tune of ` 1,305.56 crore which were controllable
with better management. Yearwise details from Audit Reports are stated
below.
Particulars
Net Profit (loss)
Controllable losses as per
CAG’s Audit Report
Infructuous Investment

200708
380.75
116.70

200809
313.99
729.70

200910
(1200.90)
459.16

(` in crore)
Total
(506.16)
1305.56

Nil

3.25

Nil

3.25

1.18 The above losses pointed out by Audit Reports of CAG are based on
test check of records of PSUs. The actual controllable losses would be much
more. The above table shows that with better management, the profits can be
enhanced substantially. The PSUs can discharge their role efficiently only if
they are financially selfreliant. The above situation points towards a need for
professionalism and accountability in the functioning of PSUs.
1.19

Some other key parameters pertaining to State PSUs are given below.
(` in crore)

Particulars
Return on Capital
Employed (per cent)
Debt
Turnover*
Debt/Turnover Ratio
Interest Payments
Accumulated Profits
(losses)

200405
7.19

200506
6.61

200607
6.24

200708
6.00

200809
5.82

200910
2.89

10055.94
11185.31
0.90:1
1446.83
(274.99)

11720.00
12616.80
0.93 : 1
1236.13
(193.66)

11377.42
14445.07
0.79 : 1
1375.40
(63.89)

15808.26
16644.45
0.95 : 1
1338.95
117.98

20955.24
17510.67
1.20:1
1599.84
364.89

26437.80
25275.63
1.05:1
2374.73$
(1343.22)$

Note:1. Position for the year 200910 was taken from the information received up to 30
September 2010.
(Above figures pertain to all PSUs except for turnover which is for working PSUs)
*
$

Turnover of working PSUs as per the latest finalised accounts.
Figures as per the latest finalised accounts.
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1.20 The turnover of PSUs recorded compounded annual growth of 17.71
per cent during last five years while compounded annual growth of debts was
21.33 per cent indicating that the debts were rising at much faster rate than
turnover. The rising debts to turnover ratio from 0.90:1 in 200405 to 1.05:1 in
200910 as well as decreasing trend in return on capital employed pointed to
deteriorating performance of PSUs. The power sector PSUs were major
contributor to the rising debt to turnover ratio as debt/ turnover ratio in respect
of power sector PSUs had risen from 0.95:1 in 200405 to 1.24:1 in 200910.
1.21 The State Government had formulated (September 2004) a dividend
policy under which all profit making PSUs are required to pay a minimum
return of ten per cent on the paid up share capital contributed by the State
Government or 20 per cent of the profit after tax, whichever is lower. As per
their latest finalised accounts, 10 PSUs earned an aggregate profit of
` 361.34 crore and seven PSUs declared a dividend of ` 36.84 crore which
worked out to 0.42 per cent of equity capital contributed by the State
Government. Out of seven PSUs declaring dividend, two PSUs (Rajasthan
State Road Development and Construction Corporation Limited and Rajasthan
State Mines and Minerals Limited) declared dividend more than prescribed in
the Government dividend policy, while two PSUs (Rajasthan State
Ganganagar Sugar Mills Limited and Rajasthan State Industrial Development
and Investment Corporation Limited) declared dividend less than prescribed
in the Government dividend policy. Three PSUs which earned profit, did not
declare dividend due to accumulated losses or marginal profit.
Performance of major PSUs
1.22 The investment in working PSUs and their turnover** together
aggregated to ` 60,505.68 crore during 200910. Out of 37 working PSUs, the
following five PSUs accounted for individual investment plus turnover of
more than ten per cent of aggregate investment plus turnover. These five
PSUs together accounted for 87.88 per cent of aggregate investment plus
turnover.
(` in crore)
PSU Name

Investment

Turnover

Total
(2) + (3)

Percentage of
Aggregate Investment
plus Turnover

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Rajasthan Rajya Vidyut Utpadan
Nigam Limited

11288.50

5101.12

16389.62

27.09

Rajasthan Rajya Vidyut Prasaran
Nigam Limited

5246.64

1020.62

6267.26

10.36

7363.16
5793.24
3324.87
33016.41

6341.93
2924.07
4766.58
20154.32

13705.09
8717.31
8091.45
53170.73

22.65
14.41
13.37
87.88

Jaipur Vidyut Vitran Nigam Limited
Ajmer Vidyut Vitran Nigam Limited
Jodhpur Vidyut Vitran Nigam Limited
Total

1.23 All of the above five power sector PSUs had arrears of accounts for
one year (200910) as on 30 September 2010.

**

Turnover figures have been taken in respect of all the PSUs as per their latest finalised
accounts.
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1.24 Out of above five power sector PSUs, three* power sector PSUs
prepared their accounts on ‘No profit no loss' basis. The turnover has risen
from ` 10,468.37 crore in 200506 to ` 20,154.32 crore in 200910 during this
period. However, the return on capital employed has reduced to 2.37 per cent
in 200910 from 5.49 per cent in 200506 as per latest finalised accounts by
the PSUs.

Arrears in finalisation of accounts
1.25 The accounts of the companies for every financial year are required to
be finalised within six months from the end of the relevant financial year
under Sections 166, 210, 230, 619 and 619B of the Companies Act, 1956.
Similarly, in case of Statutory corporations, their accounts are finalised,
audited and presented to the Legislature as per the provisions of their
respective Acts. The table below provides the details of progress made by
working PSUs in finalisation of accounts by 30 September 2010.
Sl.
No.

Particulars

200506

200607

200708

200809

200910

1.

Number of Working PSUs

21

25

28

29

37

2.

Number of accounts finalised
during the year

16

22

26

25

27

3.

Number of accounts in arrears

5

8

10

14

28¨

4.
5.

Average arrears per PSU (3/1)
Number of Working PSUs with
arrears in accounts

0.24
5

0.32
8

0.36
9

0.55
13

0.76
21

6.

Extent of arrears

One to
two years

One to Two
years

One year

One year

One to Three
years

1.26 Out of 37 working PSUs, 21** working PSUs have 28 accounts in
arrears. Of these 21 working PSUs, five# working PSUs have arrear in
accounts more than one year.
1.27 Out of four nonworking PSUs, no PSU had gone into liquidation
process.
1.28 The State Government had invested ` 5,605.63 crore (Equity:
` 1,451.25 crore, Loans: ` 3,341.39 crore and Grants: ` 812.99 crore) in nine
PSUs during the year for which accounts have not been finalised as detailed in
Annexure4. In the absence of accounts and their subsequent audit, it cannot
be ensured whether the investments and expenditure incurred have been
properly accounted for and the purpose for which the amount was invested has
been achieved or not. Thus Government’s investment in such PSUs remains
*

Ajmer Vidyut Vitran Nigam Limited, Jaipur Vidyut Vitran Nigam Limited and
Jodhpur Vidyut Vitran Nigam Limited.

**
#

Sl. No. A3,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,19,21,22,23,24,25,27,28,29,30,31 and 33 of Annexure2.
Sl. No. A19,21,28,29 and 30 of Annexure2.

¨

Three PSUs Bikaner City Transport Services Limited, Kota City Transport Services
Limited and Udaipur City Transport Services Limited came into Audit purview this
year with seven accounts in arrears.
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outside the scrutiny of the State Legislature. Further, delay in finalisation of
accounts may also result in risk of fraud and leakage of public money apart
from violation of the provisions of the Companies Act, 1956.
1.29 The administrative departments have the responsibility to oversee the
activities of these entities and to ensure that the accounts are finalised and
adopted by these PSUs within the prescribed period. Though the concerned
administrative departments and officials of the Government were informed
every quarter by the Audit, of the arrears in finalisation of accounts, no
remedial measures were taken. As a result of this the net worth of these PSUs
could not be assessed in audit. The matter of arrears in accounts was also
taken up periodically with the Chief Secretary/Finance Secretary to expedite
clearance of the backlog of arrears in accounts in a time bound manner.
1.30

In view of above state of arrears, it is recommended that:

·

The Government may set up a cell to oversee the clearance of arrears
and set the targets for individual companies which would be monitored
by the cell.

·

The Government may consider outsourcing the work relating to
preparation of accounts wherever the staff is inadequate or lacks
expertise.

Winding up of nonworking PSUs
1.31 There were four nonworking PSUs (four Companies and nil Statutory
corporations) as on 31 March 2010. None of these PSUs have commenced
liquidation process. The numbers of nonworking companies at the end of
each year during past five years are given below.
Particulars
No. of nonworking companies
No. of nonworking corporations
Total

200506
5

5

200607
4

4

200708
4

4

200809
4

4

200910
4

4

The nonworking PSUs are required to be closed down as their existence is
not going to serve any purpose. During 200910, two nonworking PSUs
incurred an expenditure of ` 0.02 crore towards salary and establishment
expenses etc. This expenditure was financed by the Holding companies.
1.32
Sl.
No.
1.
2.
(a)
(b)
(c)

The stages of closure in respect of nonworking PSUs are given below.
Particulars

Companies

Total No. of nonworking PSUs
Of (1) above, the No. Under
liquidation by Court (liquidator appointed)
Voluntary winding up (liquidator appointed)
Closure, i.e. closing orders/ instructions issued but
liquidation process not yet started.

4



1*

* Rajasthan Electronics Limited

10

Statutory
Corporations






Total
4
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1.33 During the year 200910, no PSU was finally wound up. The process
of voluntary winding up under the Companies Act is much faster and needs to
be adopted/ pursued vigorously. The Government may take a decision
regarding winding up of four nonworking PSUs where no decision about
their continuation or otherwise has been taken after they became nonworking.
The Government may consider setting up a cell to expedite closing down its
nonworking companies.

Accounts Comments and Internal Audit
1.34 Twenty two working Companies forwarded their 24* audited accounts
to the Accountant General during the year 200910 (up to 30 September
2010). Of these, 18 accounts of 17 ** Companies were selected for
supplementary audit. The audit reports of statutory auditors appointed by the
CAG indicate that the quality of maintenance of accounts needs to be
improved substantially. The details of aggregate money value of comments of
statutory auditors and the CAG are given below.
(` in crore)
Sl.
No.

Particulars

200708
No. of
accounts

200910§

200809

Amount

1.

Decrease in profit

6

28.90

2.

Increase in loss

7

4595.12

3.

Nondisclosure of
material facts

2

4.

Errors of classification

2

No. of
accounts

4

Amount

No. of
accounts

Amount

6.58

2

0.91





4

3811.29




1






1



1.35 During the year 200910, the statutory auditors had given qualified
certificates on 22 accounts and adverse certificate (which means that accounts
do not reflect a true and fair position) on one account and disclaimer (meaning
the auditors are unable to form an opinion on accounts) on one account.
Additionally, the CAG gave adverse certificate on two accounts
(two PSUs relating to power sector) during the supplementary audit. The
compliance of the Accounting Standards (AS) by PSUs remained poor as
there were 73 instances of noncompliance in 15 accounts during
supplementary audit.
1.36 Some of the important comments in respect of accounts of companies
are stated below:
Ajmer Vidyut Vitran Nigam Limited (200708)
· Due to comments of the CAG and Statutory Auditors, the net loss for
the year carried to Balance Sheet worked out to ` 1,175.82 crore
§

*

**

Position as on 30 September 2010.
Ajmer Vidyut Vitran Nigam Limited (AVVNL) submitted two accounts for the year
200708 and 200809 and Rajasthan Civil Aviation Corporation Limited submitted
two accounts for the year 200809 and 200910.
Two accounts of AVVNL for the year 200708 and 200809 was selected for
supplementary audit.
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instead of ` NIL shown by the Company. Further, the depiction of net
loss in Profit and Loss Account and accumulated loss in the Balance
Sheet was not as per AS12 and Schedule VI of the Companies Act,
1956. Hence, the account do not represent true and fair view.
Rajasthan Rajya Vidyut Utpadan Nigam Limited (200809)
·

The ‘Loss before tax' and 'Other assets’ were overstated by ` 48.18
crore due to incorrect accountal of various expenditures incurred on
Giral Lignite Thermal Power PlantI (GLTPPI) during the year
200809 as company’s expenditure instead of showing the same as
receivable from Giral Lignite Power Limited (GLPL). This amount
was recoverable from Discoms by the subsidiary company as fixed
charges as per tariff order issued by Rajasthan Electricity Regulatory
Commission (RERC).

·

The 'Loss for the year' and 'Reserves and Surplus' were understated by
` 27.15 crore due to incorrect accountal of amount received against
contingency reserve as revenue which was received to meet out capital
cost of assets to be incurred towards damage due to accident or
avoidable circumstances and was required to be set aside separately.

·

The 'Loss for the year' was understated and 'Sundry debtors' were
overstated by ` 6.15 crore due to recovery of excess energy charges
from Discoms on account of generation incentive of Kota and
Suratgarh power plants in violation of terms and conditions of the
Tariff Regulation, 2004 issued by RERC.

Rajasthan State Mines & Minerals Limited (200809)
·

Provision for gratuity includes LIC premium of ` 52.41 lakh pertaining
to the period 200910.This resulted in overstatement of provision for
gratuity and understatement of profit and prepaid expenses by
` 52.41 lakh.

Rajasthan State Road Development and Construction Corporation Limited
(200910)
·

‘Payment to and Provision for Employees’ was understated by ` 1.92
crore as maximum gratuity amount payable to an employee increased
from ` 3.50 lakh to ` 10 lakh with effect from 24 May 2010 vide the
Payment of Gratuity (Amendment) Act, 2010. Consequently, profit for
the year has been overstated to same extent.

Rajasthan State Industrial Development and Investment Corporation
Limited (200910)
·

‘Income from Financial and Other Activities’ was overstated by ` 6.11
crore due to inclusion of interest allowed (June 2010) by Income Tax
Department on additional tax paid for the Assessment Year 200506,
pending the matter subjudiced in contravention of AS9. Consequently,
Profit after tax as well as Current Assets, Loans and Advances were
overstated by ` 6.11 crore.
12
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·

‘Income Tax’ was overstated by ` 16.63 crore due to incorrect
accountal of refund of Income Tax made by Income Tax Department
(June 2010) towards Assessment Year 200506, pending the matter
subjudiced. Consequently, Profit after tax as well as Current Assets,
Loans and Advances were overstated by ` 16.63 crore.

Rajasthan Rajya Vidyut Prasaran Nigam Limited (200809)
·

The Company revised the financial statement to give effect to some of
our audit observations highlighted during supplementary audit which
resulted in increase of loss from ` 719. 23 crore to ` 860.77 crore.

·

Further, due to our comments and those of statutory auditors, the net
loss for the year worked out to ` 1,211.48 crore instead of ` 860.77
crore loss shown by the Company in revised accounts.

Jodhpur Vidyut Vitran Nigam Limited (200809)
·

Due to our comments and those of statutory auditors, the net loss for
the year worked out to ` 2,251.46 crore instead of NIL shown by the
Company. Hence the accounts did not represent a true and fair view.

1.37 Similarly, three working Statutory corporations forwarded their
accounts of 200910 to Accountant General during the year 201011 (up to 30
September 2010). Of these, one account of one Statutory corporation
pertained to sole audit by the CAG which was completed during the year.
Remaining two accounts were selected for supplementary audit. The audit
reports of statutory auditors indicate that the quality of maintenance of
accounts needs to be improved substantially. The details of aggregate money
value of comments of statutory auditors and Supplementary audit of CAG are
given below:
(` in crore)
Sl.
No.

Particulars

200708
No. of
accounts

Amount

1

in

200910¡

200809
No. of
accounts

Amount

No. of
accounts

Amount

27.53









1.

Decrease
profit

2.

Increase in loss

1

40.06





3.

Nondisclosure
of material facts

1











4.

Errors
of
classification













2

152.81

1.38 Out of two accounts received during the year 200910, the statutory
auditors had given qualified certificates for both accounts.
1.39 The Statutory Auditors (Chartered Accountants) are required to furnish
a detailed report upon various aspects including internal control/internal audit
systems in the companies audited in accordance with the directions issued by
¡

Position as on 30 September 2010.
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the CAG to them under Section 619(3)(a) of the Companies Act, 1956 and to
identify areas which needed improvement. An illustrative resume of major
comments made by the Statutory Auditors on possible improvement in the
internal audit/internal control system in respect of seven companies for the
year 200809 and 14 companies for the year 200910 (position taken on the
basis of accounts received upto 30 September 2010) are given below.
Sl.
No.

Nature of comments made
by Statutory Auditors

Number of
companies where
recommendations
were made

1.

Absence of internal audit system
commensurate with the nature and
size of business of the company

200809 7

2.

Non maintenance of proper
records showing full particulars
including quantitative details,
situations, identity number, date
of acquisitions, depreciated value
of fixed assets and their locations

Reference to serial number of
the companies as per
Annexure 2
A2, 3, 4, 5, 9, 34 & B 2

200910 –14

A2, 4, 6, 9, 10, 13, 14, 15, 16,
17, 26, 27, 34 & B1

200809 – 6
200910 – 10

A3, 4, 8, 9, 12 & B2
A4, 9, 10, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17,
26 & 31

Recoveries at the instance of audit
1.40 During the course of propriety audit in 200910, recoveries of
` 5.68 crore were pointed out to the Management of various PSUs, of which,
recoveries of ` 5.48 crore were admitted by PSUs. An amount of ` 3.95 crore
was recovered during the year 200910.

Status of placement of Separate Audit Reports
1.41 The following table shows the status of placement of various Separate
Audit Reports (SARs) issued by the CAG on the accounts of Statutory
corporations in the Legislature by the Government.
Sl.
No.

Name of Statutory
corporation

Year up to
which SARs
placed in
Legislature

Year for which SARs not placed in Legislature
Year of
SAR

Date of issue
to the
Government

Reasons for delay
in placement in
Legislature

1.

Rajasthan Financial
Corporation

200809
(23.02.2010)







2.

Rajasthan State
Warehousing Corporation

200809
(23.02.2010)

200910

13.09.2010



3.

Rajasthan State Road
Transport Corporation

200809
(24.02.2010)







The audit of the accounts of remaining two Statutory corporations for the year
200910 is in progress.
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Disinvestment, Privatisation and Restructuring of PSUs
1.42 No disinvestment or privatisation of Public Sector Undertakings took
place during 200910.

Reforms in Power Sector
1.43 Rajasthan has Rajasthan Electricity Regulatory Commission (RERC)
formed in January 2000 under section 17 of the Electricity Regulatory
Commissions Act, 1998 with the objective of rationalization of electricity
tariff, advising in matters relating to electricity generation, transmission and
distribution in the State and issue of licenses. During 200910, RERC issued
27 orders (15 on annual revenue requirements and 12 on others).
1.44 Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) was signed in March 2001
between the Union Ministry of Power and the State Government as a joint
commitment for implementation of reforms programme in power sector with
identified milestones. The progress achieved so far in respect of important
milestones is stated below.
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Sl
No.
1.

2.

Milestone

Achievement as at March 2010

Reduction in
20 per cent
transmission
by 200809
and distribution
losses

Name of Transmission Distribution Total
the
loss
loss
Company

100 per cent
metering of all
11 KV
distribution
feeders

September
2001

JVVNL

7.00

22.86 29.86

AVVNL

6.20

29.67 35.87

JdVVNL

6.24

25.49 31.73

Name of 11KV
the
feeders
Company to be
metered

JVVNL

4304

3874

90.00

AVVNL

4806

4342

90.35

JdVVNL

5484

5082

92.67

100 per cent
electrification
of all villages

41,353
villages
2005

4.

100 per cent
metering of all
consumers

30
2002

5.

State Electricity Regulatory Commission (SERC)

3.

(1)
Establishment
of the SERC

11KV
Percentage
feeders
metered
upto
March
2010

38,644 villages electrified i.e. 93.45 per cent.
by
June No connection of any category is being released
without meter. All flat rate agricultural
connections are being converted to metered
category. 2,13,574 consumers were converted
from agricultural flat rate to metered category in
urban/rural areas.



An order for
(2)
distribution
Implementation tariff was to
of tariff orders be
issued by
implemented
SERC during
from
the year
January
2005.

The SERC was formed in January 2000.
The tariff was implemented from May 2005 as
the State Government provided subsidy for the
period January 2005 to April 2005. There was no
change in tariff since then.

General
6.

Monitoring of Monitoring
Monitoring is being done regularly by SE (Plan)
MOU
was required of Jaipur Vidyut Vitran Nigam Limited. Last
on quarterly report was sent in March 2010.
basis
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Chapter II
Performance Audit relating to Government Companies
Rajasthan Rajya Vidyut Utpadan Nigam Limited
[

2.1

Power Generation Activities

Executive summary
Power is an essential requirement for all facets of
life and has been recognised as a basic
requirement. In Rajasthan, the generation of power
is managed by the Rajasthan Rajya Vidyut
Utpadan Nigam Limited (RRVUNL), which was
incorporated on 19 June 2000 as per the Rajasthan
Power Sector Reforms Transfer Scheme 2000
under the administrative control of the Energy
Department of the Government of Rajasthan. As on
31 March 2010, RRVUNL had four thermal
generation stations and 12 hydro generation
stations with installed capacity of 2,930.50 MW
and 163.85 MW respectively. The turnover of
RRVUNL was ` 5,101.12 crore in 20082009,
which was equal to 29.13 and 2.66 per cent of the
State PSUs turnover and State Gross Domestic
Product respectively. It employed 3,492 employees
as on 31 March 2010.

Capacity Addition and Project Management
Against the envisaged capacity addition of 3,020
MW to meet the energy generation requirement in
the State during 200510, the actual addition was
2,519.82 MW. Though 1,525 MW of capacity was
planned to be added by RRVUNL during the five
years ending March 2010, the actual addition was
only 525 MW leaving a deficit of 1,000 MW. The
State was not in position to meet the demand as the
power generated as well as purchased fell short to
the extent of 678.02 MUs to 2,693.10 MUs during
200510 due to noncommencement of commercial
production by the newly established generation
stations/ units as per the scheduled plan.
The nine units taken up for implementation during
the review period were not completed within
scheduled time. The slippage in time schedule were
due to delay in signing of gas supply agreement for
Gas based plant, finalisation and approval of
drawings, execution of work of main plant by

BHEL, providing input from Balance of Plant
contractors/RRVUNL etc. Three units could not be
commercially operated even after synchronization
due to technical problems which could not be
resolved till September 2010. Time overrun varied
from 12.5 to 48 months in commercial operation of
projects, which led to cost overrun amounting to
` 1,133.44 crore.

Contract Management
During 200510, contracts valuing ` 5,121.35
crore were executed. RRVUNL failed to recover
liquidated damages of ` 222.34 crore being the
penalty for the delay in commissioning of the
projects. RRVUNL also failed to impose penalty for
extra cost of dismantling and rework at SSTPS
Unit VI and thus had to bear an extra cost of
` 1.95 crore due to modification in approved
drawings which could have been avoided.

Operational Performance
Performance of the existing generation stations
depends on efficient use of material, manpower
and capacity of the plants so as to generate
maximum energy possible without affecting the
long term operations of the plants. Audit scrutiny
of operational performance revealed the following:

Procurement of fuel
Short receipt of coal (14.91 per cent) against the
total linkage approved by Standard Linkages
Committee during the four years upto 200809 led
to shortfall in achievement of the generation
targets by 3,289 MUs in the TPSs valued at
` 777.99 crore. In absence of any agreement with
the coal companies from May 2002 to August 2009,
RRVUNL failed to procure allotted quantity of
coal. Similarly, short receipt of gas at DCCPP
resulted in shortfall in achievement of the
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generation targets by 23.86 MUs valued at ` 6.34
crore.

(59.24 per cent) in 200809, which resulted in
interest burden of ` 360.86 crore. Heavy capital
expenditure coupled with interest commitment on
loans without adequate returns due to delay in
commercial operation of the plants caused
significant increase in cost of operations.
RRVUNL's own inclination for equity support of 20
per cent of project cost as against 30 per cent
prescribed by CERC caused short receipt of equity
support from the State Government by ` 433 crore.

Consumption of fuel
Use of coal having less gross calorific value
coupled with Station Heat Rate (SHR) above the
Rajasthan Electricity Regulatory Commission
(RERC) norms and leakages of steam in the ageing
units of power plants caused excess consumption of
coal to the tune of 38.34 lakh MT (` 892.12 crore)
during 200510. Similarly, in case of gas based
DCCPP, SHR in excess of RERC norms led to
excess consumption of 18.03 MMSCM of gas
valued at ` 16.73 crore.

Environmental Issues
RRVUNL could not get registered its Gas based
DCCPP under Clean Development Mechanism and
consequently could not earn Certified Emission
Reduction. Further, it did not initiate any action
for washing of 117.28 lakh MT of high ash content
coal (weighted average of ash ranged between
35.85 and 39.01 per cent) before use to meet the
MOE&F norm of less than 34 per cent ash. KSTPS
and SSTPS neither installed adequate silencing
equipments nor installed noise monitoring
equipment to record noise levels.

Deployment of Manpower
RRVUNL had 3,492 employees as on 31 March
2010. The deployment of manpower was not
rational as the manpower deployed at gas based
and hydro power station was in excess of the norms
fixed by CEA whereas the manpower at coal based
power stations was inadequate.

Plant Load Factor

Conclusion and Recommendations

The PLF of KSTPS, SSTPS and DCCPP was above
the national average of 77.2 per cent but the PLF
of RGTPS, was lower (36 per cent than the
national average in 200809) due to non
availability of gas. The estimated shortfall in
generation as compared to national average PLF
works out to 1,782.93 MUs during 200510
resulting in loss of contribution amounting to
` 46.36 crore. Decline in PLF of hydro power
projects was due to less availability of water.

RRVUNL could not keep pace with growing
demand of power in the State due to non
commencement of commercial production by the
newly established generating stations/ units as per
their scheduled plan. The project management was
ineffective as there were instances of time and cost
overrun in all the projects taken up during
200510. Delay in completion also caused
significant increase in interest cost during
construction period. Operational performance of
the plants was adversely affected due to short
receipt as well as inferior quality of coal/gas, low
heat rate causing excess consumption of coal/gas.
Further though plant load factor, plant availability
and capacity utilization remained higher than the
national average level, there was a declining trend
since 200708 due to increase in forced outages
and auxiliary consumption. Heavy capital
expenditure coupled with interest commitment on
loans without adequate returns due to delay in
commercial operation of the plants caused
significant increase in cost of operations. The top
management did not take corrective measures to
ensure adherence to norms/targets in respect of
input efficiency parameters. The review contains
seven recommendations which include effective
planning and monitoring, ensuring consumption of
coal/gas within the prescribed norms, minimise
forced outages and auxiliary consumption and
ensure compliance to environmental laws, etc.

Outages
The total number of hours lost due to planned
outages increased from 7,718 hours in 200506 to
8,528 hours in 200910. The unit wise analysis of
planned outages revealed that total 4,800 hours
were lost in excess of annual all India average. The
forced outages remained less than the norm of 10
per cent fixed by CEA in all the five years, but it
increased by 4.42 to 99.23 per cent during 200610
as compared to the year 200506.

Auxiliary Consumption
The actual auxiliary consumption at RGTPS was
more than the norms fixed by RERC during the
period under review resulting in loss of generation
of 76.53 MUs valuing ` 18.11 crore.

Financial Management
Dependence on borrowed funds increased from
` 4,723.23 crore in 200506 to ` 7,521.25 crore
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Introduction
2.1.1 Power is an essential requirement for all facets of life and has been
recognized as a basic requirement. The availability of reliable and quality
power at competitive rates is very crucial to sustain growth of all sectors of the
economy. The Electricity Act 2003 provides a framework conducive to
development of the Power Sector, promote transparency and competition and
protect the interests of the consumers. In compliance with Section 3 of the ibid
Act, the Government of India (GOI) prepared the National Electricity Policy
(NEP) in February 2005 in consultation with the State Governments and
Central Electricity Authority (CEA) for development of the Power Sector
based on optimal utilisation of resources like coal, gas, nuclear material, hydro
and renewable sources of energy. The Policy, inter alia, aims at laying
guidelines for accelerated development of the Power Sector. It also requires
CEA to frame National Electricity Plan once in five years. The Plan would
provide short term framework for five years and give a 15 years’ perspective.
During 200506, electricity requirement in Rajasthan was assessed at 32,052
Million Units (MUs) of which only 31,373.98 MUs were available leaving a
shortfall of 678.02 MUs, which works out to 2.12 per cent of the total
requirement. The total installed power generation capacity in the State of
Rajasthan as on 1 April 2005 was 5,248.64 Mega Watt (MW) and effective
available capacity was 4,414 MW against the peak demand of 4,786 MW
leaving deficit of 372 MW. As on 31 March 2010, the comparative figures of
requirement and availability of power were 44,031 and 41,337.90 MUs with
deficit of 2,693.10 MUs (6.12 per cent) while the installed capacity was
7,768.46 MW and effective available capacity was 6,859 MW. Thus, there
was a growth in demand of 11,979 Million Units (MUs) during review period
against which only 9,963.92 MUs were additionally available. The capacity
addition during the review period was 2,519.82 MW.
In Rajasthan, generation of power is managed by Rajasthan Rajya Vidyut
Utpadan Nigam Limited (RRVUNL), which was incorporated on 19 June
2000 under the administrative control of the Energy Department of the
Government of Rajasthan as per the Rajasthan Power Sector Reforms Transfer
Scheme 2000. The Management of the RRVUNL is vested with Board of
Directors comprising Chairman & Managing Director (CMD), one full time
functional Director and six non functional Directors appointed by the State
Government. The daytoday operations are carried out by the CMD, who is
the Chief Executive of the RRVUNL, with the assistance of Director Finance
and Chief Engineer (Planning Procurement Construction & Fuel) at the Head
office. The CMD is being assisted by the respective Chief Engineers for
construction, operation and maintenance activities at power stations. As on 31
March 2010, the RRVUNL had four thermal generation stations and twelve
hydro generation stations with installed capacity of 2,930.50 and 163.85 MW,
respectively. Further, two thermal generation stations of 750 MW capacity
were under commissioning as on 31 March 2010. The details of the generation
stations are given in Annexure 7. The turnover of the RRVUNL was
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` 5,101.12 crore in 20082009, which was equal to 29.13 and 2.66 per cent of
the State PSUs turnover and State Gross Domestic Product during that year,
respectively. It employed 3,492 employees as on 31 March 2010.
Two reviews on Fuel Management and one review on Construction of Giral
Lignite Power Project PhaseI of the RRVUNL were included in the Reports
(Commercial) of the Comptroller and Auditor General of India for the year
200304, 200809 and 200708, Government of Rajasthan respectively. The
Reports for the year 200304 and 200708 were discussed by COPU in June
2007 and July 2010 respectively. The recommendations of COPU are awaited
(September 2010). The Report for the year 200809 is yet to be discussed by
COPU (September 2010).

Scope and Methodology of Audit
2.1.2 The present review conducted during January 2010 to May 2010
covers the performance of the RRVUNL for the years 200506 to 200910.
The review mainly deals with Planning, Project Management, Financial
Management, Operational Performance, Environmental Issues and Monitoring
by Top Management. The audit examination involved scrutiny of records at
the Head Office and six* out of total 18 generating stations. The units were
selected for detailed study where the capacity addition has been made or was
planned to be made during the period under review. Apart from it, one Hydro
Power station based on its higher generating capacity was also selected for
detailed study. Thus, coverage in terms of capacity was 1,490 MW (38.76
per cent) out of total installed/under commissioning capacity of 3,844.35 MW.

Audit Objectives
2.1.3 The objectives of the performance audit were:
Planning and Project Management

*

·

To assess whether capacity addition programme taken up/ to be taken
up to meet the shortage of power in the State is in line with the
National Policy of Power for All by 2012;

·

To assess whether a plan of action is in place for optimization of
generation from the existing capacity;

·

To ascertain whether the contracts were awarded with due regard to
economy and in transparent manner;

Kota Super Thermal Power Station (KSTPS), Suratgarh Super Thermal Power
Station (SSTPS), Chhabra Thermal Power Project (CTPP), Giral Lignite Thermal
Power Project (GLTPP), Dholpur Combined Cycle Power Project (DCCPP) and
Mahi Hydro Power House I.
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·

To ascertain whether the execution of projects were managed
economically, effectively and efficiently.

Financial Management
·

To ascertain whether the projections for funding the new projects and
upgradation of existing generating units were realistic including
identification and optimal utilization for intended purpose;

·

To assess whether all claims including energy bills and subsidy claims
were properly raised and recovered in an efficient manner; and

·

To assess the soundness of financial health of the RRVUNL.

Operational Performance
·

To assess whether the power plants were operated efficiently and
preventive maintenance as prescribed was carried out minimising the
forced outages;

·

To assess whether requirements of each category of fuel worked out
realistically, procured economically and utilised efficiently; and

·

To assess whether the manpower requirement was realistic and its
utilisation optimal.

Environmental Issues
·

To assess whether various types of pollutants (air, water, noise,
hazardous waste) in power stations were within the prescribed norms
and complied with the statutory requirements.

Monitoring and Evaluation
·

To ascertain whether adequate MIS existed in the entity to monitor
and assess the impact and utilize the feedback for preparation of future
schemes.

Audit Criteria
2.1.4 The audit criteria adopted for assessing the achievement of the audit
objectives were:
·

National Electricity Plan, norms / guidelines of Central Electricity
Authority (CEA) regarding planning and implementation of the
projects;

·

standard procedures for award of contract with reference to principles
of economy, efficiency and effectiveness;
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·

targets fixed for generation of power ;

·

parameters fixed for plant availability, Plant Load Factor (PLF) etc;

·

performance of best performers in the regions/all India averages;

·

prescribed norms for planned outages; and

·

Acts relating to Environmental laws.

Financial Position and Working Results
2.1.5 The financial position of the RRVUNL for the four years ending 2008
09 is given below. The accounts for the year 200910 are under finalisation by
the Company (September 2010).
(` in crore)

Particulars
A. Liabilities
Paid up Capital
Reserve & Surplus (including Capital
Grants but excluding Depreciation
Reserve)
Borrowings (Loan Funds)
Secured
Unsecured
Current Liabilities & Provisions

Total
B. Assets
Gross Block
Less: Depreciation
Net Fixed Assets
Capital worksinprogress
Investments
Current Assets, Loans and Advances
Miscellaneous expenditure to the extent
of not written off
Accumulated losses

Total

200506

200607

200708

200809

2106.59

2458.59

3116.59

3822.59

72.38

157.80

334.68

692.88

4537.47
185.76
695.20
7597.40

1493.83
3952.99
917.39
8980.60

2826.14
3899.84
1064.44
11241.69

4069.49
3451.76
1346.07
13382.79

6016.49
1654.77
4361.72
885.95
0
2269.93

6052.09
1853.77
4198.32
2450.75
0.15
2266.49

7104.87
2068.33
5036.54
3969.27
0.15
2182.81

7189.89
2317.07
4872.82
5586.93
0.15
2384.27

79.80

7597.40

64.89

8980.60

52.92

11241.69

43.08
495.54
13382.79

An analysis of financial position revealed as under:
·

The Paid up capital increased from ` 2,106.59 crore during 200506 to
` 3,822.59 crore during 200809. The increase of ` 1,716 crore was
mainly due to equity contribution from State Government for the
projects commissioned/under commissioning.

·

The borrowings increased by ` 2,798.02 crore in 200809 as compared
to the year 200506 to finance various projects and to meet out the day
to day requirement.

·

The increase of ` 650.87 crore in current liabilities during 200509 was
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mainly due to accounting of actuarial valuation of Gratuity fund &
Superannuation fund, deposit and retention money from supplier and
interest accrued but not due on term loan.
·

Increase of ` 1,052.78 crore in Gross Block of fixed assets during
200708 was mainly due to capitalisation of Dholpur Combined Cycle
Power Project.

·

Capital work in progress increased by ` 4,700.98 crore mainly on
account of Unit I and UnitII of GLTPP which were commissioned in
February 2007 and December 2008 respectively, but failed to achieve
the trial run conditions, hence cost could not be capitalised. Other units
viz KSTPS UnitVII, SSTPS UnitVI, Chhabra UnitI & II at
commissioning stage also attributed to increase in capital work in
progress.

·

RRVUNL prepared accounts up to the year 200708 on 'No Profit No
Loss basis' which were not as per Generally Accepted Accounting
Principles (GAAP). RRVUNL, however, has shown losses of ` 495.54
crore for the year 200809. We noticed that the losses were mainly due
to provision of actuarial valuation (` 400 crore) and charging of
expenditure of ` 44 crore on GLTPP UnitI, which was earlier
capitalized.

·

RRVUNL's debt equity ratio remained ideal and ranged between
1.57:1 and 1.82:1 during 200509 against standard of 2:1.
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The details of working results like cost of generation of electricity, revenue
realisation, net surplus/ loss and earnings and cost per unit of operation are
given below.
Sl.No

1.
(a)
(b)
(c)
2.
(a)
(b)
(c)

3.
(a)
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(b)
(i)

Description

Income
Generation Revenue
Other income
Total Income
Generation
Total generation (In MUs)§
Less: Auxiliary consumption (In
MUs)
Total generation available for
Transmission and Distribution (In
MUs)
Expenditure
Fixed cost
Employees cost
Administrative and General
expenses
Depreciation
Interest and finance charges
Total fixed cost
Variable cost
Fuel consumption
(a) Coal
(b) Oil
(c) Gas
(d) Naphta
(e) Other fuel related cost

200506

200607

(` in crore)
200708 200809

3483.38
31.85
3515.23

3604.16
13.35
3617.51

3875.99
23.39
3899.38

5101.12
32.48
5133.60

18901

19041

19543

21175

1679.39

1696.79

1872.36

1976.94

17221.61

17344.21

17670.64

19198.06

62.64

71.30

75.27

214.54

25.44
199.65
470.85
758.58

30.55
196.45
454.44
752.74

61.87
205.03
379.09
721.26

37.85
254.86
512.07
1019.32

2506.67
40.39
61.49
0

2626.55
50.92
57.65
0

2611.26
66.04
297.15
0

3427.45
51.11
539.00
0

89.62

56.08

49.65

86.18

9.68
1.35
60.80
2770.00
3528.58
2.023
0.440
1.608
2.048
0.415
0.025

10.17
2.02
68.63
2872.02
3624.76
2.078
0.434
1.656
2.090
0.422
0.012

8.65
1.48
83.52
3117.75
3839.01
2.193
0.408
1.764
2.172
0.429
0.021

8.18
2.89
108.74
4223.55
5242.87
2.657
0.531
2.200
2.731
0.457
0.074

including shortages/ Surplus

(ii) Cost of water (hydro/ thermal/
gas/ others)
(iii) Lubricants and consumables
(iv) Repairs and maintenance
Total variable cost
C. Total cost 3(a) + (b)
4. Realisation (` per unit)
5. Fixed cost (` per unit)
6. Variable cost (` per unit)
7. Total cost per unit (5+6) (`)
8. Contribution (46) (` per unit)
9. Profit (+)/Loss() (47) (` per unit)

We noticed that:
·

§

Generation revenue was higher by ` 1,617.74 crore during 200809 as
compared to 200506 due to capacity addition of 330 MW at DCCPP
during the year 200708 and increase in total generation by
2,274 MUs.
Source: Generation data furnished by TPS.
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·

The variable and fixed cost increased significantly due to increase in
employee’s cost (provision of VI Pay commission and provision of
actuarial valuation of pension), repairs & maintenance and fuel cost.
Consequently, the loss per unit of generation of power increased from
` 0.025 to ` 0.074 during 200509.

The Government stated (September 2010) that taxes and prior period
charges/credits should be considered for deriving out actual profit or loss
during the year 200506 to 200809.
We are of the opinion that prior period adjustments are book adjustments only
and therefore have been excluded while arriving at per unit profit/loss.
Elements of Cost
2.1.6 Fuel & consumables and interest & finance charges constitute the
major elements of costs. The percentage breakup of costs for 200809 is
given below in the piechart.
Components of various elements of cost
1%
5% 4%
10%

2%

78%

Manpower
R&M
Depreciation

Interest & Finance charges
Fuel & Consumables
Miscellaneous

Elements of revenue
2.1.7 Revenue from sale of power contributes 99 per cent revenue. The
percentage breakup of revenue for 200809 is given below in the piechart.
Components of various elements of revenue
1%

99%

Sale of Power

Other Income
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Recovery of cost of operations
2.1.8 The RRVUNL was not able to recover its cost of generation in all the
years of review except 200708. During 200506, 200607 and 200809 the net
revenue remained negative as given in the graph below:
(In ` per unit)
200708

2.172

2.193

2.09

2.078

2.048

2.023

2.9

2.4

200809
2.731

200607

2.657

200506

1.9

1.4

0.9

Realisation per Unit

0.074

0.025

0.1

0.021

0.012

0.4

Cost per Unit

Net Revenue per Unit

Had the total revenue earned by RRVUNL been sufficient to cover the cost, an
additional amount of ` 205.93 crore could have been available for capacity
addition/ life extension programmes. The main reasons for high cost of
generation were depreciation, excessive shutdown time for repairs and
maintenance and low thermal efficiency. The other reasons are increase in
administration costs and higher interest and finance charges.

Audit Findings
2.1.9 Audit explained the audit objectives to the RRVUNL during Entry
Conference held on 18 February 2010. Audit findings were reported to the
RRVUNL and the State Government in June 2010 and subsequently discussed
in Exit Conference held on 17 August 2010 where the State Government was
represented by the Secretary, Energy Department and the RRVUNL by the
Chairman and Managing Director. The performance audit has been finalized
after considering/incorporating the replies received from the Government in
September 2010. The audit findings are discussed below.
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Operational Performance
2.1.10 The operational performance of the RRVUNL for the five years ending
200910 is given in the Annexure 8. The performance of the RRVUNL was
evaluated on various operational parameters as discussed in succeeding
paragraphs. It was also seen whether the RRVUNL was able to maintain pace
in terms of capacity addition with the growing demand for power in the State.
These audit findings show that the losses were controllable and there was
scope for improvement in performance.

Planning
2.1.11 National Electricity Policy aims to provide availability of over 1,000
Units of per capita electricity by 2012, for which it was estimated that need
based capacity addition of more than 1,00,000 MW would be required during
20022012 in the country. The power availability scenario in the State
indicating own generation of the RRVUNL, purchase of power, peak demand
and net deficit was as under:
Year
The actual
generation was only
39.57 to 47.48 per
cent of the average
demand and 35.51
to 39.05 per cent of
the peak demand.

200506
200607
200708
200809
200910

Generation
(MW)§

2158
2174
2489
2418
2486

Average
demand
(MW)

Peak
demand
(MW)

4574
4743
5242
5323
6283

Percentage of
actual
generation to
average
demand

5588
5794
6374
6303
7000

Percentage of
actual
generation to
peak demand

47.18
45.84
47.48
45.43
39.57

38.62
37.52
39.05
38.36
35.51

As may be seen from the above, the actual generation was only 39.57 to 47.48
per cent of the average demand and 35.51 to 39.05 per cent of the peak
demand.
However, the total supply even after import was not sufficient to meet the
peak demand, as shown below:
Year

Peak
demand
(MW)

Peak demand
met
(MW)

200506

5588

200607

5794

200708
200809
200910
§

ª

Sources of meeting peak
demand (MW)
Import

4822

Ownª
2820

Peak deficit
(Percentage of
peak demand)

2002

13.71

4946

2630

2316

14.64

6374

5564

2902

2662

12.71

6303
7000

6101
6859

2785
3093

3316
3766

3.20
2.01

Worked out in audit based on the installed capacity and PLF of the respective units in
each year.
The figures here may not tally with generation figures mentioned in the table above since
it includes generation from other sources in the State based on power purchase
agreements with private parties.
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Though the peak deficit decreased to 2.01 per cent in 200910 from 13.71
per cent in 200506, the peak demand was mainly met by increasing import of
power since own generation of the State remained almost static during the
review period.
Capacity Additions
2.1.12 The Rajasthan State had total installed capacity of 5,248.64 MW at the
beginning of 200506 and increased to 7,768.46 MW at the end of 200910.
The break up of generating capacities, as on 31 March 2010, under thermal,
hydro, gas, central, IPP and others is shown in the pie chart below.
13%

13%

43%

25%
6%

Hydro

Thermal

Gas

Central

IPP

Further break up of generating capacities of State, Central and IPP, as on
31 March 2010, under thermal, gas, nuclear, hydro and renewable energy
source (RES) is given in the bar chart below:
3
100%
16
80%

32

33

60%
40%

81

67

68

Gas

Hydro

100

97

Nucle ar

RES

20%
3

0%
The rm al

State

Central

IPP

To meet the energy generation requirement of 44,031 MUs in the State, a
capacity addition of about 3,020 MW was required during 200506 to 2009
10. As against this, the actual capacity addition at the end of March 2010 was
2,519.82 MW leaving a shortfall of 500.18 MW. The projects categorised as
‘Projects under Construction’ (PUC) and ‘Committed Projects¥’ (CP)

¥

National Electricity Plan defines Committed Projects as Projects for which the formal
approval to take up the same has been granted by the CEA.
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earmarked for capacity addition during review period according to NEP are
detailed below.
Sector

Thermal

Hydro

Nonconventional
Energy

PUC
CP
Total

1908
1099
3007

13
0
13

0
0
0

(In MW)
Total

1921
1099
3020

The particulars of capacity additions envisaged, actual additions and peak
demand visàvis energy supplied during review period are given below.
Sl.No

Description

200506

1.

Capacity at the beginning of the
year (MW)

5248.64

2.

Additions Planned for the year as
per National Electricity Plan
(MW)

3.

Additions planned by RRVUNL
(MW)

4.

Actual Additions (MW)

200708

200809

200910

5452.79

5967.88

6242.85

6426.15

0

250

220

0

2550

0

125

330

1070

0

204.15

515.09

274.97

183.30

1342.31

4 (a).

Actual Additions by RRVUNL
(MW)

0

110

220

0

195

5.

Capacity at the end of the year
(MW) (1 + 4)

5452.79

5967.88

6242.85

6426.15

7768.46

6.

Shortfall in capacity addition
(MW) (34)

0

0

55.03

886.70

0

7.

Demand during the year (MUs)

32052

33236

36738

37306

44031

8.

Energy supplied (MUs)
a) Energy produced

18390.54

20438.49

21298.30

22110.46

23290.48

b) Energy Purchased

12983.44

11558.33

14457.24

16420.44

18047.42

(678.02)

(1239.18)

(982.46)

1224.90

(2693.10)

9.

The actual capacity
addition was only
525 MW against
1,525 MW planned
by the RRVUNL
leaving shortfall of
1,000 MW.

200607

Surplus/ Shortfall in demand
(MUs) (8–7)

It may be observed from the above table that during review period actual
capacity addition was only 525 MW against 1,525 MW planned by the
RRVUNL leaving shortfall of 1,000 MW against the addition planned. The
State, except in the year 200809, was not in a position to meet the demand as
the power generated as well as power purchased fell short to the extent of
678.02 MUs to 2,693.10 MUs due to noncommencing of commercial
production by the newly established generating stations/units as per the
scheduled plan.

Project Management
2.1.13 Preparation of an accurate and realistic Detailed Project Report (DPR)
after considering feasibility study, factors like creation of infrastructure
facility, addressing bottlenecks likely to be encountered in various stages of
project are critical activities in planning stage of the project. Project
management includes timely acquisition of land, effective actions to resolve
bottlenecks, obtaining necessary clearances from Ministry of Environment and
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Forest (MOEF) and other authorities, rehabilitation of displaced families,
proper scheduling of various activities using Programme Evaluation and
Review Technique (PERT)/ Critical Path Method (CPM) technique, adequate
budget provisions, etc. However, time and cost over runs were noticed in the
implementation of the projects during review period as discussed in
succeeding paragraphs.
The following table indicates the scheduled and actual dates of completion of
the power stations, date of start of transmission, date of commissioning of
power stations and the time overrun.
Time overrun
Sl.
No.

1.

Phasewise
name of the
Unit
DCCPP
UnitI

DCCPP
UnitII

DCCPP
(STG)

2.

GLTPP
UnitI

GLTPP
UnitII

3.

KSTPS
UnitVII

4.

CTPP
UnitI

CTPP
Unit –II

5.

SSTPS
UnitVI

Details

As per
DPR/WO

Actual date

Date of completion of unit
Date of start of transmission
Date of commercial operation/
commissioning of unit
Date of completion of unit
Date of start of transmission
Date of commercial operation/
commissioning of unit
Date of completion of unit
Date of start of transmission
Date of commercial operation/
commissioning of unit
Date of completion of unit
Date of start of transmission
Date of commercial operation/
commissioning of unit
Date of completion of unit
Date of start of transmission
Date of commercial operation/
commissioning of unit
Date of completion of unit
Date of start of transmission
Date of commercial operation/
commissioning of unit
Date of completion of unit
Date of start of transmission
Date of commercial operation/
commissioning of unit
Date of completion of unit
Date of start of transmission
Date of commercial operation/
commissioning of unit
Date of completion of unit
Date of start of transmission
Date of commercial operation/
commissioning of unit

28.02.06
28.02.06
31.12.06

29.03.07
29.03.07
01.03.08

Time
overrun
(Months)
13
13
14

30.04.06
30.04.06
31.12.06

16.06.07
16.06.07
01.03.08

13.5
13.5
14

30.09.06
30.09.06
31.12.06

27.12.07
27.12.07
01.03.08

15
15
14

31.07.06
31.07.06
31.08.06

28.02.07
28.02.07
Not yet started

7
7
48

15.06.08
15.06.08
15.07.08

26.12.08
26.12.08
Not yet started

6
6
26

31.03.08
31.03.08
30.06.08

30.05.09
30.05.09
31.12.09

14
14
18

31.08.08
31.08.08
30.11.08

16.04.09
16.04.09
11.06.10

7.5
7.5
18

31.10.08
31.10.08
31.12.08

04.05.10
04.05.10
Not yet started

18
18
21

14.09.08
14.09.08
14.12.08

31.03.09
31.03.09
30.12.09

6.5
6.5
12.5

(Delay in the projects not yet started mentioned above has been worked out up to 30
September 2010)

It would be seen from above that all the nine units taken up for
implementation during review period were not completed within the stipulated
time. We noticed that the slippages in time schedule were due to delay in
signing of gas supply agreement (GSA), finalization/approval of drawings,
execution of work of main Plant by Bharat Heavy Electricals Limited (BHEL),
providing input from Balance of Plant (BOP) contractor /RRVUNL etc.,
which could have been avoided by effective planning and monitoring.
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The deficiencies in project management noticed during review are discussed
below:
Dholpur Combined Cycle Power Project (DCCPP)
Delay in executing gas supply agreement
2.1.14 RRVUNL entered (August 2003) the Head of Agreement (HOA) with
GAIL which was valid for a period of one year or till signing of Gas Supply
Agreement (GSA), whichever was earlier. However, before finalisation of
GSA, RRVUNL placed (June 2004) order for supply and erection of main
plant on BHEL and also released (September 2004) advance of ` 50.13 crore.
The commissioning of main plant was linked with the finalisation of GSA.
Consequently, the plant was to be commissioned between 20 and 27 months
from the date of signing of GSA. The RRVUNL, however, executed the GSA
with Oil & Natural Gas Corporation (ONGC) in October 2005. Delay in
executing the GSA led to postponement of commissioning schedule as the
same was reckoned from date of execution of GSA with ONGC. The plant
was commercially commissioned on 1 March 2008 as against scheduled
completion in December 2006. Thus, delay of 14 months due to late execution
of GSA resulted in deprival of generation of 2,617.14 MUs#.
In reply, the Government stated (September 2010) that GAIL incorporated
(December 2003) stringent commercial terms and condition in their draft
agreement, on which RRVUNL requested (August 2004) for relaxation in
some of them, which were only partly agreed by GAIL in August 2004.
However, the RRVUNL could not make any firm opinion on the draft
agreement before expiry of the said agreement and took up the matter for
relaxation in terms only in August 2004.
Giral Lignite Thermal Power Project (GLTPP) UnitII
Delay in commissioning and low PLF
2.1.15 The State Government conveyed (April 2005) approval for installation
of Unit II of 125 MW at GLTPP under stage II at an estimated cost of ` 618
crore. The unit was planned to be commissioned by June 2008. The unit was,
however, synchronized in December 2008 with a delay of six months due to
delay in approving the drawings of boiler and turbine generator and BOP
works by the consultant, erection of boiler and turbine related activity by
BHEL and BOP. The imposition of LD on BHEL and BOP contractor is
discussed in paragraph 2.1.22.
It was also noticed that after synchronization, the unit could not achieve the
trial run condition and therefore commercial operation could not be started till
31 March 2010. This was due to frequent trippings/shut downs. As the sulphur
content in lignite is very high i.e. around six per cent against the normal two
#

Net generation (2,243.26 MUs per year at 80 per cent PLF) envisaged in DPR x No. of
months delayed
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per cent, the unit was facing technical trouble attributable to BHEL like
cyclone chocking due to accumulation of bed material, tube leakages, back
pass chocking, clinker formation etc. Similar observations were mentioned in
the performance audit on Construction of Giral Lignite Power Project PhaseI
of the RRVUNL included in the Report of the Comptroller and Auditor
General of India for the year 200708 (Commercial), Government of
Rajasthan. Thus due to noncommissioning of the unit by BHEL within the
stipulated time and low PLF, RRVUNL suffered a loss of generation of
1,028 MUs* up to March 2010.
The Government stated (September 2010) that continuous efforts are being
made to obtain power generation at an optimum capacity with SOx (various
oxides of Sulphur) level in permissible limit and to achieve COD of unit.
Kota Super Thermal Power Station (KSTPS) UnitVII
Delay in commercial operation
2.1.16 As per the DPR, the commercial production from the unit was to be
commenced from June 2008. The unit though synchronised with grid in May
2009 but it was put on commercial operation in December 2009 with a delay
of 18 months from that envisaged in DPR. The delay was attributed to
awarding of work (main plant and BOP), as the unit was planned in January
2005 whereas the letters of intent (LOI) were placed in June 2006 and October
2006 respectively consequent on receipt of financial approval of State
Government in April 2006. Besides this, there was delay in completion of civil
works by BOP contractor, supplies by BHEL, non availability of inputs from
RRVUNL and BOP contractors etc. Further even after synchronization, the
unit suffered various technical problems such as high shaft vibration in
turbine, oil leakages from turbine, defective battery valve etc. and therefore
the unit could not be operated on trial run and also the commercial operation
was got delayed. Consequently, RRVUNL was deprived of generation of
829 MUs© between December 2008 and August 2009 i.e. the envisaged
completion date as per work order and date of actual commencement of
generation. The liquidated damages (LD) recoverable for delay on the part of
BHEL and BOP contractor is discussed ahead in paragraph 2.1.22.
The Government accepted (September 2010) the facts that delay in supply of
equipment and shortage of design engineer/skilled manpower led to delay in
commissioning of the unit.
Chhabra Thermal Power Project (CTPP) UnitI&II
Delay in commercial operation
2.1.17 The State Government conveyed (August 2005) approval for
installation of 2x250 MW coal based thermal power project at Chhabra at an
*

©

Net generation (792.78 MUs per year at 80 per cent PLF) envisaged in DPR x No. of
months delayed units generated since synchronisation.
Net generation (1,243.57 MUs per year at 80 per cent PLF) envisaged in DPR x No.
of months delayed.
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estimated cost of ` 1,750 crore. As per the work orders awarded (March 2006)
for main plant to BHEL, Units I and II were planned to be synchronised by
2 September 2008 and 2 December 2008 respectively. The units were required
to be put on commercial operation by December 2008 and February 2009
respectively. We noticed that Unit I though synchronized with the grid on 16
April 2009 but started commercial operation on 11 June 2010 due to various
technical faults on the part of BHEL such as drum disturbances, fans failures,
low furnace pressure etc.
The Unit II could not be synchronised up to March 2010 due to delay in
completion of various works by BHEL/BOP contractor relating to main plant
viz., delay in drum lifting, erection of turbine, hydraulic test, Oil flushing etc.
and delay in availability of T.G foundation, construction of main control room,
cooling water system. Consequently, RRVUNL was deprived of generation of
3,637.40 MUs¡ from the envisaged date of commercial operation till March
2010.
The Government stated (September 2010) that due to technical fault in trial
run, units could not be commissioned as scheduled.
Suratgarh Super Thermal Power Station (SSTPS) UnitVI
Delay in commissioning due to technical snags
2.1.18 The State Government conveyed (December 2005) approval for
installation of Unit VI of 250 MW coal based thermal power unit at Suratgarh
at an estimated cost of ` 750 crore. The work orders for supply of main plant
(boiler and turbine generator), erection, testing and commissioning of the unit
and BOP activities were awarded to BHEL and Indure Private Limited (BOP
contractor) on August 2006 and October 2006 respectively. The unit was to be
commissioned by 14 October 2008 as per the work order.
We noticed that the unit was synchronized on 31 March 2009 after a delay of
five and half months due to delay in various works by BHEL/BOP contractor.
It was also noticed that the unit could not be handed over to RRVUNL till
December 2009 as it suffered numerous trippings during its trial run due to
technical faults such as high/low drum level, low furnace pressure, low
vacuum etc. Though the unit was declared commercial operationalised from
31 December 2009 but on 04 January 2010, the unit suffered heavy damage to
its low pressure (LP) turbine due to presence of high vibrations in the blades
of LP turbine owing to design/ manufacturing defects. Consequently, the
declaration of COD was revoked on 6 January 2010 and the unit was
commissioned again in August 2010 after repairs by BHEL. Thus due to delay
in completion of the project as well as nonrectification of defects by BHEL,
RRVUNL suffered loss of generation of 752.57 MUs.
The Government stated (September 2010) that the delay was due to
nonavailability of equipment and skilled manpower.
¡

Net generation envisaged in DPR (3,188.64 MUs per year at 80 per cent PLF)/2 x
(16/12 + 3,188.64/2x14/12)units generated (348.40 MUs).
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The time overrun
varied between 12.5
and 48 months in
commercial
operation of power
projects leading to
deprival of 8,864.11
MUs.

Due to delay in
commissioning of
projects, RRVUNL
was deprived of
interest rebate of
` 4.97 crore.

Thus due to non adherence of time schedule in completion of above projects
as discussed in paragraph 2.1.14 to 2.1.18, RRVUNL was deprived of
generation of 8,864.11 MUs.
Deprival of interest rebate due to delay in commissioning of projects
2.1.19 Apart from State Government equity, RRVUNL arranged the balance
funds from Power Finance Corporation (PFC) at interest rates prescribed from
time to time for completion of various projects. As per policy of PFC, an
interest rebate at the rate of 0.25 per cent is admissible from the date of
commissioning of unit. We noticed that due to delay in commissioning of
projects as discussed above, RRVUNL could not avail the rebate from the date
of commissioning envisaged under project financing scheme and thus was
deprived of interest rebate of ` 4.97 crore.
The Government stated (September 2010) that there was no ground to avail
the rebate on PFC loan in terms of agreed condition of loan due to delay in
projects. We are of the opinion that RRVUNL could have availed itself of
interest rebate with proper monitoring.
Thus, it would be seen that time overrun varied between 12.5 months and
48 months in the execution of power projects which mainly led to cost
overruns as discussed in the succeeding paragraphs.
2.1.20 The estimated cost of the various power stations executed under
different phases, actual expenditure, cost escalation and the percentage
increase in the cost are tabulated below:
Sl.
No.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5

Phasewise
name of the
Unit

Estimated
cost as
per DPR

Awarded
Cost

(1)

(2)

(3)

DCCPP
GLTPP
UnitII
KSTPS
UnitVII
SSTPS
Unit –VI
CTPP
UnitI & II
Total

Actual
expenditure
as on 31
March
2010
(4)

Expenditure
over and
above
estimate
(5) = (4 – 2)
(5)

(` in crore)
Percentage
increase as
compared
to DPR
(5)/(2) x 100
(6)

1155
618

758.78
695.97

1090
759.87

() 65
141.87

() 5.63
22.96

690

794.52

897.74

207.74

30.11

750

883.30

1031.12

281.12

37.48

1750

1988.78

2317.71

567.71

32.44

4963

5121.35

6096.44

1133.44

It would be seen from above that out of five projects implemented during
review period, there was cost overrun in four projects ranging from 22.96 to
37.48 per cent of the estimated cost of projects and reasons as analysed in
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audit were as under:

Time overrun in
execution of
projects led to cost
overrun by
` 1,133.44 crore
including interest
amounting to
` 390.12 crore
during construction.

·

Delay of 6 to 26 months (from the date of administrative/financial
sanction) in awarding work orders to BHEL/BOP.

·

Additional items of works not envisaged/under estimated in the DPR
of the projects.

·

Increase in interest during construction by ` 390.12 crore due to time
over run in respect of KSTPS UnitVII, SSTPS UnitVI, Giral UnitII,
and Chhabra UnitI & II.

·

Lack of effective control over the completion of various packages.

·

Taxes, levies and price variation payable beyond the estimates.

Contract Management
2.1.21 Contract management is the process of efficiently managing contracts
(including inviting bids and award of works) and execution of works in an
effective and economic manner. The works in thermal power projects is
generally awarded on turnkey (Composite) basis to a single party involving
civil construction, supplies of machines and ancillary works.
During review period various contracts valuing ` 5,121.35 crore were
executed. These contracts were related to different spheres of activities such as
civil works, supply of equipments and other miscellaneous works.
The instances of tardy progress of work leading to time and cost overrun in
various projects undertaken during review period are given below.
Short levy of liquidated damages
2.1.22 As the time and scheduled date of completion was the essence of the
contracts awarded for main plant and BOP works, the work orders provided
that in case the BHEL/BOP contractor fail to complete the work or any part
thereof within the specified period, RRVUNL could recover liquidated
damages at the rate of half per cent or one per cent from BHEL or BOP
contractor, respectively of the order price for each week or part thereof for
which the contract completion had been delayed. The recovery of such amount
was limited to five per cent and 10 per cent of the order prices, in case of
BHEL and BOP contractor, respectively.
It was noticed that as per terms of payment stipulated in the work order of
BHEL, besides mobilisation advance of 12.5 per cent, total work order price
to the extent of 85.5 per cent was to be paid progressively on monthly pro rata
basis. The balance two per cent of the work order price was payable on
commissioning of the equipment against the bank guarantee for an equal
amount. Further in case of BOP contractor, besides advance of 10 per cent of
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the contract price, 70 per cent was to be released against consignee's receipted
challans/despatch documents, 10 per cent on completion/commissioning of all
the BOP packages and balance 10 per cent payment was to be released after
ascertaining satisfactory performance of material or equipment for a period of
12 months from the date of commissioning of the project.
The position of work order price, delay in weeks (up to the date of
synchronisation), penalty to be imposed as per work order clause and penalty
actually imposed up to 31 March 2010 is tabulated below:
(` in crore)
Sl.
No.

Name
unit

1.

KSTPS
Unit VII

BHEL

2.

DCCPP

3.
4.
5.

of

Contractor

Work
order
price
399.00

Delay in
weeks
26

Penalty to
be
imposed
19.95

BOP

266.95

34

BOP

209.53

38

GLTPP

BHEL

287.25

Unit  II

BOP

SSTPS
Unit  VI
CTPP
Unit I & II

2.11

Short
levy of
penalty
17.84

26.70

6.43

20.27

20.95

1.66

19.29

24

14.36

12.00

2.36

242.50

36

24.25

10.08

14.17

BHEL

443.00

22

22.15

2.80

19.35

BOP

371.00

28

37.10

5.71

31.39

BHEL

861.00

30 & 18

43.05

8.96

34.09

BOP

823.00

34

82.30

18.72

63.58

Total

Due to non
correlating delay
with overall delay in
commissioning of
the projects,
RRVUNL short
levied penalty of
` 222.34 crore.

Penalty
actually
imposed

222.34

It would be seen from the table above that RRVUNL short levied
` 222.34 crore being the penalty for the delay occurred in commissioning of
the project. We noticed that RRVUNL levied penalty for the delay actually
occurred in case of each component of the project and did not correlate it with
the over all delay in the commissioning of the project for which a maximum
penalty of five per cent or 10 per cent was prescribed in the work order of
BHEL and BOP contractors respectively. We noticed that RRVUNL had only
` 22.59 crore in the form of Bank Guarantee (BG) given by BHEL as against
the amount of short levy of penalty of ` 39.55 crore in respect of KSTPS
Unit  VII, GLTPP Unit  II and SSTPS Unit –VI.
The Government stated (September 2010) that the decision was taken to
deduct applicable liquidated damages within 6 months after completion of
respective projects. It was further stated that sufficient financial hold of
BHEL/BOP contractors was available with the RRVUNL by way of BG and
retention money.
It was observed that the RRVUNL did not recover differential liquidated
damages even after completion of the respective units. Further the financial
holds are meant for guaranteed performance of plant and not for recovery of
LD.
Extra expenditure on modification work of Mill Building at SSTPS Unit–VI
2.1.23 Development Consultant Private Limited (DCPL) was appointed (May
2006) to provide comprehensive consultancy engineering services for 1x 250
MW coal based SSTPS Unit  VI. The scope of work of DCPL, inter alia,
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included review and approval of all designs, drawings along with providing
technical design and other details for proof checking of steel structures for
main power house building. As per the work order, the structural work of Mill
building was to be carried out by BOP contractor as per drawings approved by
DCPL and its Tube Mills and associated Coal Piping work was to be erected
by BHEL.
During erection of Coal Piping, BHEL observed (March 2009) that pipes were
fouling with the Bracing and Beam at various levels. It was, therefore,
assessed that design and drawings of beams, bracings and columns, were
required to be modified and erection work of modified drawings was to be
carried out by the BOP contractor. The BOP contractor submitted (July 2009)
an estimate of ` 1.95 crore including all structural steel supply, fabrication,
dismantling and erection of modified beams, bracing and columns. It was
noticed that RRVUNL made an adhoc payment of ` 60 lakh to the BOP
contractor.
We observed that DCPL, while approving the design and drawings of Mill
building prepared by the BOP contractor, did not consider the design and
drawings prepared by BHEL, which were mismatched. Thus, due to non
performing of duties efficiently by the DCPL, RRVUNL had to bear an extra
cost of ` 1.95 crore which could have been avoided. Further, RRVUNL had
not even invoked the bank guarantee of ` 27 lakh till date (July 2010).
The Government stated (September 2010) that modifications were made as
they were urgently required for commissioning of the Unit. Further, the matter
is under investigation.

Operational Performance
2.1.24 Operations of RRVUNL is dependent on input efficiency consisting of
material and manpower and output efficiency in connection with Plant Load
Factor, plant availability, capacity utilization, outages and auxiliary
consumption. These aspects have been discussed below.

Input Efficiency
Procedure for procurement of coal
2.1.25 CEA fixes power generation targets for thermal power stations (TPS)
considering capacity of plant, average plant load factor and past performance.
The RRVUNL works out coal requirement on the basis of targets so fixed and
past coal consumption trends. The coal requirement so assessed was conveyed
to the Standing Linkage Committee (SLC) of the Ministry of Power (MOP),
Government of India, which decided the source and quantity of coal supply to
TPSs on quarterly basis. However, from 200910, the above concept of SLC
was discontinued by notification of New Coal Distribution Policy
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(October 2007). The RRVUNL now directly enters into a fuel supply
agreement with the coal companies.
The position of coal linkages fixed, coal received, generation targets as
reported to SLC for procurement of coal and actual generation achieved
during the period from 200506 to 200809 covering all the TPSs of RRVUNL
was as under:
Sl.
No.

Particulars

200506

200607

200708

200809

Total

1.

Coal linkage fixed (Lakh MT)

131.10

136.20

147.45

145.80

560.55

2.

Quantity of coal received (Lakh MT)

114.65

117.65

120.33

124.32

476.95

3.

Percentage of less coal received

12.55

13.62

18.39

14.73

14.91

4.

Generation targets reported to SLC
(MUs)

19018

18665

19258

19994

76935

5.

Actual generation achieved from coal
based TPS (MUs)

18245

18369

18618

18415

73646

6.

Shortfall in generation targets (MUs)

773

296

640

1579

3289

7.

Percentage of shortfall in generation

4.06

1.59

3.32

7.90

4.28

It would be seen from the above that the total linkage of coal during the four
years fixed by the SLC was 560.55 lakh MT. Against this, only 476.95 lakh
MT of coal was received, resulting in short receipt of 83.60 lakh MT (14.91
per cent) of coal which led to shortfall in achievement of the generation
targets by 3,289 MUs in all the TPSs valued at ` 777.99 crore (at the average
rate of sales realisation per unit of the RRVUNL during 200509). In the
absence of any agreement with the coal companies from May 2002 to August
2009, the Management failed to procure allotted quantity of coal.
The Government in its reply (September 2010) stated that the coal requirement
was generally calculated on 100 per cent PLF and not as per CEA targets.
Fuel supply arrangement
2.1.26 Coal is classified into different grades. The price of the coal depends
on the grade visàvis calorific value of coal. RRVUNL entered (May 1999)
into a Fuel Supply Agreement (FSA) with South Eastern Coalfields Limited
(SECL) for supply of coal to its power stations at different places. The FSA
was valid for a period of three years i.e. up to May 2002. It was, however,
noticed that TPS continued to obtain supply of coal even after May 2002
according to terms and conditions of the said FSA without executing new
agreement. New FSA was approved belatedly in August 2009. The main
reason for delay was disagreement on various clauses of FSA between the coal
companies and RRVUNL. Consensus on such clauses took almost seven
years, which was avoidable with timely pursuance and follow up.
The Government stated (September 2010) that the Coal India Limited changed
the model draft agreement under Coal Distribution Policy and hence the same
was accepted by RRVUNL after acceptance of NTPC/MOP/CEA.
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Import of coal without ascertaining reasonability of prices
2.1.27 Government of India insisted (January 2008) for import of six lakh MT
coal during 200809 and regularly pursued with RRVUNL to import the coal.
It was noticed that RRVUNL after a delay of seven months invited
(13 August 2008) limited tenders for procurement of six lakh MT imported
coal from Public Sector Undertakings (PSU) for its KSTPS and SSTPS.
Although the bidders quoted higher rates yet in view of prevailing coal stock
position as of 15 September 2008 which had reached at critical stage (coal
stock at KSTPS and SSTPS was available for 7 and 2 days only as on date)
and SLC also had reduced the allocation, no alternative was left with
RRVUNL except to accept the lowest quoted rates. Accordingly, RRVUNL
placed orders on Projects and Equipments Corporation Limited (PEC) at
` 11,903.63 and ` 11,723.55 per MT for supply of three lakh MT coal each at
SSTPS and KSTPS respectively. The RRVUNL suspended (December 2008)
the contract after supply of 2.17 lakh MT and 2.10 lakh MT respectively at
KSTPS and SSTPS due to reduction in international prices of coal.
It was observed that despite instructions of Government of India to finalise the
cases for import of coal at the earliest to ensure receipts of coal in time,
RRVUNL did not initiate timely action to explore the market for imported
coal and placed order only when the stock of coal reached at critical stage. It
was also observed that Maharashtra Generation Company at the same time had
placed (June 2008) an order for supply of 15 lakh MT imported coal of similar
specifications at ` 6,800 per MT.
Thus due to delay in initiation of action to procure imported coal, RRVUNL
had to incur an extra expenditure of ` 175.47 crore§.
The Government stated (September 2010) that the matter for procurement of
imported coal was deferred as the MOC/MOP was being persuaded regularly
to allocate the indigenous coal in place of imported coal but due to
uncertainties in getting the indigenous linkages, approval for import of coal
was accorded in July 2008.
It may be mentioned here that GOI clarified (January 2008) that power utilities
would have to suffer generation on account of coal shortages in absence of
import against allotted share of coal. Despite this RRVUNL belatedly
approached the State Government in May 2008 for approval to import the coal
and placed orders at higher prices when the coal stock reached at a critical
stage.
Extra expenditure due to delay in execution of gas supply agreement
2.1.28 As stated in paragraph 2.1.14, RRVUNL entered (August 2003) the
Head of Agreement (HOA) with GAIL which was valid for a period of one
year or till signing of Gas Supply Agreement (GSA), whichever was earlier.
GAIL offered (March 2004) maximum affordable price at ` 199
§

KSTPS` 88.49 crore (` 4,078 X 2.17 lakh MT), SSTPS` 86.98 crore (` 4,142 X
2.10 lakh MT) after reducing the element of freight.
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i.e. USD 4.326 per Million Metric British Thermal Unit (MMBTU), at
consumer end (i.e. inclusive of transportation cost) on exchange rate of USD
equal to ` 46 including transportation cost. In case of timely execution of
agreement, the offered price was valid for supply up to 31 December 2008.
We noticed that RRVUNL could not execute GSA within a period of one year
by August 2004 on account of disagreement with some conditions of draft
agreement. State Government also expressed (March 2005) displeasure on the
lacklustre approach of RRVUNL for failure to execute the GSA prior to
placing order on BHEL (in June 2004) for main plant. Subsequently, GSA was
executed (31 October 2005) with ONGC on higher price of USD 4.6 per
MMBTU plus transportation.
Delay in execution
of GSA with GAIL
caused extra
expenditure of
` 110.12 crore.

We observed that improper sequence of placing work orders without execution
of GSA coupled with delay in executing the GSA with GAIL led to extra
expenditure of ` 110.12 crore¡ for the gas consumed by the plant during
October 2007 to 31 December 2008.
The Government stated (September 2010) that GAIL incorporated stringent
commercial terms and condition in their draft agreement, on which RRVUNL
requested for relaxation in some of them.
Procedure for procurement of gas for DCCPP
2.1.29 A tripartite agreement was entered (December 2007) among ONGC,
GAIL and RRVUNL and accordingly the work of supply and transportation
was assigned (January 2008) to GAIL. The delivery point was also changed
from Hazira to Dholpur. The quantity of gas fixed, quantity received,
generation targets and shortfall is given below:
Particulars
Quantity of Gas fixed (MMSCM)
Quantity of Gas received (MMSCM)
Generation targets (MUs)
Actual generation achieved (MUs)
Surplus/Shortfall () in generation targets
(MUs)

200708
46.54
47.56
192.72
214.90
22.18

200809
548.00
521.16
2312.64
2288.78
(23.86)

200910
548.00
547.34
2312.64
2424.75
112.11

Total
1142.54
1116.06
4818.00
4928.43
110.43

We observed that as against the fixed quantity of 548 Million Metric Standard
Cubic Metre (MMSCM) gas the quantity received in 200809 was 521.16
MMSCM, resulting in short receipt of 26.84 MMSCM of gas (4.89 per cent).
This resulted in shortfall in achievement of the prescribed generation targets
by 23.86 MUs valued at ` 6.34 croreª. Similar observation pertaining to
RGTPS was mentioned in the paragraph 2.1.14 of the performance audit on
Fuel Management (RRVUNL) included in the Report of the Comptroller and
Auditor General of India for the year 200809 (Commercial), Government of
Rajasthan.

¡

ª

$ 4.6/MMBTU  $ 4.326/MMBTU = $ 0.274/MMBTU x Quantity of gas received
during October 2007 to December 2008 x effective exchange rate + transportation
charges.
23.86 MUs x ` 2.657 per unit.
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Quality of coal
2.1.30 Each thermal station is designed for usage of particular grade of coal.
Usage of envisaged grade of coal ensures optimizing generation of power and
economizing cost. We observed that the grade of coal received from collieries
was not always of the specified grade required by the thermal stations. During
review period, RRVUNL received 3.59 lakh MT of inferior quality coal, for
which payment was made as per declared/billed grade. This resulted in
avoidable payment of ` 3.26 crore to the collieries up to March 2010. The
claims aggregating to ` 98 lakh towards Central Sales Tax (CST), imposed on
bills raised according to superior quality of coal, were, however, not
reimbursed as these claims were not lodged by the Account Wings of SSTPS
and KSTPS during the same financial year. The others claims, though lodged
by RRVUNL were outstanding for nonreconciliation of difference in quality
of coal (March 2010).
The Government stated (September 2010) that Coal Companies were being
persuaded continuously for early settlement of these claims.
Previous FSA (expired in May 2002) provided that the coal supplied by the
seller shall generally be free from oversize stones. As per the said FSA, stones
above 200 mm shall be segregated by the purchaser and equivalent cost of the
same along with 50 per cent freight (except surcharge) royalty and taxes were
to be borne by the seller. It was, however, observed that RRVUNL belatedly
signed (August 2009) new FSA and hence the representative of Coal
Companies did not assess/inspect the quantum of stones contained in the coal
received at TPS during the period June 2007 to March 2009. Consequently,
SSTPS could not lodge claims for 12,387.47 MT stones amounting to
` 1.54 crore§.
The Government stated (September 2010) that it was getting claims for stones
after execution of new FSA since April 2009.
Consumption of fuel
Excess consumption of coal
2.1.31 The consumption of coal depends upon its calorific value. The norms
fixed in the project report for various power generation stations for production
of one unit of power visàvis maximum and minimum consumption of coal

§

At the rate of last claim lodged i.e. ` 1,242.45 per MT x 12,387.47 MT stones.
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during the period of five years ending 20092010 is depicted in the table
below.
(in Kilograms)
Name of the
Norms fixed in
Average minimum
Average maximum
Station
the project report consumption during the year
consumption during the year
KSTPS
Unit I
0.674
0.652 (2010)
0.904 (2010)
Unit II
0.674
0.652 (2010)
0.998 (2008)
Unit III
0.584
0.601 (2007)
0.794 (2008)
Unit IV
0.584
0.575 (2006)
0.794 (2008)
Unit V
0.714
0.578 (2006)
0.761 (2008)
Unit VI
0.714
0.563 (2007)
0.737 (2008)
Unit VII
0.714
0.653 (2010)
0.683 (2010)
SSTPS
Unit I
0.595
0.570 (2006)
0.740 (2010)
Unit II
0.595
0.544
(2009)
0.715 (2009)
Unit III
0.595
0.536
(2006)
0.737 (2006)
Unit IV
0.595
0.559
(2006)
0.698 (2010)
Unit V
0.595
0.555
(2006)
0.697 (2009)
(Figures in brackets indicate the year in which the maximum/ minimum consumption was obtained)

The consumption of
coal in excess of
norms at KSTPS
and SSTPS was
38.34 lakh MT
valued at
` 892.12 crore.

From the above it may be seen that in the UnitIII of KSTPS, the consumption
remained higher than the norms fixed in the project report in all the years
under review. RERC allows TPSwise norms for consumption of coal on
yearly basis while fixing the tariff. The consumption above the norms allowed
by RERC in KSTPS and SSTPS resulted in excess consumption of coal to the
tune of 38.34 lakh MT valued at ` 892.12 crore during the review period as
detailed in Annexure 9. We observed that out of excess consumption of
38.34 lakh MT of coal, 36.08 lakh MT was on account of usage of low grade
coal and 2.26 lakh MT on account of low heat rate.
The Government stated (September 2010) that there was marginal increase in
specific coal consumption due to ageing effect, quality of coal, backing down
etc. which were not under control of RRVUNL.
Excess consumption of Gas
2.1.32 The Company projected 0.2053 SCM of gas for generation of one unit
of electricity at DCCPP in the DPR. Audit analysis revealed that during March
2008 to March 2010 the DCCPP consumed 0.2287 SCM gas on an average for
generation of one unit. The value of excess consumption of gas worked out in
Audit amounted to ` 96.05 crore as detailed below:
Year

Generation
(MUs)

Gas to be
consumed
as per
DPR (in
MMSCM)

Actual
consumption
(MMSCM)

Excess
consumption
(MMSCM)

200708
200809
200910

214.90
2288.78
2424.75

44.12
469.88
497.80

47.56
521.16
547.34

3.44
51.28
49.54

Total

4928.43

1011.80

1116.06

104.26
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Average
Rate
`/SCM

7.86
8.91
9.62

Amount of
Excess
consumption
(` in crore)

2.71
45.68
47.66
96.05
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The excess
consumption of gas
due to higher SHR
than the norms was
valued at
` 16.73 crore.

Further analysis of excess consumption of gas revealed that the Station Heat
Rate (SHR) was in excess of the norms fixed by RERC/projected in DPR and
ranged between 1,966 and 2,282 k.cal/kwh of electricity on monthly basis
during the period under review against norms of 1,950 k.cal /kwh fixed by
RERC for the plant. This resulted in excess consumption of 18.03 MMSCM
gas valued at ` 16.73 crore.
The Government in its reply stated (September 2010) that during 200809 the
weighted average Net Calorific Value of gas was 8,499 k.cal/scm as against
projected 9,000 k.cal/scm. The low calorific value along with deviation from
design values of weather conditions resulted into higher consumption of gas. It
further stated that being combined cycle the gas turbines were operated on
open cycle mode as well as closed cycle mode and RERC after allowing for
some reasonable open cycle mode of operation fixed 1,950 k.cal/kwh on
yearly average basis. It may be mentioned here that RERC had relaxed the
norms (1,850 k.cal/kwh) for closed cycle mode. However, RRVUNL could
not even adhere to the relaxed norms on average monthly basis.

Manpower Management
2.1.33 Consequent upon the unbundling of erstwhile Rajasthan State
Electricity Board (June 2000), RRVUNL came into existence (June 2000).
State Government decided that the staff strength available in the power
stations on the date would be taken as their respective sanctioned strengths.
The CEA in its report recommended (April 2007) 1.15 person per MW of the
installed capacity in case of thermal power plants less than 500 MW. In case
of Gas and Hydro, manpower would be 0.36 and 1.53 person per MW
respectively.
Actual manpower in RRVUNL was less than the sanctioned strength and the
norms of CEA during the years 200506 to 200910. An analysis of category
wise deployment of manpower i.e. Thermal, Gas and Hydro as shown in
Annexure 10 revealed that the manpower deployed at Gas based power plants
and at hydro power station was in excess of the norms fixed by CEA whereas
the manpower at thermal based stations was inadequate. RRVUNL, however,
did not initiate any action to rationalise the available manpower as per CEA
norms. Due to shortage of manpower at thermal stations, the
supervision/monitoring work has been affected, which resulted in delay in
initiation of various proposals, processing tenders, persuasion with the
consultants/contractors, verification/payment of the bills of contractors and
also attributed to delay in commissioning of the Projects.
The Government stated (September 2010) that the manpower norms had been
kept at the best suitable ratio based on working conditions and level of
modernisation of the plant.
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Output Efficiency
Shortfall in generation
2.1.34 The targets for generation of power for each year are fixed by the
RRVUNL and approved by the CEA. It was observed in Audit that the
RRVUNL was able to generate a total of 99,280 MUs of power during
200506 to 20092010 against a target of 98,449 MUs fixed as shown in the
following table:
Year

Target
(MUs)

Actual
(MUs)

200506
200607
200708
200809
200910
Total

18289
18258
18905
21186
21811
98449

18901
19041
19543
21175
20620
99280

Shortfall () Excess(+)
(MUs)

612
783
638
()11
()1191
831

It would be observed from the above table that though the cumulative targets
for the five year ending 200910 has been achieved by RRVUNL, but the
targets in respect for the year 200809 and 200910 could not be achieved
primarily due to increase in forced outages and decrease in plant availability
compared to the previous years under review.
The yearwise details of energy to be generated as per design, actual
generation, PLF as per design and actual PLF in respect of the power Projects
commissioned up to March 2010 are given in Annexure 11.
The details in the Annexure indicate that:
·

The actual generation and actual PLF achieved were below the energy
to be generated and PLF as per design during the five years upto
20092010.

·

As against the total designed generation of 1,12,868 MUs of energy
during the five years ended 20092010 the actual generation was
99,280 MUs leading to the shortfall of 13,588 MUs, production of
which was technically feasible.

·

As the PLF had been designed considering the availability of inputs the
loss of generation (total 13,588 MUs) during the period 20052006 to
20092010 indicated that resources and capacity were not being
utilised to the optimum level due to design deficiencies, frequent
breakdown of units and delay in timely rectification of defects as
discussed subsequently.

The Government stated (September 2010) that shortfall in generation at
SSTPS during 200810 was mainly due to deferment of capital overhauling of
turbine of unit I and II and failure of generator transformers of Unit II. It
further stated that mandatory repairs and maintenance were not considered in
the design PLF pointed out by audit.
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However, while computing the design PLF due weightage of mandatory
repairs and maintenance had been considered.
Plant Load Factor (PLF)
2.1.35 Plant load factor (PLF) refers to the ratio of the actual generation to the
maximum possible generation at installed capacity. According to norms fixed
by Central Electricity Regulatory Commission (CERC), the PLF for thermal
power generating stations should be 80 per cent, against which the national
average was 77.22 per cent. It was noticed that PLF in respect of KSTPS and
SSTPS was more than the norms fixed by CERC as well as national average.
PLF at DCCPP was less than 80 per cent during 200809 due to less
availability of gas as discussed in paragraph 2.1.29.
The line graph depicting the national average PLF and PLF of RRVUNL for
the five years ending 31 March 2010 is given below.
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We observed that the main reasons for declining trend in PLF since 200708
onwards was less availability of plant and increase in forced outages as
discussed in succeeding paragraphs. Further, decline in PLF was also due to
less availability of gas at RGTPS and less availability of water at Hydro Power
Stations.
We observed that actual PLF in case of RGTPS ranged between 36 and 45
per cent during 200510 which was below than the national average PLF. The
estimated shortfall in generation as compared to national average PLF works
out to 1,782.93 MUs during 200510 resulting in loss of contribution
amounting to ` 46.36 crore.
The details of average realisation visàvis average cost per unit, PLF
achieved, average realisation at national average PLF, PLF at which average
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cost would be recovered and the difference of PLF in per cent are given
below:
S. No.

Description

1.
2.
3.
4.

Average realisation (` per unit)
Average cost (` per unit)
Actual PLF (per cent)
Average realisation at National PLF
(` per unit)
PLF at which average cost stands
recovered (per cent) (2/1 x 3)
Difference (per cent) (53)

5.
6.

200506

200607

200708

200809

2.023
2.048
89.69
1.742

2.078
2.090
90.34
1.776

2.193
2.172
91.24
1.856

2.657
2.731
89.41
2.295

90.80

90.86

90.37

91.90

1.11

0.52

(0.87)

2.49

It could be seen from the table above that overall PLF of RRVUNL was higher
than the national average PLF. However, during 200506, 200607 and
200809, there was shortfall in achievement of PLF to realise the average cost
of generation.
The details of maximum possible generation at installed capacity, actual
generation and corresponding Plant Load Factor achieved in respect of each
generating unit for the five years up to 20092010 are given in Annexure 11.
Plant availability
2.1.36 Plant availability means the ratio of actual hours operated to maximum
possible hours available during certain period. As against the CERC norm of
80 per cent plant availability during 2004–09, the average plant availability of
power stations of RRVUNL was 90.26 per cent during the five years up to
200910.
The details of total hours available, hours operated, planned outages, forced
outages and overall plant availability in respect of RRVUNL as a whole are
shown below:
S. No.

200506

200607

200708

200809

200910

1.

Total hours available

Particulars

122640

122640

124872

148920

151110

2.

Operated hours

108001

106134

111632

129099

128793

3.
4.

Planned outages (in hours)
Percentage of planned outages

7718
6.30

8234
6.72

6013
4.81

6443
4.33

8528
5.64

5.

Forced outages (in hours)

6921

8272

7227

13378

13789

6.

Percentage of forced outages

5.64

6.74

5.79

8.98

9.13

7.

Plant availability (per cent)

88.06

86.54

89.40

86.69

85.23

It could be seen from the table above that the plant availability has decreased
from 89.40 per cent in 200708 to 85.23 per cent in 200910 due to increase in
forced outages as discussed in paragraph 2.1.38
The Government stated (September 2010) that decrease in availability during
200910 was attributable to capital overhauling of turbine modules and acid
cleaning of the boiler etc.
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Capacity utilisation
2.1.37 Capacity utilisation means the ratio of actual generation to possible
generation during actual hours of operation. Based on national average PLF of
77.22 per cent and average plant availability at 84.76 per cent, the standard
capacity utilisation factor works out to be 65.45 per cent. It was noticed that as
against this, RRVUNL achieved average capacity utilisation of 77.78 per cent
of the installed capacity during the review period. The audit analysis revealed
that though the average capacity utilisation of RRVUNL was more than
national average but from 200708 onwards it was on declining trend. The
linegraph depicting the capacity utilisation is given below:
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We noticed that reasons for declining trend of capacity utilisation were
attributable to low plant availability due to increase in forced outages and low
PLF in case of SSTPS and RGTPS during 200809 and 200910 as compared
to the year 200708.
Outages
2.1.38 Outages refer to the period for which the plant remained closed for
attending planned/ forced maintenance. We observed following deficiencies in
planned and forced outages:
·

The total number of hours lost due to planned outages increased from
7718 hours in 200506 to 8528 hours in 200910. The actual average
planned outages were more than annual all India average of 552 hours
(23 days) during 200607. Further, the unit wise analysis revealed that
total 4800 hours were lost in excess of annual all India average of
planned outages. This has resulted in loss of generation of
965.43 MUs.

·

The forced outages in power stations increased from 6,921 hours in
200506 to 13,789 hours in 200910 i.e. from 5.64 to 9.13 per cent of
the total available hours in the respective years due to delay in annual
maintenance ranged between one to five months and old age plants of
KSTPS (UnitI to IV). Though the forced outages remained less than
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the norm of 10 per cent fixed by CEA in all the five years ending
31 March 2010, but forced outages increased by 4.42 to 99.23 per cent
during the year 200607 to 200910 as compared to the year 200506.
Adherence to the 200506 forced outages would have entailed
availability of plant for additional 14,982 hours during the year
200607 to 200910 with consequent generation of 2,454.61 MUs
during these years.
Auxiliary consumption of power
The auxiliary
consumption of
power in excess of
the norms at
RGTPS resulted in
loss of 76.53 MUs
valuing ` 18.11
crore.

2.1.39 Energy consumed by power stations themselves for running their
equipments and common services is called auxiliary consumption. We
observed that the actual auxiliary consumption was within the norms allowed
by RERC except in case of RGTPS. In case of RGTPS, RERC allowed
(October 2004) five per cent of the power generated to be used as auxiliary
consumption. However, the actual auxiliary consumption of RGTPS increased
from 7.15 per cent in 200506 to 13.32 per cent in 200708 and subsequently
decreased to 7.88 per cent in 200910. The excess auxiliary consumption
resulted in loss of 76.53 MUs valuing ` 18.11 crore§ which could not be
dispatched to the grid.
The Government in its reply (September 2010) stated that the auxiliary
consumption of RGTPS was higher than prescribed because the gas supplied
was sufficient to run one gas turbine on full rated capacity and thus the other
turbine is bound to run on half capacity, but the need of auxiliary equipment is
almost same for running the plant in case of part or full load.
Operation and maintenance
2.1.40 The operation and maintenance (O&M) cost includes expenditure on
the employees, repair & maintenance including stores and consumables,
consumption of capital spares not part of capital cost, security expenses,
administrative expenses etc. of the generating stations besides corporate
expenses apportioned to each generating stations etc. but exclude the
expenditure on fuel.
CERC in its Regulation of 2009 allowed O&M norm for 200910 as ` 18.20
lakh per MW in respect of plants up to 250 MW. We noticed that the O&M
expenditure of the RRVUNL remained in the range of ` 5.79 lakh to ` 12.46
lakh per MW during 200509 and was well within norms.

Financial Management
2.1.41 Efficient fund management is the need of the hour in any organisation.
This also serves as a tool for decision making, for optimum utilisation of
available resources and borrowings at favourable terms at appropriate time.
§

76.53 MUs x 2.023 per unit to 3.00 per unit i.e. RRVUNL's average selling price
during the year 200506 to 200910.
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The power sector companies should, therefore, streamline their systems and
procedures to ensure that:
·

funds in idle inventory are not invested,

·

outstanding advances are adjusted/recovered promptly,

·

funds are not borrowed in advance of actual need, and

·

swapping high cost debt with low cost debt is availed expeditiously.

The main sources of funds were realisations from sale of power, loans from
State Government/Banks/Financial Institutions (FI), etc. These funds were
mainly utilised to meet payment of power purchase bills, debt servicing,
employee and administrative costs, and system improvement works of capital
and revenue nature.
In absence of availability of financial statements for 200910, the details of
cash in flow and out flow of RRVUNL for the four years 200506 to 200809
are given below:
(` in crore)
S.No.

200506

200607

200708

200809

0

0

0

(495.54)

Add: adjustments

202.11

199.00

214.56

287.37

3.

Operating activities

177.10

179.50

529.49

292.92

4.
5.

Investing activities
Financing activities

0

200.33

0

1.65

418.19

1161.02

2167.19

2307.55

Total

797.40

1739.85

2911.24

2393.95

Particulars

Cash Inflow
1.
Net Profit/(Loss)
2.

Cash Outflow
6.
7.

Operating activities
Investing activities

219.70

144.61

23.24

300.48

560.76

1600.55

2673.90

1737.35

8.

Financing activities

0

0

53.15

448.07

780.46

1745.16

2750.29

2485.90

16.94

(5.31)

160.95

(91.95)

Total
Net increase/decrease in cash and cash
equivalent

It could be observed from the above table that cash and cash equivalent
increased during 200506 and 200708 whereas it decreased in 200607 and
200809. The cash inflow was mainly through increased borrowings for
utilisation in project implementation. We observed that dependence on
borrowed funds increased during review period as borrowings increased from
` 4,723.23 crore in 200506 to ` 7,521.25 crore (59.24 per cent) as at the end
of 200809. This entailed interest burden of ` 360.86 crore during review
period ultimately increasing the operating cost of RRVUNL. Heavy capital
expenditure coupled with interest commitment on loans without adequate
returns due to delay in commercial operation of the plants caused significant
increase in cost of operations. Therefore, there is an urgent need to optimise
internal resource generation by enhancing the PLF of RGTPS and GLTPP.
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The audit findings on financial management are given below.
Equity contribution for the projects
2.1.42 CERC specified debtequity ratio of 70:30 as the funding mix for the
capital cost of a project. The position of equity to be contributed by the State
Government on various projects and equity actually received is given in the
table below:
(` in crore)
Sl
No

Name of project

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

GLTPP Unit –II
DCCPP
KSTPS UnitVII
SSTPS UnitVI
CTPP UnitI & II
Total

Project
cost

Equity contribution to be
received as per CERC norms

618
1155
880
1117
2350

185
347
264
335
705

Equity
received

185
347
176
225
470

Short
receipt
equity

of

0
0
88
110
235
433

It was observed in audit that in KSTPS Unit VII, SSTPS Unit VI and CTPP
Unit I and II, RRVUNL approached the State Government for release of
equity support of 20 per cent on the plea that financial institutions were ready
to grant term loan up to 80 per cent though the State Government provided
equity support of 30 per cent of the estimated cost in earlier projects. Due to
this the support of equity was lesser by ` 433 crore and the same was met out
by borrowing from financial institutes. Thus, RRVUNL would have to bear
additional interest liability due to short receipt of equity.
The Government in its reply (September 2010) stated that the debt equity ratio
of 70:30 of the funding mix of the capital cost of the project was for the
purpose of determination of tariff only. It further stated that the available
limited resources were utilised optimally for maximum development works in
the best interest of economy/State.
However, RRVUNL itself approached the State Government for equity
support of 20 per cent only despite that the Government extended equity
equivalent to 30 per cent in earlier projects. Consequently, the generation cost
was also increased.

Non inclusion of
items worth
` 60 crore in
preparation of DPR
of GLTPP Unit II
led to depriving
Government equity
of ` 18 crore.

Further, the initial estimated project cost of ` 618 crore for GLTPP UnitII
was revised (May 2008) to ` 750 crore against which an expenditure of
` 759.87 crore was incurred on the project. RRVUNL, however, while sending
the proposal for approval of revised cost to the State Government, specifically
mentioned that PFC was sanctioning loan on the basis of debt equity ratio of
80:20, hence the State Government equity already sanctioned was sufficient to
meet out the requirement. We observed that non inclusion of items worth
` 60 crore in preparation of DPR led to depriving Government equity of
` 18 crore as well as extra interest burden on term loan.
The Government stated (September 2010) that the original project report did
not have adequate provisions for initial spares of main equipment and for
spares bulldozers and the same could be known only after facing the
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operational problems. We are of the opinion that initial spares were essentially
required and could have been included in estimation at DPR stage.
Excess expenditure due to payment of VAT instead of CST
2.1.43 RRVUNL procured gas for DCCPP from ONGC. As the sale of gas
was made between two different States (Gujarat and Rajasthan) as such
concessional Central Sales Tax (CST) at the rate of three per cent was payable
against providing of 'C' form. It was noticed that ONGC charged VAT at the
rate of 12.5 per cent in its invoices for the period April 2007 to December
2007 treating delivery point of gas at Hazira (Gujarat). RRVUNL, initially
paid CST at the rate of three per cent only, however, on the demand of ONGC,
released (October 2007) the balance tax amount to avoid interest at the rate of
two per cent above PLR as demanded by ONGC. Thereafter payment on
account of VAT at the rate of 12.5 per cent on purchase of gas from ONGC
was made up to December 2007. However, on continuous persuasion from the
RRVUNL, ONGC subsequently agreed (June 2008) with RRVUNL and asked
to make available 'C' form and undertaking to bear interest penalty etc., if any,
before submission of revised return i.e. before 30 June 2008. We observed that
RRVUNL could not furnish the 'C' form and undertaking till 30 June 2008. In
view of the above, RRVUNL may not get the refund of excess tax paid from
April 2007 to December 2007 amounting to ` 7.98 crore.
The Government in its reply (September 2010) stated that ONGC assured that
on receipt of refund from Gujarat VAT authorities/Sales Tax Department, the
same would be refunded to RRVUNL.
Deprival of discount
2.1.44 RRVUNL placed (November 2005) purchase orders on MMTC and
PEC for supply of 3.0 and 1.0 1akh MT imported coal at SSTPS and KSTPS
respectively. It was noticed that a discount of ` 45 and ` 50 per MT was
admissible for timely payment.
RRVUNL deducted the admissible discount but the payments were not
released within the stipulated time. Due to delay in releasing the
payment, RRVUNL had to refund ` 1.64 crore (MMTC` 1.23 crore and
PEC` 0.41 crore) and thus could not avail the admissible discount.
The Government stated (September 2010) that payment to these firms were
prolonged deliberately to save equivalent amount of interest and accordingly it
saved interest more than the discount.
However, the RRVUNL faced liquidity crunch all the time and that the
payments were made subsequently out of short term loan only.
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Tariff Fixation
2.1.45 RRVUNL is required to file an application for approval of Generation
Tariff for each year 120 days before the commencement of the respective year
or such other date as may be directed by the RERC. The RERC accepts the
application filed by RRVUNL with such modifications/conditions as may be
deemed just and appropriate. After considering all suggestions and objections
from public and other stakeholders, RERC issues an order containing targets
for controllable items and the generation tariffs for the year.
The RERC sets performance targets for each year of the Control Period for the
items or parameters that are deemed to be “controllable” and which include:
a. Station heat rate;
b. Plant availability;
c. Auxiliary energy consumption;
d. Secondary fuel oil consumption;
e. Operation and maintenance expenses;
f. Plant load factor;
g. Financing cost which includes cost of debt (interest), cost of equity
(return); and
h. Depreciation.

Scrutiny of tariff petitions filed by RRVUNL from 200506 to 200910
revealed that there was a delay in filing petition before RERC ranging from 13
to 88 days except in 200607 and 200809. The overall per unit cost of
generation of RRVUNL was higher by ` 0.098 and ` 0.620 than that allowed
by RERC in its tariff order in 200708 and 200809 respectively. The excess
per unit cost in respect of its various power plants ranged between ` 1.764
Mini Micro Hydro (MMH) to ` 0.189 (SSTPS) in 200708 and ` 14.905
(MMH) to ` 0.644 (KSTPS) in 200809. The high cost of generation was
mainly due to increase in cost of different items of fixed and variable cost such
as O&M expenses, finance cost, depreciation at different plants and increase
in extraordinary and prior period items. The excess cost of ` 0.098 per unit in
200708 over the allowed tariff was charged by RRVUNL in the energy bills
raised on Power Distribution Companies (DISCOMS) while in 200809 it
billed only ` 0.396 per unit additionally beyond the allowed tariff. Therefore,
due to nonachievement of tariff performance targets by RRVUNL,
DISCOMS had to bear extra cost of generation of ` 941.80 crore.
The Government in its reply stated (September 2010) that non achievement of
tariff performances as per norms prescribed by RERC was attributed to several
reasons like grid parameters, deferment of capital overhauling/planned
maintenance and compelling running of units on partial load. It further stated
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that the bills to DISCOMs were raised as per tariff order and increase in
variable cost was due to increase in fuel price which was adjusted as per fuel
price adjustment formula of RERC and as such no amount over and above
tariff order was charged from DISCOMs.
However, the RRVUNL filed truing up petition with RERC to approve the
expenditure incurred over and above allowed in tariff order due to
nonachievement of performance targets fixed by RERC due to inefficiencies
in operation like station heat rate, plant availability, excess consumption of
fuel etc.

Environment Issues
2.1.46 In order to minimize the adverse impact on the environment, the GOI
had enacted various Acts and statutes. At the State level, State Pollution
Control Board (SPCB) is the regulating agency to ensure compliance with the
provisions of these Acts and statutes. MOEF, GOI and Central Pollution
Control Board (CPCB) are also vested with powers under various statutes.
RRVUNL has an environmental wing at the KSTPS & SSTPS.
Audit scrutiny relating to compliance with the provisions of various Acts in
this regard revealed the following:
Carbon Credits and Clean Development Mechanism
Non registration of plant under Clean Development Mechanism
2.1.47 To save the earth from green house gases (GHG), a number of
countries including India signed (December 1997) the “Kyoto Protocol”
(Protocol). Article 3 of the Protocol targeted reduction of emission of GHG by
five per cent in the developed countries. United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) had set the standard level of
Carbon emission allowed for a particular industry or activity. The extent to
which an entity is emitting less Carbon (as per standard fixed by UNFCCC),
its gets credited for the same. If the developed countries were unable to reduce
their own carbon emissions, they could book the savings of GHG in
developing countries in their account by paying some money to the concerned
country. The booking of such savings of GHG is called purchase of Certified
Emission Reduction (CER), commonly called Carbon Credits. This whole
system is named as Clean Development Mechanism (CDM).
For sale of CER, registration of the Power Plant is required as CDM project
with UNFCCC. The Power Plants that commenced operation on or after
1 January 2000 were eligible for registration by submitting the request with
Designated National Authority (DNA) i.e. MOEF. We, however, observed that
RRVUNL has not taken prompt action for getting registered its 330 MW Gas
based power plant i.e. DCCPP. Though the project report of DCCPP was
prepared and the work order for erection of plant was awarded in June 2004,
however, RRVUNL belatedly appointed (March 2008) consultant for
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registration of the plant under CDM i.e. after commissioning of the project.
However, the DNA dropped the request on the ground that CDM
consideration was not taken into account while conceiving the project
The Government stated (September 2010) that RRVUNL could not include
CDM consideration as the project was already conceived in August 2003
i.e. before the protocol came into force in February 2005.
However, the physical work of DCCPP was started only after October 2005.
We are of the opinion that RRVUNL could have approached the State
Government for inclusion of CDM consideration (before October 2005) in its
DPR.
Use of high ash content coal
2.1.48 As per MOEF notification (July 2003) coal based power stations
located 1,000 KM away from the coal mine or located in urban, sensitive or
critically polluted areas were required to use coal having less than 34 per cent
ash on an annual weighted average basis. We observed that SSTPS is more
than 1,000 KM away from SECL Korba coal fields and KSTPS is located at
Kota, an urban area. During review period, KSTPS and SSTPS received
117.28 lakh MT of coal, in which the weighted average of ash ranged between
35.85 and 39.01 per cent. The ash content could have been brought down by
washing the coal through washeries and beneficiation to meet the laid down
norms. However, RRVUNL did not initiate any action in this regard.
The Government stated (September 2010) that at present RRVUNL arranges
washing of entire raw coal grade “F” allotted to its TPSs to meet the MOEF
requirement.

Noise Pollution
2.1.49 Noise Pollution (Regulation and Control) Rules, 2000 aims to regulate
and control noise producing and generating sources with the objective of
maintaining ambient air quality. To achieve the above, noise emission from
equipment need to be controlled at source for which adequate silencing
equipment should be provided at various noise sources and a green belt should
be developed around the plant area to diffuse noise dispersion. The TPSs are
required to record sound levels in all the areas stipulated in the rules referred
to above.
We observed that KSTPS and SSTPS neither installed adequate silencing
equipments nor installed noise monitoring equipment and did not record noise
levels at all, which resulted in violation of statutory provisions in this regard.
The Government in its reply (September 2010) stated that measures like
installation of low noise machines, silencers, mufflers, noise refuge, noise
absorbent padding and green belt development were taken to restrict sound
levels. However, we are of the opinion that RRVUNL did not install noise
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monitoring equipment to record noise level.

Monitoring by top management

MIS data and monitoring of service parameters
2.1.50 RRVUNL plays an important role in the State economy. For such a
giant organisation to succeed in operating economically, efficiently and
effectively, there should be documented management system of operations,
service standards and targets. Further there has to be a Management
Information System (MIS) to report on achievement of targets and norms. The
achievement need to be reviewed to address deficiencies and also to set targets
for subsequent years. The targets should generally be such that the
achievement of which would make an organisation selfreliant. RRVUNL has
system of MIS where by the generation details are being sent to the Head
office on daily basis and the operational performance on monthly basis. The
generation targets are set by the management and achievement measured
against them. In case of nonachievement of targets, necessary corrective
actions are taken for their achievement. However, we observed that non
adherence to norms/targets in respect of input efficiency parameters was not
monitored by top management. Though information relating to thermal
efficiency, auxiliary consumption etc. were received in monthly reports, no
action was taken to control these factors. The Board of Directors (BOD) also
did not discuss the operational performance on regular basis. We observed that
BOD, while approving the annual financial and operational performance, did
not recommend corrective measures to be taken on operational
underperformance.

Conclusion
·

RRVUNL could not keep pace with growing demand of power in
the State due to noncommencement of commercial production by
the newly establish generating stations/ units as per their
scheduled plan.

·

The management of projects under commission was ineffective as
there were instances of time and cost overrun in all the projects
taken up during 200510. Delay in completion also caused
significant increase in interest cost during construction period.

·

Operational performance of the plants was also affected due to
short receipt as well as inferior quality of coal/gas, low thermal
efficiency and low heat rate caused excess consumption of coal/gas.
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·

Plant load factor, plant availability and capacity utilisation showed
declining trend since 200708.

·

The unitwise deployment of manpower was not in accordance
with the prescribed CEA norms.

·

The top management did not take corrective measures to enhance
the operational performance of the plants.

·

Statutes relating to ash content of coal and noise pollution were not
adhered to.

Recommendations
The RRVUNL needs to:
·

evolve effective planning for capacity addition to keep pace with
growing demand to overcome the shortage of power;

·

evolve effective monitoring mechanism to establish new power
generating stations/units as per the scheduled plan;

·

take effective steps to ensure the consumption of coal/gas within
the prescribed norms.

·

ensure adequate plant load factor, plants availability and capacity
utilisation by minimising outages and auxiliary consumption;

·

rationalise its manpower allocation to ensure optimum utilisation;

·

enhance the use of beneficiated coal in case of high ash content coal
and ensure effective compliance relating to environmental laws;
and

·

ensure adherence to norms/ targets in respect of input efficiency
parameters.
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Rajasthan State Mines & Minerals Limited

2.2 Performance Audit of Mining and Marketing of Rock Phosphate and
Limestone

Executive summary
Rajasthan State Mines & Minerals
Limited incorporated as Government
Company in December 1974 is involved
in mining and marketing of Rock
Phosphate, Gypsum, Limestone, Lignite
and other minerals . The Company has
four mineral based Strategic Business
Units and Profit Centre (SBU&PC) at
Udaipur, Bikaner, Jodhpur and Jaipur
engaged in mining and marketing of
Rock Phosphate, Gypsum, Limestone
and Lignite respectively. The Company
is mining 87 per cent of the total Rock
Phosphate production in the country and
fulfils 19 per cent of total demand of
Rock Phosphate and balance 81 per cent
demand is fulfilled by imported Rock
Phosphate. Rock Phosphate and
Limestone had contributed almost 59
and 12 per cent respectively of the total
revenue earned by the Company during
200409.
Planning and statutory compliance
The Company's planning was not
adequate as it failed to prepare long
term plan and the mining schemes were
also faulty. The company did not comply
with the statutory requirements viz;
obtaining
environment
clearance,
preparation of mine plan, operating
mines under minor mineral category
despite being covered under major

mineral, delay in reclamation of
excavated mine area. The Company had
to close down its mining operations at
eight mines since May 2004 due to non
compliance
of
the
statutory
requirements. Resultantly, the Company
incurred
idle
expenditure
of
` 62.46 crore on these closed mines
towards land tax and dead rent. Non
converting the Limestone mines under
major mineral resulted in avoidable
payment of premium charges amounting
to ` 66.49 lakh on transferring the same
in its name.
Production of minerals
The production performance of the
Company was at variance with both
Mine Plan (MP) and Annual Plan (AP).
The quantity of ore (Rock Phosphate)
excavated during 200409 ranged
between 85 and 110 per cent whereas
the quantity of over burden removed
ranged between 86 and 123 per cent of
quantity projected in the AP. The
excavation targets fixed for contractors
for SMS grade Limestone were not
commensurate
with
the
MP/AP
projections. The Limestone produced by
the Company at Gotan was 12.68 per
cent of the total production despite the
fact that it had 43.58 per cent of total
lease area.
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The Company could not utilise the heavy
earth moving machines (HEMMs)
optimally in excavation of mineral due to
high number of breakdowns which
resulted in loss of production of
4.17 lakh MT during 200409. Despite
having sufficient quantity of low grade
ore, the crusher plant was not utilised
optimally. Consequently, the Industrial
Beneficiation Plant (IBP) could not be
utilised to its installed capacity. The
crushing and screening plant at
SBU&PCLimestone also remained idle.
As a result, the Company was deprived
of revenue of ` 23.16 crore.

imposed retrospectively by the State
Government from the consumers.
Financial Management
The SBU&PC Limestone in violation of
the guidelines kept the funds with the
unit without any use. The Company did
not utilise the corpus fund and adopted
other methods for financial assurance.
Manpower Management
The Company did not have any
structured manpower policy. The
manpower deployed at SBU&PC
Limestone
was
excess
whereas
SBU&PC Rock phosphate was facing
shortage of manpower.

Contract Management
The contract management of the
Company was deficient in award of
contracts and their execution. The
Company ignoring the defects noticed
during inspection/trial run of the
excavator accepted the supply. The
Company
awarded
repair
and
maintenance contract without obtaining
competitive bids. The Company did not
include any penal provision in the
contract awarded for determining load
limits in wagons due to which the
Company failed to recover penalty from
the transporters for overloading and got
involved in unnecessary litigation
resulting in payment of ` 6.84 crore as
penalty charges to Railways.

Conclusion and Recommendation
The Company's planning was inadequate
and the mining schemes were also faulty.
The Company also did not comply with
the
statutory
requirements.
The
production
performance
of
the
Company, utilisation of HEMMs and
IBP was not satisfactory. There was no
documented sales policy. The review
contains nine recommendations which
includes preparation of broad strategic
corporate plan, compliance of statutory
requirements and optimal utilisation of
HEMMs/IBP and best practices for
contract management.

Marketing/sales Management
There was no documented sales policy at
SBU&PC
Rock
Phosphate
and
Limestone. Due to nonreview of sale
price in comparison to effective increase
in cost led to loss of revenue of
` 60.23 crore. The losses of the
SBU&PCLimestone
(Gotan)
were
exceptionally high in 200708. The
Company also failed to recover ` 46.27
crore towards Mineral Right Cess
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Introduction
2.2.1 Rajasthan State Mines & Minerals Limited (Company) incorporated as
Government Company in December, 1974 is involved in mining of Rock
Phosphate, Gypsum, Limestone, Lignite and other minerals in the State. The main
objective of the Company is to procure, purchase, take on lease or otherwise
acquire and deal with any mines, mining rights and concessions, prospecting and
development rights at any place and to acquire by purchase or otherwise land
containing mineral of all descriptions and any interest therein and to explore,
work exercise, develop and turn to account the same.
The Company has four mineral based Strategic Business Units and Profit Centres
(SBU&PC) at Udaipur, Bikaner, Jodhpur and Jaipur engaged in mining and
marketing of Rock Phosphate, Gypsum, Limestone and Lignite respectively.
Revenue share of various activities of the Company is depicted in the piechart
given below:
Revenue share of various activites during the period 200409

3%

2%
11%

12%
59%
13%

Rock Phosphate

Gypsum

Limestone

Lignite

Wind Energy

Others

The Company is mining 87 per cent of the total Rock Phosphate production in the
country and fulfils 19 per cent of total demand of Rock Phosphate and balance 81
per cent demand is fulfilled by imported Rock Phosphate. Rock Phosphate had
contributed almost 59 per cent of the total revenue earned by the Company during
200409. The importance of SBU&PC Rock Phosphate can be realised from the
fact that out of the total reserves of 527.23 lakh MT of Rock Phosphate in the
country as on 1 April 2005 as per Indian Bureau of Mines (IBM), the Company
has reserves of 229.59 lakh MT, however, the Company estimated 239.06 lakh
MT reserve of Rock Phosphate as on 31 March 2009. The Company had five
mines as on March, 2009 of which only one operational mine at Jhamarkotra
alone contains reserves of 223.98 lakh MT and the remaining four mines
containing reserves of 15.08 lakh MT were not in operation since May 2004.
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The Company is also engaged in mining of Limestone of Steel Melting Soap
(SMS) grade and chemical grade. SBU&PC (Limestone) was having four mines
of Limestone and four mines of Fluorspar containing reserves of 597 and 5.98
lakh MT respectively as on 1 April 2009. The SMS grade Limestone mined at
Jaisalmer (Sanu Mines) is used as a flux by steel plants in the melting process.
The chemical grade Limestone mined at Jodhpur (Gotan and Basni mines) is used
by cement industries and lime kilns. Limestone had contributed almost 12 per
cent of the total revenue earned by the Company during 200409.
The revenue share of other activities i.e. Gypsum and Lignite in the revenue
earned by the Company during 200409 was 13 and 11 per cent respectively.
The financial performance for last five years ending March 2009 in respect of
SBU&PC  Rock Phosphate and Limestone was given in Annexure 12.
From the Annexure it was observed that:
·

The profit of the SBU&PC Rock Phosphate had increased from
` 118.83 crore in 200405 to ` 138.71 crore in 200708 and decreased to
` 79.09 crore in 200809. The profit in 200809 had declined due to
increased liability of land tax (` 154.08 crore), increase in wages and
salaries, imposition of cess (` 46.27 crore) with retrospective effect etc.

·

The SBU&PCLimestone incurred loss of ` 1.31 crore in 200708 from a
profit of ` 7.13 crore in 200405 and again earned a profit of ` 6.17 crore
in 200809. The main reason for declining profit was decrease in sales
volume, increase in cost of excavation and levy of land tax (` 14.41 crore
in 200708) by the State Government.

·

Gotan unit of SBU&PC (Limestone) incurred losses in all the five years
mainly due to heavy expenditure on land tax on 3,022.33 hectare of land
whereas the mining operations were carried out on 991 hectare of land.

The management of the Company is vested in a Board of Directors consisting of
nine directors including a Chairman and a Managing Director (MD). The MD is
the chief executive of the Company who is assisted by four Group General
Managers (one for each SBU&PC). The Group General Managers are assisted by
General Managers, Deputy General Managers and Senior Managers/Managers.

Scope of Audit
2.2.2 A comprehensive review on the working of Rajasthan State Mines &
Minerals Limited appeared in the Audit Report (Commercial) for the year ended
31 March 2001 in which Rock Phosphate activity was also covered. The review
had been discussed by the Committee on Public Undertakings (COPU) on
14 July, 2005, the recommendation on the same are still awaited. Similarly two
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separate performance reviews on the performance of SBU&PC Gypsum and
SBU&PC Lignite appeared in the Audit Report (Commercial) for the year ended
31 March 2006 and 31 March 2007 respectively were discussed in May 2008 and
September 2009 recommendations on which are still awaited. The present review
exclusively focuses on the performance of all the 13 mines of SBU&PC Rock
Phosphate and Limestone covering the period 200405 to 200809.

Audit Objectives
2.2.3 Performance audit of mining and marketing of Rock Phosphate and
Limestone by the Company was carried out to evaluate and assess that:
·

the mining activities have been carried out as per the mandate and mining
policy of Government of Rajasthan (GOR)/Government of India (GOI);

·

production of minerals has been done keeping in view the market demand,
capacity utilisation and in cost effective manner;

·

the Company was able to market the mineral effectively keeping in view
the demand and competition with imported mineral in the country;

·

the contracts for mining and transportation of mineral were awarded in an
economic and efficient manner;

·

funds were arranged in an economical manner and utilised properly to
achieve maximum return; and

·

there was an effective and efficient internal control and monitoring
mechanism.

Audit criteria
2.2.4 The following audit criteria were adopted:
·

rules and regulations prescribed in the Mines Act 1957, Mines and
Minerals (Development and Regulations) Act 1957, Mineral Concession
Rules 1960, Environment (Protection) Act, 1986 and Forest
(Conservation) Act 1980, Rajasthan Minor Mineral Concession Rules
1986;

·

orders issued by Directorate of Mines and Geology(DMG), GOR and
Director General of Mines & Safety (DGMS), Government of India
(GOI);
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·

directions/guidelines of the Board of the Company;

·

terms and conditions of the contracts executed by the Company with
contractors and sales agents; and

·

Sale policy of the Company and sales records.

Methodology
2.2.5 The following methodology for scrutiny of records was adopted:
·

Scrutiny of Board Agenda and Minutes;

·

Review of mineral rules and regulations;

·

Checking correctness of assessment of demand of minerals excavated;

·

Adherence to mining activity with reference to mining plan and actual
mining;

·

Ascertaining capacity utilisation of departmental plant & machinery;

·

Comparing contractual mining vis a vis departmental mining;

·

Efficacy of contracts for excavation and transportation;

·

Review of sale pricing policy and marketing policy; and

·

Internal check/ internal control system, manpower and fund management
system.

Audit findings
2.2.6 Audit explained the audit objectives and methodology for the performance
audit during Entry Conference held on 27 January 2010, which was attended by
the Managing Director (MD), Financial Advisor (FA) and Group General
Managers (GGMs) of the Company. Subsequently, the audit findings were
discussed (17 August 2010) in the Exit Conference where the State Government
was represented by the Principal Secretary, Mines and Petroleum Department and
the Company by the Managing Director and GGMs. The performance audit has
been finalised after considering/incorporating the replies received from the
Government in November 2010.
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Planning and Statutory Compliance
Regulatory framework of mineral
2.2.7 Rule 9 of Mineral Conservation & Development Rules (MCDR) 1988
provides that no person shall commence mining operations in any area except in
accordance with a mining plan duly approved as per Section 5 of Mines and
Minerals (Development and Regulations) Act, 1957. Further any modification in
approved mining plan, during the operation of mining lease also required approval
under Rule 10 of MCDR1988. The lease holder of every mine is also required to
review the mining plan and submit a scheme of mining for the next five years of
the lease for approval. For the scientific and systematic development of mineral
deposits, the mining has to be carried out in accordance with the envisaged
proposals in the approved mining plan as per Rule 22A of the Mineral Concession
Rules 1960.
The status of the mines/mine leases under SBU&PC Rock Phosphate and
Limestone were as under:
Sl.
No.

Mineral and Name of Area in Mineable reserves as Status of mine
mine
hectare
on 01 April 2009
(in lakh MT)

Rock Phosphate
1
Jhamarkotra
2
Badagaon
3
Kanpur
4
Kharbaria ka Guda
5
Dakan Kotra
Limestone
6
SanuI
7
Sanu –II
8
GotanI
9
Basani
Fluorspar
10 Tavidar
11 Karara
12 LakhawasI
13 LakhawasII

1370.369
215.600
379.490
105.590
159.770

223.98
0.35
7.99
0.64
6.10

Operative
Nonoperative
Nonoperative
Nonoperative
Nonoperative

1000.000
998.400
938.230
2084.100

213.00
230.20
56.80
97.00

Operative
Operative
Operative
Operative

600.000
150.000
225.000
100.000

2.94
1.55
0.93
0.56

Nonoperative
Nonoperative
Nonoperative
Nonoperative

It could be seen from the above table that out of 13 mines, eight mines were
inoperative in absence of environment clearance. The shortcomings noticed in
planning and statutory compliance are discussed in succeeding paragraphs.
Compliance of statutory provisions
2.2.8 The Company was responsible for compliance of the provisions of mining
laws. The longterm mine plan for Jhamarkotra, based on the Definitive
Feasibility Report (DFR), was approved by Indian Bureau of Mines in 1989. The
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DFR conceived the project life of 20 years from 1 April 1987 as base date. In
view of liberalised import policy and demand of Rock Phosphate, the Company
awarded (March 1996) work order jointly to SNC Lavlin, Canada and Engineers
India Limited (EIL), New Delhi for a further updation study of reserves to
ascertain the longevity of mine. The DFR prepared by SNC and EIL envisaged
the project life of 15 years from zero date 1 April 1998. The report of SNC and
EIL was, however, not submitted to IBM for its approval although it was

Mining at Jhamarkotra

mandatory as per MCDR, 1988. Since the validity of longterm mine plan was at
expiry stage in 2007, the Company belatedly awarded (October 2005) work order
to prepare longterm mining plan and mining scheme for years 200813 in favour
of MECON Limited at a cost of ` 37.85 lakh with scheduled completion date of
March 2006. It was, however, noticed that the long term mine plan and mining
scheme prepared by MECON Limited was not as per the requirements of the
Company and therefore the Company itself prepared a mining scheme and
submitted the same to IBM, which was approved in September 2008.
Thus, the Company failed to comply with the statutory provision of getting the
revised long term mine plan approved from IBM.
The Government stated (November 2010) that long term mine plan (LTMP)
submitted by MECON was not considered suitable for submission to IBM. The
Company had taken permission under Rule 11(ii) of MCDR, 1988 and
subsequently obtained permission from IBM for late submission of scheme of
mining. The reply is silent about nonsubmission of LTMP prepared in 1998.
Delay in land acquisition
2.2.9 The State Government granted (April 1988) lease for 1370.369 hectare at
Jhamarkotra to mine out Rock Phosphate mineral in favour of the Company. The
mining activities were being carried on 398.445 hectare land and 53.92 hectare
was covered under roads and green belt. We noticed that the State Government
had issued 'No Objection Certificate' in respect of land measuring 1,185.76
hectare including land outside lease area between January 2008 and April 2008.
The Company, however, could not take the physical possession of the land due to
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unauthorised encroachment. It was further noticed that the State Government
awarded (June 2004) the Company a private land measuring 56 hectare having
sufficient mineable reserves with condition to pay compensation of ` 1.44 crore to
the landowners of Sameta village. The landowners approached court against the

Encroachment at Sameta

award as the compensation decided by the State Government was not acceptable
to them. The Court revised (2007) the compensation amount and directed the
Company to pay ` 1.53 crore. The Company paid ` 54.19 lakh to 42 landowners
between February 2007 and November 2008 who consented for compensation and
deposited the balance amount with the court. It was further noticed that despite
payment of compensation amount, the Company could not take possession of the
land.
We noticed that the Company had to deviate from approved mining scheme of
200308 and could not expand its mining operations as it was not possible to carry
out blasting due to close vicinity of village Sameta. It was observed that the
Company failed to take up the matter at appropriate stage in the light of
exploration activity to be undertaken in the interest of state and future requirement
of Rock Phosphate resources even after the Court verdict in its favour.
The Government while accepting the facts stated (November 2010) that despite
consistent follow up with the administration, the issue has not been settled yet.
However, the fact remains that the matter was not taken up at appropriate stage to
get the land vacated and State administration appears to be nonresponsive.
Compliance of environmental laws
2.2.10 The Government of India, Ministry of Environment and Forests (MOEF)
issued (January 1994) Environment Impact Assessment (EIA) Notification 1994
which provides that mining projects of major mineral with more than five hectare
lease area for commencing production or increasing their production and/or lease
area on or after issue of notification were required to obtain environmental
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clearance from MOEF. It also provided for submission of a halfyearly report to
the Impact Assessment Agency to monitor effectively the implementation of the
recommendations and conditions subject to which the environmental clearance
was accorded.

The Company
incurred unfruitful
expenditure of
` 62.46 crore due to
noncommencement
of mining
operations even
after obtaining
environmental
clearance.

We noticed that the Company ignored the above notifications and did not obtain
environment clearance from MOEF despite increase in production after issue of
notification. Both the SBU&PCs continued mining operations in its eight mines·
(four Rock Phosphate and four fluorspar mines) up to May 2004. The mining
operations were forced to close in May 2004 on the directions of State
Government. The Company, thereafter, applied (between March 2005 and March
2006) for environmental clearances which were accorded by MOEF for six mines,
except Badagaon and Kharbariya Ka Guda, between March 2007 and August
2007. It was also noticed that despite obtaining environmental clearances, the
mining operations could not be started up to March 2010 due to delay in
finalisation of contract, habitation in mining area etc. The Company, however,
paid statutory levies for all eight mines such as dead rent, land tax (imposed by
GOR with effect from April 2006) etc. during the period 200409 when mining
operations were put on hold.
Thus, in contravention of environmental laws, the Company continued mining
operations for a period of 10 year. Further there was delay in submitting the
applications for environmental clearances coupled with failure to commence
mining operations after obtaining necessary clearance. This resulted in unfruitful
expenditure of ` 62.46 crore for the period 200409 on account of land tax and
dead rent etc.
The Government while accepting (November 2010) the fact of deviation from
scheme of mining approved by IBM, stated that the Company has filed revision
petition under section 51 of Rajasthan Finance Act 2006 (Land Tax). The reply
does not address the issue as the revision petition filed by the Company relates to
applicability of rate of land tax.
Avoidable payment of premium charges
2.2.11 As per Government of India notification (September 1961), limestone
used in kilns as building material was to be treated as minor mineral and for all
other cases, it was deemed to be major mineral. Further Rule 15 (1AA) of
Rajasthan Minor Mineral Concessions Rules (RMMCR) 1986 provides that the
mining lease could be transferred from one name to another on payment of
premium charges.
The SBU&PC (Limestone) was quarrying the limestone from two mines (GotanI
and Basni) not only for limekiln purpose but also for other purpose i.e. Cement
·

Rock Phosphate Kanpur, Dakan Kotra, Badagaon, Kharbariya Ka Guda,
Fluorspar  Karara, LakhawasI, Tavidar and LakhawasII
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Grade. 16.43 lakh MT limestone was excavated during last five years, of which
8.96 lakh MT (54.53 per cent) was supplied to the cement industries
The premium charges for transfer of mining leases to another name were not
applicable if the mine lease pertains to major mineral. Despite knowing position
of rules and the fact that the major share of limestone production was being
supplied to the cement industries (which falls under major mineral category), the
Company, while getting these mines transferred in its name, did not approach to
the State Government to convert these mines under major mineral. As a result, the
Company paid (February 2006) avoidable premium charges of ` 66.49 lakh to
Mines Department, Government of Rajasthan for transferring these mines of
erstwhile Rajasthan State Mineral Development Corporation Limited (RSMDC)
in its name as the mines were governed under minor minerals.
It was also noticed that the Company was paying royalty to the State Government
at the rate prescribed for major mineral for the limestone supplied to cement
industries. Further, the SBU&PC (Limestone) was quarrying limestone in the
form of major mineral without having an approved mine plan which is
prerequisite before carrying out mining operations as per the statutory provisions
of MCDR 1988.
The Government stated (November 2010) that the State Government has
permitted the minor mineral leaseholders to supply limestone to cement plants
provided the royalty is paid as applicable to cement grade limestone. It further
stated, that the Company after amalgamation with eRSMDC requested DMG to
transfer the leases in the name of RSMML but State Government did not accede
to the request and as per decision taken by them, the leases were transferred after
payment of the stamp duty and hence the premium charges were also made
applicable as provided under Minor Mineral Concession Rules. The reply is not
acceptable as the Company was quarrying limestone under major mineral and no
premium charges are applicable for transferring the leases governed under major
mineral. Further, the State Government was having no authority to allow
quarrying of major mineral under RMMCR 1986.
Nonsurrendering of forest land
2.2.12 GOR notified (September 1988) 1,060.86 hectares area (out of total area
of 1,075 hectares of four fluorspar mines) as reserved forest area under section 29
of Rajasthan Forest Act, 1953. We noticed that SBU&PC (Limestone) did not
initiate any action up to January 1999 and thereafter applied for diversification of
203.93 hectares of area for deforestation and to be used for mining operations.
The State Government accorded its approval for diversification of 10.5 hectare of
land. It was further noticed that the Company did not have any future plan for
diversification of balance 856.93 hectare area. Though no mining operations
could be undertaken on the reserved forest land, the SBU&PC (Limestone) did
not initiate proceedings to surrender these mines even after 22 years. As a result
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the Company would continue to pay avoidable land tax and dead rent of
` 23.04 lakh per annum from 2004 onwards.
The Government stated (November 2010) that the Company did not apply for
diversification after issue of notification, to avoid any immediate financial burden
as it was not working in the forest area. It further stated that the diversification has
not taken place despite making an application and the amount demanded by the
forest department is very high, Company has now decided to surrender the forest
area and have submitted application for the same. The reply is not acceptable as
the decision to surrender the forest area was taken after being pointed out by
audit. Further our observation is on nonsurrender of 856.93 hectare of reserved
forest land for which Company had no diversification plan for last 22 years.
Delay in obtaining leases
2.2.13 The Company had submitted (200308) applications to DMG for
obtaining four limestone mines containing 3,310 lakh MT of recoverable reserves
at Jaisalmer and four Rock Phosphate mines at Jhamarkotra. All the applications
for limestone were pending due to the failure of SBU&PC (Limestone) to comply
with the prescribed requirements like non submission of revenue map, jamabandi,
financial assurance, Progressive Mine Closure Plan and no dues certificates from
DMG.
The Management stated (October 2010) that the applications for Limestone are
still pending with DMG because of the reason that the area is reserved by the
Government and unless this area is freed, leases can not be granted. The reply is
not acceptable because the leases could not be granted due to delay by the
Company to comply with the prescribed requirements and these areas were
declared "reserve" by the Government later on in May 2008.

Production of Minerals
2.2.14 The Company before carrying out excavation of mineral obtains
environment clearance, prepare mine plans/schemes and get it approved from
IBM. Based on the approved mine scheme, the Company also prepares annual
plan of mining keeping in view the environmental clearance and market demand.
The Company was to ensure that the mining activity was in accordance with the
approved mining plan.
The Company excavates Rock Phosphate departmentally as well as on contractual
basis whereas Limestone is excavated on contractual basis only. The Company
has approved mine plan (MP) and mining schemes for Rock Phosphate and SMS
grade Limestone. Mining leases at Gotan mines did not require mine plan as the
mineral excavated from these mine falls under minor mineral. The mine plan for
major minerals interalia gives the crosssection wise and reducedlevel wise
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details for excavation of ore and overburden (OB) for each year. The Company
also prepares an annual plan (AP) each year, specifying the grade wise quantities
of ore and OB to be excavated. The grade wise quantities of ore excavated and the
OB removed as per MP/AP (targets) and the actual excavation during the period
under review are indicated in Annexure 13.
It was observed that:

SBU&PC
(Limestone)
excavated mineral
more than the
quantity mentioned
in environment
clearance
projections.

·

The actual excavation was at variance with both MP as well as AP. The
quantity of ore (Rock Phosphate) excavated during the period under
review ranged between 85 and 110 per cent whereas the quantity of OB
removed ranged between 86 and 123 per cent of quantity projected in the
AP. The gradewise excavation of high grade ore varied between
89 (200809) and 115 (200405 & 200708) per cent and 82 (200809) and
113 (200506) per cent in respect of Low grade of AP projections.

·

AP did not conform to the approved MP i.e. AP only gave gradewise
quantities to be excavated and did not specify cross sectionwise and
levelwise excavation to be carried out in respect of Limestone mines.
Further no detailed AP was prepared for Rock Phosphate mine for the year
200708 and 200809. As a result, scientific extraction of the ore could not
be vouchsafed. Comparison of actual excavated quantity with the available
reserves also could not be done for the same reason.

·

Mining scheme prepared for the years 200813 in respect of Rock
Phosphate did not mention cross section wise excavation of over burden
and further the deviation for mining scheme for the period 200308 was
not mentioned cross section wise in respect of ore and overburden.

·

The excavation targets fixed for contractors for SMS grade Limestone
were not commensurate with the MP/AP projections. Further the AP fixed
targets were also more than the environment clearance projection. Thus
the Company also violated environment clearance conditions.

·

The production at Gotan was not commensurate with the size of mine
lease held by the Company. The Company's production at Gotan was
12.68 per cent of the total production as against 43.58 per cent of total
lease area allotted by DMG. Further, with reference to total increase of
16.28 lakh MT production at Gotan during 200609, the share of the
Company’s production was only 2.46 lakh MT.

The Government stated (November 2010) that the Company generally adhered to
the approved scheme of mining but the variations took place on account of
specific requirements of ore, based on the demand and also restrictive nature in
certain areas, due to water logging and other considerations. The reply is not
acceptable as the Company was to prepare scheme of mining, mentioning the
cross section wise excavation of mineral and the APs should have been based on
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approved mining scheme and deviations should be approved by the competent
authority.
Under utilisation of machinery and nonmaintenance of proper records
2.2.15 The SBU&PC (Rock Phosphate) had Heavy Earth Moving Machines
(HEMMs) like drill, shovel, dumper and dozer etc., generally used in open cast
mining for removal of overburden and production of mineral. These equipments
were required to work in a combination to achieve maximum productivity and to
reduce the idleness. The Company had adopted Central Mine Planning and
Design Institute Limited (CMPDIL) standards for assessment of performance and
utilisation of HEMM’s. Availability percentage of the equipment was worked out
considering idle hours plus working hours to shift hours and utilisation capacity
was based on working hours to shift hours. The CMPDIL’s norms of availability,
utilisation and the actual performance of HEMMs achieved by the SBU&PC
(Rock Phosphate) during the period 200405 to 200809 are given in
Annexure 14.
It would be seen from the annexure that:

Low operational
efficiency of
HEMMs than the
prescribed norms
resulted in loss of
production of 4.17
lakh MT.

·

The Company follows proper maintenance schedule despite that the
breakdowns in all the three HEMMs except dozers were on higher side as
against the prescribed norms. The SBU&PC (Rock Phosphate), however,
did not analyse the reasons for high number of breakdowns. Further, it did
not maintain the details of expenditure incurred on repair and maintenance
(R&M) of individual machines.

·

The SBU&PC (Rock Phosphate) was not able to utilise the available
machinery as per the norms of CMPDIL. The capacity of drills and
shovels always remained underutilised and continuous decline in the
utilisation capacity eventually resulted in under performance of dumpers.

·

The idleness in operation of shovels and dumpers was exceptionally high
ranging between 23 and 37 per cent and 21 to 35 per cent as against the
CMPDIL specified norms of 19 and 17 per cent respectively.

·

The operational efficiency of HEMMs remained on lower side as against
the prescribed norms which resulted in loss of production of 4.17 lakh MT
during 200409.

·

The SBU&PC (Rock Phosphate) did not maintain log books of individual
HEMM to have a check on the time consumed on account of accident,
maintenance, idle time, waiting time for manpower, tyre change,
electrical/electronic breakdowns, refueling & lubrication or any other
breakdowns. In absence of which, the Company could not ensure
85 per cent availability of the equipment as warranted by the supplier of
the machine. Consequently, it could not invoke the penalty clause to avail
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compensation for every per cent decrease in availability at the rate of
0.5 per cent of the total exworks value of the equipment.
·

It was observed that four dumpers and three shovels had already
completed scheduled hours prescribed for the equipments by the
manufacturer.

The Government stated (November 2010) that nonavailability of spares,
absenteeism and restriction in the working areas on account of presence of water
on the lower levels etc. have also contributed to lower availability and lower
utilization. The reply is not convincing as the Company did not maintain proper
records to analyze the reasons for breakdown.
Industrial Beneficiation Plant
2.2.16 Industrial Beneficiation Plant (IBP) was commissioned in 1982 with a
view to process the low grade ore (LGO) of Rock phosphate having
1518 per cent P2O5 to high grade ore (HGO) containing 31.54 per cent P2O5§.
For beneficiation of LGO into high grade concentrate, the Company enhanced
(200203) the capacity of IBP with designed capacity i.e. to give an output of
3.51 lakh MT 34 per cent P2O5 grade Rock Phosphate from an input of
9.00 lakh MT of 16.57 per cent P2O5 grade Rock Phosphate (39 per cent of the
input). The production performance of the IBP during the period 200409 is given
in Annexure15.
A review of production process of IBP revealed that the material before input into
main plant is crushed in three stages at the LGO crusher plant (primary, secondary
and tertiary crusher) in which the Run of Mine (ROM) is converted from
1000 mm size to less than 25 mm size. The performance of LGO crusher plant
was as follows:
Year

Primary crusher
Secondary crusher
Tertiary crusher
Crushing Hours Average Crushing Hours Average Crushing Hours Average
in MT operated Crushing in MT operated Crushing in MT operated Crushing
rate
rate
rate
MT/hr
MT/hr
MT/hr

200405 671609

3358

200

644536

2838

227

678028

3799

178

200506 869654

4421

197

861684

4070

212

880740

4161

212

200607 798631

4244

188

756410

3826

198

832375

4145

201

200708 780704

4018

194

760485

3809

200

775040

3974

195

200809 726045

3986

182

722244

3636

199

761517

4093

186

§

Phosphorus pentoxide
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The availability of the low grade ore during the year was as follows:
(Quantity in MT)
Year
200405
200506
200607
200708
200809

Opening
Stock


170217
311262
267274

Production

Utilised for
Rajphos§

867381
1129093
1088639
937293
797140

37499
58876
47594
81281
100949

Available for
IBP
829882
1070217
1211262
1167274
963465

To be used
in IBP
900000
900000
900000
900000
900000

Excess for
next year

170217
311262
267274
63465

It would be seen from the tables above that:
The crusher plant was designed with the rated capacity of 350 tonnes per hour
against which an average capacity of 287 tonnes per hour could have been
achieved. The average capacity, however, achieved by the Company during the
period under review ranged between 182 MT/hour and 200 MT/hour. Despite
having sufficient quantity of low grade ore ranging between 9.63 lakh MT
(200809) and 12.11 lakh MT (200607), the crusher plant could not be utilised
optimally. Consequently, the IBP could be utilised to the extent of 71 to 94
per cent of its installed capacity as given in Annexure15. The achievable
production performance of IBP would have further improved had the Company
taken timely steps to contain hours lost due to heavy break downs and
nonavailability of spares ranged between 13 and 44 per cent.
The Government while accepting the facts stated (November 2010) that
immediately after expansion of IBP, there was major breakdown in the roller
press which was imported from Germany. As the spares were not available in the
country, there was considerable delay in organizing the spares and the plant
remained idle for 2880 hours. It further stated that efforts are being made for
enhancement of the capacity of crushing plant by reducing the breakdown hours
and enhancing the feed grade.
Tailing Dam
2.2.17 The waste (tailing) generated from Industrial Beneficiation Plant due to
environment concerns was stored in the tailing dam. The dam was designed with a
capacity of (1970000 M3) 32.11 lakh MT to cater to the expanded capacity of
plant for seven and half years and put to charge in September 2002. It was noticed
that as against the total capacity of 32.11 lakh MT, the tailing dam was fed with
waste to the extent of 29.37 lakh MT leaving a capacity of 2.74 lakh MT only as
on March 2009. It was also noticed that the SBU&PC (Rock Phosphate) fed
average waste of 4.5 lakh MT every year and thus the balance available capacity

§

Direct application fertilizer product.
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of tailing dam was not sufficient for the year 200910.

Tailing Dam (September 2010)

In view of decreasing capacity of the tailing dam, problem of water seepage and
complaints of villagers, leakage of slurry and procedural delays in acquisition of
land, it was proposed (April 2006) to initiate action for construction of new tailing
dam or increasing the height of existing dam for smooth operation in coming
years.
We observed that the SBU&PC (Rock Phosphate) identified 36.35 hectare of land
required for further expansion in the year 2006 itself. The Company, however,
sent proposals for allotment of land to the State Government belatedly in
April 2009 when the situation of tailing dam reached at alarming stage that might
led to closure of IBP. The matter of allotment of land was pending before the
State Government (May 2010).
The Government stated (November 2010) that the balance capacity available in
the existing tailing dam is sufficient for further period of one and half years and
Company is hopeful of finalizing the land for additional capacity by that time.
The reply is not acceptable as the Company failed to acquire the land
(October 2010), identified in 2006 and the tailing dam at present has reached a
very critical stage.
Under utilisation of Crushing and Screening Plant (CSP)
2.2.18 The SBU&PC (Limestone) commissioned (September 1996) a crushing
and screening plant (CSP) for sizing of limestone to make it marketable. The
design capacity of the plant was 350 TPH and expected finished product from
ROM was 161 TPH on basis of 46 per cent yield. During 200409, the plant was
operated for working days ranged between 305 and 347 days in three shifts of
eight hours each.
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The performance of CSP for the last five years ending on March 2009 is tabulated
below:
Year

No. of
days
plant
remained
operational

Total
available
hours

Standard
production
(MT)

Actual
operated
hours

Non
operational
hours

Utilisation
in terms
of hours
in per cent

Actual
production
(MT)

Production
per hour

Capacity
utilisation
w.r.t
standard
production
in per cent

200405

324

6443

1037373

4702

1741

72.98

519866

110.56

50.12

200506

305

6053

974533

4347

1706

71.82

483378

111.20

49.60

200607

336

7018

1129898

5138

1880

73.21

622537

121.16

55.10

200708

346

6943

1117823

4949

1994

71.28

662658

133.90

59.28

200809

347

6971

1122331

4588

2383

65.82

585897

127.70

52.20

It could be seen that the plant was not utilised optimally as the percentage
utilisation of plant in terms of hours ranged between 65.82 and 73.21 during the
period of review. Further, as against the rated capacity of 161 TPH, the
production per hour was significantly on lower side and ranged between
110.56 MT to 133.90 MT due to low capacity utilisation.
Scrutiny of logbook of CSP revealed that the plant remained idle considerably in
all the five years due to late feeding/no feeding by contractor (4,515.95 hours),
electrical breakdown (229.65 hours), mechanical breakdowns (1,206.55 hours),
no power (478.70 hours), plant maintenance (1,529.85 hours) and other
miscellaneous reasons (1,743.30 hours).
We observed that had the CSP been utilised in optimum way, quantity of
Limestone produced could have increased by 5.52 lakh MT and the Company
could have earned more revenue amounting to ` 23.16 crore.
The Government stated (November 2010) that as per the technical feasibility
report (TFR) prepared by Engineers India Limited, the installed production
capacity of CSP was 3.5 lakh MT of size 3080 MM on the basis of twoshift
working. It further replied that the Company has operated the plant on threeshift
working and the production obtained is more than that and therefore the CSP is
properly utilized. The reply does not address the issue as the plant remained idle
on account of late feeding/ nonfeeding by contractor which could have been
avoided.

Contract Management
2.2.19 The Company empowered the Group General Manager of each
SBU&PC to finalise purchase orders and contracts up to the value of ` 50 lakh.
Contracts and purchases beyond ` 50 lakh were finalised by the Contract
Cell/Purchase cell at Corporate Office, Udaipur. The Company adopted two bid
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system viz; technical bid and financial bid for finalising the contracts/purchases.
The deficiencies noticed in this regard are discussed in succeeding paragraphs.
Injudicious purchase of Excavator

Despite knowing the
fact, the Company
accepted the supply
of defective
excavator and paid
` 4.02 crore to
BEML.

2.2.20 The Company placed (May 2005) a purchase order in favour of Bharat
Earth Movers Limited (BEML) for supply, installation and commissioning of one
diesel Hydraulic Excavator with Komatsu Hydraulic System. As per the purchase
order, the equipment was to be supplied within eight months with condition of
preinspection before supply. BEML offered (February 2006) the supply of
excavator with Rexroth Hydraulic System instead of Komatsu Hydraulic System.
The Company, though not satisfied with the performance of the offered hydraulic
system after inspections, accepted (December 2007) the supply of the excavator
on trial basis on the assurance of BEML to rectify all the defects. During the trial
period, the excavator encountered several problems of serious nature relating to
swing braking and load. The problems could not be resolved by BEML and
Rexroth experts. The Company constituted three committees at different intervals
to report on whether the excavator could be accepted or not. The Company,
however, ignoring the recommendations of all the committees for not accepting
the excavator and withholding the payment, commissioned (August 2008) the
excavator and released the payment of ` 4.02 crore to BEML.
We observed that the excavator never performed satisfactorily after
commissioning as the excavator was available for 2,892 hours as against
4,704 hours available in the year 200809. Despite this, the Company did not
deduct compensation as per purchase order for assured 85 per cent availability of
excavator, from outstanding bill of BEML and security deposit.
The Government stated (November 2010) that in case the Company had simply
rejected the BEML supplied excavator, then the Company had to wait for the
availability of the excavator which is always a long delivery item. The reply is not
acceptable as the order for excavator was placed in May 2005 whereas the
Company accepted the defective excavator in August 2008. Thus, it is amply clear
that there was sufficient time to finalize the new tender.
Award of repair and maintenance contract without obtaining competitive bids
2.2.21 The Company invited (September 2008) tenders for purchase of one
backhoe excavator. Total three bidders submitted their bids, of which the supply
order was finalised in favour of TELCON (supplier) at a cost of ` 3.27 crore.
Since the Company was using BEML make excavators only, inventory of which
could not be used in TELCON make excavator as such it was decided to ask the
lowest supplier to quote rates for maintenance and repair contract. The supplier
quoted ` 7.56 crore for maintenance and repair contract for a period of eight
years. The supplier also offered rebate of ` 1.80 crore on maintenance and repair
contract in case the Company opts for purchase of two excavators and its
maintenance and repair contract.
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We observed that the action of the Company to offer additional work for
maintenance and repair contract without inviting fresh bids was against the
financial prudence and thus not transparent as the same was not included at the
time of floating the tender. This tantamounts to award of contract without
obtaining competitive bids. It was also noticed that even knowing the requirement
of two excavators, the Company did not exercise the beneficial option given by
the supplier as evident from the tender proceedings that the Company procured
another excavator from BEML on trial basis in the same tender.
The Government stated (November 2010) that with reference to the issues raised
with respect of MARC the observations of the Audit are relevant and have been
taken care of in future.
Delay in exploration
2.2.22 The SBU&PC (Limestone) had explored 991 hectare area out of total
3022.33 hectare area available at Gotan up to December 2007. In order to expand
excavation activity, the Company invited (December 2007) tenders for spot
leveling, exploratory core drilling of NX/BE size by double tube core barrel, its
logging, sampling and report writing for Basani Limestone mines. Out of three
bidders, only one bidder qualified the technical evaluation for opening of price
bid. The financial bid was opened in (June 2008) wherein the quoted rate was
found 37 per cent higher than the internal estimates prepared by the Company.
The contract cell of the Company studied the prevailing Government rates for
similar work and found that the Government rates were ` 56 lakh which was
higher by 71.21 per cent than its internal estimates. The Company made
(June 2008) counter offer at internal estimate of ` 32.76 lakh as against ` 44.82
lakh offered by the bidder. The bidder did not accept the counter offer and hence
it was decided to scrap the tender. Thereafter, the Company made (August 2008)
limited tender enquiry but no response was received as such it was decided
(October 2008) to get the work done through DMG at the prevailing rates.
SBU&PC Limestone approached (October 2008) DMG with all relevant data but
DMG advised to submit an application along with prescribed fee but till date
(April 2010) the Company had not submitted the application.
Thus lack luster approach of the management led to delay in exploration work as
well as expansion of Limestone business as per long term planning.
The Government stated (November 2010) that the normal rate for exploration of
the DMG was very high, hence the Company approached Director (DMG) and
Secretary (Mines), Government of Rajasthan for undertaking the work on
concessional rates. It further replied that the present area available with the
Company is sufficient to meet the present market demand. The reply is not
acceptable as the Company approached the Government in May 2010, only after
being pointed out by audit and there is no assurance from DMG for undertaking
the work at the rates of internal estimates of the Company. The Company’s
production at Gotan is merely 12.68 per cent of total production in the area
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against which the Company's land holding was 43.58 per cent which confirms
that the production is not commensurate with the market demand.
Defective structure of contract
2.2.23 The Company supplies SMS (Steel Melting Soap) grade limestone to
steel plants of Steel Authority of India Limited (SAIL) through Railway. As per
the conditions of transportation, penal/dead freight (punitive charges) levied by
the Railways for overloading of the wagons would have to be borne by the
Company. A review of the system revealed that the Company outsourced the
work of transportation and loading of material into railway wagons on yearly
basis to four transporters during the period of review. It was noticed that the
Company included the condition of punitive charges to be borne by the
transporters, if any, levied by the Railways for overloading of wagons in all the
four contracts. It was also noticed that the Company appointed (October 2003)
Mitra S. K. Private Limited (another contractor) for determining the quality
control aspects who was responsible for deciding the filling limits/mark of the
material to be loaded in the railway wagons.

The Company failed
to hold the
transporters liable
for overloading due
to appointment of
another contractor
for determining
load limits in
wagons.

The Railways imposed (between September 2002 and March 2009) penalty of
` 11.22 crore for overloading of wagons, of which ` 6.84 crore had been paid up
to December 2008 by the Company. The matter regarding payment of remaining
penalty was under litigation with the Railways. As against the penalty charges
paid, the Company could only withhold ` 1.80 crore from the bills of the
transporters. The balance penalty paid by the Company could not be recovered
from the transporters despite having provision in the terms and conditions of the
transport contract as the transporters approached to the Court on the plea that the
wagons were filled up to the mark/limits determined by Mitra S.K. Private
Limited (representative of the Company) and thus they were not responsible for
the penalty imposed by the Railways.
We observed that the wagons were being loaded on the directions of Mitra S.K.
Private Limited, despite this, the Company did not include any provision in the
terms and conditions of the contract to recover the penalty from him, in case, the
Railways imposed any penalty for overloading.
Thus due to appointing another contractor for determining the mark/limits for
loading of wagons, the Company failed to hold the transporters liable for
overloading and indulged itself in unnecessary litigation besides making payment
of penalty charges to Railways.
The Government stated (November 2010) that even if the feeding limit/mark is
given, the responsibility of the correct loading will always rest with the
contractor. It further stated that the total amount paid by the Company was only
` 10.26 crore which had also been recovered. The reply is not acceptable because
transporters got stay on levy of penalty due to defective agreement with Mitra
S.K. Private Limited. Further amount of ` 10.26 crore was infact recoverable or
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security deposit as per books of accounts of the Company, hence same is doubtful
of recovery.
Nonrecovery of land tax from assisted sector
2.2.24 The eRSMDC earmarked mine area (approximately 1.1 Km.) in favour
of two private companies (assisted sectors) for their captive consumption and sale
in the open market for a period of 20 years with effect from 1997 and 2001
respectively. The Company allowed the assisted sectors to continue after merger
of RSMDC. The assisted sectors were required to pay service charges at different
rates for captive/open market sale at the rates fixed by the Company from time to
time for using the earmarked area. As per terms and conditions of the agreements
executed with the assisted sector, all statutory levies were to be borne by them.
We noticed that after introduction of land tax in April 2006 by the State
Government, the Company raised (June 2007) demand for payment of land tax of
` 44 lakh by the assisted sector for the area earmarked for them. The assisted
sector, however, refused (June 2007) to pay the land tax on the plea that they were
liable to pay the statutory levies being imposed under Minor Minerals and
Concession Rules only. Subsequently the case was referred (February 2009) to
arbitrator whose award was awaited (May 2010). Meanwhile the Company paid
` 81.38 lakh towards land tax against the earning of the Company of ` 44.65 lakh
during the period 200609 from the earmarked area.
We observed that despite having provision to terminate the contract after giving a
notice of 30 days, the SBU&PC (Limestone) did not initiate any action
immediately against the assisted sectors after their refusal to pay the land tax.
The Government stated (November 2010) that even if the contract was
terminated, the liability of land tax could not have been avoided and there was no
possibility of putting this land in alternate use because of the surface right being
with the assisted sector contractor. The reply is not acceptable because as per the
conditions of agreement, the surface rights and lease hold rights would have been
with the company in case of expiry or termination of contract and there were other
parties who were willing to enter into long term supply agreement.
Nonreclamation of mined out area at Sanu Mines
2.2.25 The SBU&PC (Limestone) obtained (May 1995) environmental
clearance for mining of limestone at its two major mining leases viz; SanuI and
SanuII at Jaisalmer. A revised environmental clearance in view of increased
production was obtained in August 2007. The specific terms and conditions of the
both the environmental clearance provided for concurrent backfilling of the
excavated area and no external over dumping of the overburden. The mining
operations on these mines were being carried out through contractors.
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We noticed that in view of the environmental requirement of concurrent
backfilling, the scope of work of the contractor required that the level of back
filled rejects dump area up to the original ground level. It was, however, noticed
that as against the cumulative excavated area of 549.59 hectares, backfilled area
was only 278.75 hectares i.e. 50.72 per cent leaving nonbackfilled area of 270.84
hectares by the end of March 2009. The excavated area in the particular year was
not being backfilled in the ratio of area excavated which resulted in increase of
nonbackfilled area. As a result, 170.93 hectares of nonbackfilled area in April
2004 increased to 270.84 hectares at the end of March 2009.
During 200409, the Company had awarded excavation contracts to four
contractors. The SBU&PC (Limestone), however, released full payments to these
contractors without ensuring completion of the entire work including backfilling.
Since backfilling of excavated area was the specific condition of environmental
clearance, the Company would have to bear ` 67.71 lakh towards the cost of
backfilling.
The Government stated (November 2010) that the recovery of marketable grade is
around 46 per cent of the total ROM. Out of the 54 per cent of nonmarketable
ROM, 12 to 14 per cent is in the size range of 10 to 30 mm which is now finding
some market in the thermal and sintering plants. Thus, the backfilled material is
nearly 40 per cent of the total excavated material and there will always remain
gap between excavated area and backfilled area. The reply is not acceptable
because as per the specific terms and conditions of environmental clearance, the
Company had to undertake backfilling in such a manner that original topography
should be maintained by concurrent backfilling.

Marketing/ Sales Management
2.2.26 The Company offered minerals to the buyers against 100 per cent
payment of value of mineral including taxes etc. in advance as per price
prevailing on the date of despatch. The Company, however, depending on market
conditions extended the facility credit sales to its customers. SBU&PC in such a
eventuality proposed the case with justifications for the prior approval of the
competent authority i.e. Managing Director of the Company.
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Table given below indicates mine/lease wise budget estimates (BE) for sale of
Rock Phosphate and Limestone and actual there against for the last five years
ended on 31 March 2009.
(Quantity in lakh MT)
Mine
Rock Phosphate
Jhamarkotra mines

at

SMS Grade Lime
stone at Sanu mines
Chemical Grade Lime
stone at Gotan mines

Particulars
BE
Actual
Percentage
BE
Actual
Percentage
BE
Actual
Percentage

200405
12.80
12.91
101
17.00
16.80
99
4.21
3.42
81

200506
13.05
12.55
96
17.50
16.59
95
4.20
3.11
74

200607
12.80
12.88
101
18.25
17.70
97
4.20
2.31
55

200708
12.40
13.30
107
20.25
20.16
100
4.00
2.82
71

200809
12.80
12.19
95
20.00
20.32
102
4.00
4.77
119

It could be seen from the table above that the actual sale ranged between 95 and
107 per cent, 95 and 102 per cent and 55 and 119 per cent at Jhamarkotra, Sanu
and Gotan respectively. It was further observed that the performance of Gotan
was not satisfactory during 200607 and 200708 due to nonlifting of committed
quantities by the buyers.
Review of sales price
2.2.27 The determination of sales price of different minerals marketed by the
Company is governed by “Manual for determination of price of different minerals
2005” which provides for quarterly review of the price of mineral unless it is
required to be changed earlier due to statutory or other reasons such as change in
Government levies/duties, royalty, policies and cost of production. The manual
further provides that each SBU&PC will frame a sales policy.
It was, however, noticed that the price of saleable minerals was not calculated as
per the procedure prescribed in the manual. SBU&PC Rock Phosphate decided
the price on the basis of landed cost of imported Rock Phosphate. SBU&PC
Limestone reviewed the prices of SMS grade Limestone every year, however,
price for Chemical grade Limestone was not reviewed for more than eight years
up to 2006 and thereafter it was being reviewed annually.
We observed that:

Nonreview of sale
price in comparison
to effective increase
in cost led to loss of
revenue of
` 60.23 crore in
200708.

·

There was wide gap between price of imported Rock Phosphate and the
selling price of the Company during the review period. The Company,
however, did not correspondingly review the price as prescribed in the
manual to reduce the gap.

·

There was no documented sales policy at SBU&PC Rock Phosphate. The
management considered the import price of Rock Phosphate as only major
criteria for determining the price of the products and did not prepare any
quarterly reports/forecasts indicating the increase or decrease in other
major factors effecting the long term profitability and pricing of different
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elements viz; cost of production, administrative overheads, selling and
distribution cost and the increased burden of statutory levies as envisaged
in the manual. A study of increase in cost of various factors affecting the
sales price during the period 200409 revealed that as against the average
increase of ` 524 per MT in cost price, the average sales price was
increased by ` 71 per MT only in 200708 which led to loss of revenue of
` 60.23 crore due to nonrevision of sales price appropriately as given in
Annexure16.
·

Nonreview of the prices of Chemical grade limestone resulted into wiping
out of profit for Gotan unit continuously from 200203 onwards. The loss
of ` 18.84 lakh in year 200203 was increased to ` 49.88 lakh in the year
200607. The losses of the unit were further increased exponentially to
` 14.81 crore in 200708 due to imposition of land tax by the State
Government and subsequently decreased to ` 8.70 crore in 200809 as the
Company surrendered 1888.98 hectare of land.

The Government stated (November 2010) that the Company has started reviewing
the sales price of Rock Phosphate on quarterly basis. It further stated that the
imported price will always remain an important criterion as it is essential to keep
the sale price lower than the imported price. As regards to Limestone, it has been
stated that prior to enforcement of the price manual, the prices of the Gotan were
revised on the basis of the prevailing market conditions. The market conditions
were not allowing for increase in the prices as there are number of private mine
owners operating in that area who are offering discount either on quality or
quantity basis. The reply is not acceptable as there was no price revision during
review period as per procedure mentioned in price manual and there was always a
wide gap between the Company prices and imported Rock phosphate. Further, as
regards to Gotan, there was no restriction on the price revision as the private mine
owners were keeping the prices declared by the Company.
Nonidentification of risks due to change in Government levies
2.2.28 The price circulars issued by the Company are legally binding
documents defining various terms and conditions which necessarily had to be
agreed on and accepted by the buyer of the product. As per the terms and
conditions of the price circulars issued from time to time, in case of any revision
in Royalty/ Sales Tax/ VAT even with retrospective effect, were to be borne by
the buyer.
The State Government imposed (February 2008) Environmental and Health cess
on mineral rights on the minerals (Rock Phosphate at the rate of ` 35 per tonne)
being mined and dispatched by the Company. The State Government further
enhanced (January 2009) the cess to ` 500 per tonne with retrospective effect
from 1 April 2008. The Company incorporated the increased rate of cess in price
circular issued on 6 February 2009 and accordingly raised demand letters to the
buyers for payment of enhanced portion of cess on the quantity sold between
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1 April 2008 and 5 February 2009. On a writ petition of buyers against
retrospective demand of cess, the Hon’ble High Court stayed (April 2009) the
retrospective increase of cess.
Delay in issue of
price circular after
issue of Government
notification,
resulted in non
recovery of Mineral
Right Cess of ` 2.14
crore.

We observed that the Company did not analyse the associated risks and thus
failed to include cess along with other statutory levies like Royalty/Sales
Tax/VAT in the price circular wherein it was mentioned that any retrospective
increase in statutory levies was to be borne by the consumers resultantly it could
not recover ` 46.27 crore from the consumers. Further, delay in issue of price
circular after issue of Government notification on 23 January 2009, resulted in
nonrecovery of ` 2.14 crore§ on dispatches between 23 January 2009 and
5 February 2009. Interestingly it was noticed that the Company issued (April
2009) letters to the buyers, who did not approach the Court, for not depositing the
retrospective demand of cess. It was also noticed that the State Government
imposed/increased the taxes on the Company with retrospective effect during the
end of financial year to reduce the state deficit, despite this, the Company did not
take up the matter with the State Government on increase of cess with prospective
effect.
The Government stated (November 2010) that many of the customers have
preferred to approach Hon’ble High Court which stayed the collection of
increased cess with retrospective effect. The reply is not acceptable because the
Company delayed implementation of the notification and did not take up the
matter with the State Government.

Financial Management
2.2.29 The Company issued (June 2003) guidelines for operation of each
SBU&PC which inter alia provided that all payments and remittances initially
deposited with the SBU&PC would be transferred to the Corporate office on the
same day. For daytoday functioning, the SBU&PC were required to send their
funds requirement with a detailed weekly break to the Finance and Accounts
Division of the Corporate Office at least one week before the beginning of the
month. It was also provided that the SBU&PC would also have a cash credit limit
available with it to meet the contingent requirements. As per State Government
directives, the surplus fund with the company was to be deposited monthly in
Personal Deposit Account (PD Account) i.e. an account with Government
treasury. The shortcomings noticed in financial management are discussed below:

§

46,054.53 MT x ` 465 per MT.
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Nonadherence to the guideline of the corporate office
2.2.30 The SBU&PC (Limestone) having Current Accounts with three banks· at
Jodhpur did not adhere to the guidelines. Despite having funds (ranging between
` 30.24 lakh and ` 7.12 crore) in the bank accounts during the review period, it
did not transfer the same to the Corporate office. It was also noticed that the
Corporate Office had arrangement with its Bank of Rajasthan (BOR) under which
the funds in excess of ` 4.50 lakh were transferred to Flexible Fixed Deposit
(FFD) whereas at SBU&PC (Limestone) such limit for transferring the funds to
FFD with BOR was ` 50 lakh. Despite this discrepancy neither the Corporate
Office nor the SBU&PC (Limestone) took up the matter with the Bank. It was
also observed that at number of times the funds in excess of ` 50 lakh were lying
with the Bank but the Bank did not transfer the same to FFD. Thus, the Corporate
Office not only failed in evolving a suitable mechanism with its banker for
transfer of funds immediately but also failed in monitoring the fund lying with
SBU&PC (Limestone).
The Government stated (November 2010) that considering the advance payment
of freight made by customers and necessity of funds for regular payment to the
contractors/supplier bill as well as employees’ payment, SBU&PC Limestone
made arrangement with the bank where excess funds are converted in FFD in
similar manner as done at Corporate Office. The reply is not acceptable as the
SBU had not adhered to the guidelines which resulted in blockage of funds to the
extent of ` 50 lakh on which no interest was earned.
Irregularities in financial assurance for progressive mine closure plan
2.2.31 Rule 23 B of MCDR as amended in 2003 provides that the owner of
mining lease would submit Progressive Mine Closure Plan (PMCP) in the manner
specified in the standard format and guidelines issued by IBM along with
submission of financial assurance for the same under rule 23 F. Rule 23F (2)
further provides that “The financial assurance shall be submitted in one of the
following forms to Regional Controller of Mines or the officer authorised by the
State Government in this behalf, as the case may be, or any amendment to it”
a) Letter of credit from any scheduled bank;
b) Performance or surety bond;
c) Trust fund build up through annual contributions from the revenue
generated by mine and based on expected amount sum required for
abandonment of mine; or
d) Any other form of security or any other guarantees acceptable to the
authority.
·

Bank of Rajasthan, State Bank of India and IDBI.
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The SBU&PCs, in compliance with the statutory requirements, submitted
(between September 2006 and June 2008) PMCP and financial assurance to the
IBM.
The Company created a trust with a corpus fund of ` one crore in 2006. One of
the prime objectives of this trust was to make available the fund for reclamation,
remediation/restoration of degraded land for environment protection. We,
however, noticed that despite creation of corpus fund, it was not utilised for the
purpose of financial assurance and each SBU&PCs except SBU&PC (Limestone)
adopted different methods i.e. pledging of fixed deposit, bank guarantee etc. for
the financial assurance. It was further noticed that the trust did not have sufficient
funds as against the corpus fund of ` one crore, the liability of SBU&PC
(Limestone) alone was ` 1.65 crore as on 31 March 2009.
Thus from the above it could be seen that the SBU&PCs not only adopted
different method for financial assurance but also violated the statutory
requirement as the financial assurance at SBU&PC (Lime Stone) was short by
` 65 lakh.
The Government while accepting the facts stated (November 2010) that common
system of providing financial assurance to be followed by all the SBUs does not
exist in the Company but financial assurance are being given only on those forms
which are acceptable to the statutory authorities. It further stated that the
Company would look into the matter of building up a suitable common system for
all the SBUs in this respect.
Loss of interest
2.2.32 The terms of payment in the sale orders yearly signed with Steel
Authority of India Limited (SAIL) for sale of Limestone provides that the 90 per
cent of payment would be made within 30 days from receipt of bills supported
with duly attached copy of Railway Receipt and sellers’ analysis certificate for
chemical and size. The balance 10 per cent payment was to be made by SAIL
within 45 days from the date of invoice and acceptance of material at the
respective plants.

The Company
sustained a loss of
interest of ` 99.53
lakh during 200509
due to delay in
realisation of sale
proceeds.

The Company appointed (October 2007) a consultant for timely collection of
revenue from the consumers. The Company, however, did not incorporate any
clause to safeguard its interest in case of delay in receipt of payments from buyers
or delay in collection by the consultant.
We observed that payment of 1,293 bills valuing ` 156.11 crore (out of total 2026
bills) was received with a delay ranging between 2 and 158 days during 200509
from various plants of SAIL. Thus, noninsertion of suitable clause to safeguard
its interest coupled with delay in realisation of payments, the Company suffered a
loss of interest of ` 99.53 lakh during the period 2005 to 2009.
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The Government while accepting the facts stated (November 2010) that penal
provision for delayed payments are now being enforced strictly and thus the
receipt could be expedited.
Excess deposit of land tax

The Company
deposited the land
tax which also
includes the demand
for the land already
surrendered.

2.2.33 Rule 18 (18) of RMMCR, 1986 provides that the lessee can surrender the
lease at any time by giving an application in writing which shall be accepted with
immediate effect provided that there are no dues against the lessee towards dead
rent. The SBU&PC (Limestone) applied (March 2007) for surrender of 1888.98
hectares of mining area of GotanI, II and Basni which was accepted by the DMG
from the date of application. The acceptance was, however, communicated
between July 2007 and February 2008. Meanwhile, the SBU&PC (Limestone)
received notice of demand for payment of land tax for the year 200708. The
Company paid (March 2008) ` 6.20 crore being 50 per cent of the total demand
under protest. The excess amount of ` 2.20 crore was neither refunded nor
adjusted against the demand of 200809.
It was, however, noticed that the SBU&PC (Limestone), without evaluating the
demand notice properly, deposited the land tax which includes the demand for the
land which had already been surrendered.
The Government stated (November 2010) that in order to challenge the order of
assessing authority, it was necessary to deposit the 50 per cent amount and thus
the amount was rightly deposited. It further stated that the Company was not at
liberty to reassess the demand of assessing authority at its own level. The reply is
not acceptable because as per the provisions of land tax Act 2006/Finance Act, the
Company was to deposit only 50 per cent of the demand notice for land under
possession and not on the surrendered land, for challenging the assessment order.

Manpower analysis
Improper placement of manpower
2.2.34 The consultant appointed to assess the requirement of manpower at each
SBU&PC after amalgamation of the Company with RSMDC suggested (March
2003) manpower of 110 executives and 949 workmen for SBU&PC Rock
Phosphate and 93 executives (combined for proposed SBU&PC Gypsum and
Limestone) and 110 workmen exclusively for limestone mines.
We noticed that there was a shortage of manpower (38 to 70 workmen) at
SBU&PC (Rock Phosphate) during the year 200709 due to which the shift for
crushing of HGO plant had been cancelled number of times. It was also noticed
that the manpower at SBU&PC (Limestone) was in excess (41 to 35 workmen) in
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200709, the Company, however, did not initiate any action to rationalise the
manpower deployed at various SBU&PC.
It was further observed that two officials of the Company were deployed in
Department of mines, Government of Rajasthan, Jaipur since January 2004 and
had drawn salary and allowance of ` 25.82 lakh (during the period January 2004
to March 2010) from the Company. It was also observed that the Company paid
incentive to these officials, at par with the employees of the corporate office.
Thus, the Company had paid salary and allowance to these officials without any
fruitful work done by them for the Company since January 2004.
The Government stated (November 2010) that after periodically examination of
the strength at SBU&PC Limestone, the sanctioned strength in March 2010 was
159 and the existing strength was only 145 with shortage of 14 workers. It further
replied that the Company had deployed the stated work force to provide logistic
support, as well as for coordination and liaison work in the Ministry of Mines in
its own interest. The reply is not acceptable as the intimated strength for workers
after merger with eRSMDC was already more despite the fact that departmental
mining has been off loaded and Company did not consider the report of the
consultant.
Excess payment of incentive at Gotan
2.2.35 The manpower deployed at SBU&PC (Limestone) received incentives
on the basis of total dispatches being made on yearly basis. We, however,
observed that SBU&PC (Limestone) had also considered the quantity excavated
for captive consumption and sold by two assisted sectors for the purpose of
working out the amount of incentives despite the fact that the manpower deployed
at SBU&PC did not contribute in excavation of mineral from these two assisted
sectors. Consequently, the SBU&PC (Limestone) paid excess incentive to its
employees to the extent of ` 23.02 lakh during 200409.
The Government stated (November 2010) that the points raised by the audit will
be kept in mind while finalizing the incentive for the year 201011.

Monitoring/Internal Control
2.2.36 In order to achieve its objectives, every organisation requires an effective
system of Internal Control, so as to ensure that all the activities of the Company
are performed in accordance with the rules, standardised procedures and system
for accomplishment of desired goals. It was noticed in audit that the Company had
not prepared any manuals relating to its core functions such as Cost and Budget,
Marketing and Sales, Internal Audit etc. till March 2010. In absence of these
manuals, the standardised procedures and systems are deficient and vulnerable to
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deviations/manipulations, which may remain undetected by the management. This
is a major area that required action.
The Company also failed to exercise internal control on the issues like adhering to
the mine plan, timely review of sale price, identification of insurance item,
disposal of non moving items, payment of incentive to employees, vetting of
contract resulting in defective structure of contract, maintenance of log books for
HEMMs to analyse the breakdown hours and consumption of diesels, and
identification of risks due to change in Government levies.
The Company outsourced Internal Audit to Chartered Accountants firms. The
Statutory Auditor, however, in their report (200405 to 200809) under section
227 (4A) of the Companies Act, 1956 have reported that Internal Audit needs to
be strengthened. The Company appointed different firms of Chartered
Accountants for different SBU&PCs, as a result uniformity could not be achieved.
However, from the year 200910 the company had appointed single Internal
Auditor of all the SBU&PCs.
Excess consumption of diesel
2.2.37 Stores and spares inventory also includes diesel. The cost of diesel
consumed during the review period ranged between 26 and 33 per cent of total
stores and spares consumed. It was noticed that there was no internal control
mechanism over diesel consumption as discussed below:
The Company fixed (1996) diesel consumption norms for shovel and dumper at
the rate of 50 and 60 litre per hour respectively. The study of diesel consumption
pattern by HEMMs at Jhamarkotra mine revealed that dumpers and shovels were
the major consumers, consuming 57 and 20 per cent respectively of the total
diesel consumed during the period 200409 as given in the table below:
Particulars
Total diesel consumed

200405
3900871

200506
4314550

200607
4273682

200708
4179671

200809
4536804

708250
783054
14165
55

738700
878480
14774
59

741650
883332
14833
60

757150
885258
15143
58

762900
912915
15258
60

74804

139780

141682

128108

150015

11

19

19

17

20

2210100
2287962
36835
62

2529060
2397819
42151
57

2561220
2459979
42687
58

77862







235856

4







10

Shovels
Consumption as per norms
Actual diesel consumed
No. of hours operated
Actual consumption (lt/hr)
Excess consumption on the basis
of Company norms (in litres)
Excess consumption (in per cent)

Dumpers
Consumption as per norms
Actual diesel consumed
No. of hours operated
Actual consumption (lt/hr)
Excess consumption on the basis
of Company norms (in litres)
Excess consumption (in per cent)
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2435880 2360280
2402688 2596136
40598
39338
59
66
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A review of diesel consumption by shovels and dumpers in comparison to the
norms fixed by the Company revealed that the average consumption in case of
shovel and dumper ranged between 55 and 60 litre per hour and 57 to 66 litre per
hour respectively during the period 20042009.
We observed that:
·
The Company did
not analyse the
reasons for higher
consumption of
diesel then the
prescribed norms
which caused extra
expenditure of
` 2.60 crore.

Although the diesel consumption in shovels was always more than the
established norms yet the SBU&PC (Rock Phosphate) did not analyse the
reasons of higher consumption of diesel. Further the SBU&PC (Rock
Phosphate) also did not have the proper records of diesel filled, hours
operated at the time of refilling of diesel at the field level. The daily shift
reports were being used for creating database only and no internal control
system as well as vigilance exists. In absence of adequate internal control
and vigilance check, the 20 cases of theft of diesel (1403 litre) were
noticed during the period of review for which First Information Reports
(FIR) were lodged by the Company but no measures to control such
malpractices in future were taken.
Nonadherence to the established norms of diesel consumption resulted in
extra expenditure of ` 2.60 crore.

·

The productivity of shovels decreased from 12.57 tonnes/litre in 200405
to 9.54 tonnes/litre in 200809 and in case of dumpers it decreased from
4.30 tonnes/litres to 3.35 tonnes/litres during the same period. The
Company, however, did not analyse the reasons despite declining trend of
production per litre. A comparison of productivity obtained from the old
and new dumpers in audit revealed that the performance of old dumpers in
term of diesel consumption and rock handling per hour was better than the
new dumpers. The SBU&PC (Rock Phosphate) had never assessed the
low performance of new dumpers and reasons for high fuel consumption.

The Government stated (November 2010) that the diesel consumption norms
recommended by the original equipment manufacturer i.e BEML in case of
shovels and dumpers were 53 to 57 litres/hour and 57 to 62 litres/hour
respectively. It further stated that the shovels had outlived their economic lives as
per OEM’s recommendations which also contributed to excess diesel
consumption. As regards to security vigilance and theft of diesel, it was replied
that the threat of theft was primarily on account of the fact that the mine area has
not been fenced due to presence of private lands and houses in the mining lease
area. The reply is not acceptable as the excess diesel consumption commented by
us, was always higher than the highest ceiling limits recommended by BEML
except in 200405 for shovels and the Company had not framed any policy to
analyse the economic viability for replacing the old shovels.
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Monitoring of handling and processing loss
2.2.38 The Company fixed (August 1977) norm of 3 per cent of production and
purchase for handling and processing losses of Rock Phosphate (all stages
covered).
We noticed that the handling and processing losses were not calculated correctly
as the Company while calculating the losses considered the sale component also
as against the prescribed factor of production and purchase.
The Government stated (November 2010) that the handling losses booked during
the period under review are within the norms fixed by the Company. The fact
remains that handling and processing loss norms are not within norm if calculated
as percentage of production/purchases.

Conclusion
The Company's planning was inadequate as it failed to prepare long term
plan. The mining schemes were also faulty as it did not specify cross section
wise and levelwise excavation to be carried out in respect of Limestone
mines. The Company also did not comply with the statutory requirement viz;
obtaining environment clearance, preparation of mine plan, operating mines
under minor mineral despite covered under major mineral, delay in
reclamation of excavated mine area. The production performance of the
Company was at variance with both Mine Plan and Annual Plan. Despite
having sufficient market demand of limestone and wide mine area, the
production of Limestone was not commensurate with the demand. The
reclamation of excavated area was not done as per EIA/EMP plans at
Limestone mines. Delay in obtaining environment clearance and
surrendering the mine leases for inoperative mines resulted in idle
expenditure of ` 62.46 crore. The Company could not utilise the heavy earth
moving machines optimally in excavation of mineral. Nonutilisation of the
crusher plant optimally, the performance of the Industrial Beneficiation
Plant was affected substantially. There was no documented sales policy at
SBU&PC Rock Phosphate and Limestone. The price of saleable minerals was
also not calculated as per the procedure prescribed in the manual. Absence
of structured manpower study resulted in deployment of excess manpower at
SBU&PC (Limestone) and short manpower at SBU&PC (Rock phosphate).
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Recommendations
The Company needs to ensure:
·

preparing broad strategic corporate plan with specific targets;

·

compliance of the statutory requirements;

·

excavation of mineral broadly as per mine plan;

·

enhance production of Limestone to wipe out the losses;

·

optimal utilisation of HEMMs;

·

optimal utilisation of Industrial Beneficiation Plant;

·

best practices for contract management to safeguard its financial
interest;

·

documented sales policy for each SBU&PC; and

·

deployment of manpower as per requirement.
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2.3

IT Audit on computerisation of revenue billing system by
Jodhpur Vidyut Vitran Nigam Limited

Executive summary
Jodhpur Vidyut Vitran Nigam
Limited (Company) outsourced
(2008) work of generation of
electricity consumption bills of all
the nine circles. It awarded
generation of electricity bills of five
circles including electricity bills of
all HT consumers to K & D
Engineers and Consultants and the
work of electricity bills of
remaining four circles to KLG
Systel
Limited,
Gurgaon
(Haryana).
An Information
Technology Audit on billing system
of the Company was attempted to
ascertain that the Company before
awarding the work of its core
activity of revenue realisation has
adequately
addressed
the
associated risks of outsourcing.
Further, the audit was also
conducted to evaluate controls of
application software and to
ascertain completeness, regularity
and consistency of data.
Computerisation of revenue billing
of the Company was assessed
against the Tariff for supply of
electricity2004, and Terms and
Conditions of Supply (TCOS) 
2004,
Rules,
notifications,
directions issued by the Rajasthan
Electricity Regulatory Commission

(Commission) and orders and
circulars issued by the Company.
The data available with the
Company was analysed with the
help of Computer Assisted Audit
Techniques.
Though the system developed by
both the service providers was
adequate as regards to processing
of billing data and generation of
electricity bills yet there were many
shortcomings leading to incorrect
billing as well as not achieving full
potential of IT applications. The
observations of audit have been
categorised as deficiencies of
general controls, system design
drawbacks, mapping of business
rules and lacunae in application
controls such as deficient input
controls and validation checks.
Besides,
some
contractual
deficiencies, nonreconciliation of
data available in the system with
financial statements of the
Company were also noticed. It is
also felt that there is a requirement
for effective IT application internal
control mechanism so as to get the
best results of computerisation of
billing system.
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Introduction
2.3.1 Jodhpur Vidyut Vitran Nigam Limited (Company) was incorporated on
20 July 2000 after unbundling of erstwhile Rajasthan State Electricity Board
(RSEB). The activity of the Company is spread in nine* circles. For revenue
purposes, the Company is empowered to collect revenue from different
categories of consumers for electricity supplied as per latest tariff orders
issued by the Rajasthan Electricity Regulatory Commission (Commission).
The Company outsourced (2008) the work of generation of electricity
consumption bills of all the nine circles and awarded generation of electricity
bills of five** circles including electricity bills of all HT consumers to K & D
Engineers and Consultants and the work of electricity bills of remaining four§
circles to KLG Systel Limited, Gurgaon (Haryana). Prior to it, the work of
generation of electricity bills was outsourced to Aditi Computers. The service
providers developed the software using standard RDBMS of SQL/Oracle and
Windows as operating system under multi user requirement.
As on 31 March 2009, the Company had 20,77,773 consumers comprising of
Domestic, Nondomestic, Street light, Agricultural, Small Industrial Power
(SIP), Medium Industrial Power (MIP), Large Industrial Power (LIP) and
Mixed load consumers. During 200809, the total revenue realised by the
Company from all categories of the consumers was ` 2,401.69 crore as given
in Annexure17.

Scope and methodology of audit
2.3.2 The billing system pertaining to HT and LT consumers of the
Company was reviewed by audit during the period from January to June 2010.
The data as maintained by the billing agencies i.e. by K & D Engineers and
Consultants and KLG Systel Ltd. for the period 200809 in respect of all HT
consumers and data relating to LT consumers of two circles$ was analysed.
Questionnaires were issued to elicit information from the Company to evaluate
controls of application software and to ascertain completeness, regularity and
consistency of data. Further, two subdivisionsÑ from each circle were selected
for detailed analysis.
Audit methodologies adopted was the use of questionnaire and management
response/clarification there upon, scrutiny and verification of manual records,
collection of computerised data and analysis thereof with the help of
*

**
§
$

Ñ

Barmer, Bikaner, Churu, Hanumangarh, Jalore, Jodhpur (City), Jodhpur (District),
Pali and Sriganganagar.
Bikaner, Churu, Jodhpur (City), Pali and Sriganganagar.
Barmer, Hanumangarh, Jalore and Jodhpur (District).
Jodhpur district circle (M/s KLG Systel Ltd.) and Pali circle (M/s K & D Engineers
and Consultants).
Jodhpur district circle: Luni and Mandore subdivision;
Pali circle
: Pali and Sirohi subdivision.
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Computer Assisted Audit Techniques (CAATs), issue of preliminary audit
observations to the management for response with a view to firming up the
audit conclusion and discussion and also interaction with the various officers
of the Company and billing agencies.

Audit objectives
2.3.3 Information Technology (IT) audit of computerisation of revenue
billing of the Company was carried out to examine, analyse, evaluate and to
assess the adequacy and effectiveness of IT policy of the Company, mapping
of business rules, completeness and correctness of the data, reconciliation of
revenue realised and achievement of overall objectives of the Company.

Audit criteria
2.3.4 IT audit of computerisation of revenue billing of the Company was
assessed against the following parameters:
·

Tariff for supply of electricity (Tariff)2004, Terms and Conditions of
Supply (TCOS)2004, Rules, notifications, directions issued by the
Commission;

·

Orders and circulars issued by commercial wing of the Company; and

·

Best practices pertaining to IT system and management.

Audit findings
2.3.5

Audit findings based on scrutiny of records and database are as under:

General Controls
Lack of formulated and documented IT policy and IT security policy
2.3.6 A well formulated and documented IT policy is essential to assess the
time frame, key performance indicators and cost benefit analysis for
developing and integrating various functions. The Company, however, had not
formulated a formal IT policy. Further, the Company has also not constituted a
planning/steering committee with clear roles and responsibilities to monitor
each functional area in a systematic manner.
The Company also did not have an IT security policy regarding the security of
IT assets, its software, its hardware and databank. We observed that in the
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absence of IT security policy, modifications made in the master data relating
to the consumer service, meters, meter readings, payments, arrears, adjustment
in assessments etc. by the outsourced agency were not subjected to any
supervisory review by the Company staff/officers periodically so as to ensure
that the changes were authorised before committing them to the databank.
It was also observed that there was no control procedure/system to monitor the
cases of creation of new database of consumers, deletion of consumers from
the master data bank, acceptance of duplicate or unauthentic records.
In absence of these precautions, the possibilities of unauthorised changes
made in the master database can not be ruled out.
Business continuity and disaster recovery plan
2.3.7 The revenue billing system is a critical system. If there is any untoward
incident or disaster and the consumers’ bills are not generated in time, revenue
earning capacity of the Company may be substantially affected. It is, therefore,
essential for the entity to prepare and document a disaster recovery and
business continuity plan, outlining the action to be undertaken immediately
after a disaster and to effectively ensure that information processing capability
can be resumed at the earliest. We, however, noticed that there was no
documentation and testing of business continuity plan detailing the back up
and recovery procedures in the Company. There was no offsite storage of
backups. Even the retrieval of data from onsite backup had not been tested.
The backup data for the year 200708 was not available with the Company.
The Government while accepting the facts stated (September 2010) that now
billing data back up is being taken in CDs at three different levels and a
contract has been awarded to HCL Infosystems Limited to develop the
software for each activity. The fact remains that the Company did not have a
documented disaster recovery and business continuity plan.

System Design Deficiencies
2.3.8 The system design and its operation by the service providers should be
adequate and sound to capture the data from the inputs provided by the
Company. In case of deficiencies in the system itself, there are possibilities of
generation of incorrect bills. We noticed certain system design deficiencies:
Inaccurate meter reading brought forward
2.3.9 Difference between current reading and previous reading denotes the
consumption of energy by a consumer and on the basis of the same the energy
bill is computed. As such, previous reading being carried forward should
obviously remain unchanged during the process of brought forward during
next billing cycle. An analysis of billing data of HT/LT consumers revealed
that the system was deficient to the extent that instead of taking the previous
reading by default, it accepts the manual intervention hence there was
difference in the meter reading being carried forward in previous billing cycle
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and brought forward in current billing cycle. Due to this discrepancy it was
observed that:
·

In HT billing, the system brought forward incorrect meter reading of
previous cycle in case of 45 consumers. Further analysis revealed that
the system brought forward 21,98,178 units of electricity in excess of
previous consumption in 14 cases (11 consumers) during the period
between May 2008 and March 2009. Due to this, the bills for the
present cycle were prepared for less consumption and therefore the
Company short recovered energy charges amounting to ` 88.15 lakh.

·

In LT billing, differences in carried forward and brought forward meter
reading were noticed in 22,821 cases (in 2,072 cases, the opening
balance of current month was more than the closing balance of
previous month) between April 2008 and June 2008 in selected
subdivisions. The discrepancies noticed in LT consumer database
pertained to different categories of consumers and hence the actual
financial impact could not be ascertained.

The Government stated (September 2010) that in case of HT consumer’s data
base, the changes were got done through manual intervention by billing officer
whereas in LT consumer’s cases, some times due to wrong reporting of
readings by meter reader or wrong punching of data by operator, the
differences in old and new reading occurs but it could not be
corrected/updated in billing back up data. The reply is not acceptable as the
system was deficient as it did not take the previous consumption of the
consumer by default.
Undue benefit of power factor rebate to consumers
2.3.10 Tariff 2004 provides that consumers having sanctioned connected
load more than 25 HP (18.65 KW) shall maintain an average power factor of
not less than 0.90 (90 per cent). In case the average power factor falls below
0.90, a surcharge at one per cent of energy charges for every one per cent fall
in average power factor below 0.90, shall be charged. Also an incentive of one
per cent of energy charges shall be provided if average power factor is above
0.95 (95 per cent) for each one per cent improvement above 0.95.
In a suo moto petition in the matter of rationalisation of retail tariff for the
Company, the Commission amended the above clause and decided
(August 2007) that incentive be provided for each 0.001 (0.1 per cent)
improvement in average power factor beyond 95 per cent (0.950) and
surcharge be levied for fall of each 0.001 (0.1 per cent) of average power
factor below 90 per cent (0.900). This facility was, however, applicable only
where the installation of the meters at the consumer’s premises were
compliant to the requirements of Central Electricity Authority (Installation &
Operation of Meters) Regulation, 2006 which stipulated that in case of supply
of electricity above 33 KV, the accuracy class of meters should be 0.2S.
Further the accuracy class of Current Transformers and Voltage Transformers
shall not be inferior to that of associated meters.
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We observed that the system did not have a field in the table to define the
accuracy class of meters in absence of which the system was deficient to
compute the power factor incentive as per the applicable provisions and
therefore allowed incentive up to three digit of improvement in average power
factor beyond 95 per cent (0.950). Due to this design deficiency in billing
system, the Company allowed ` 33.87 lakh pertaining to the period November
2007 to May 2008 in the bills of the consumers. On being pointed out by audit
through draft paragraph, the Company debited the amount of incentive against
the consumers. Analysis of database, however, revealed that though the
incentive allowed up to May 2008 was debited but the measures to control this
deficiency were not included in the system as a result the system again
allowed incentive of ` 27.76 lakh to these consumers during the period
June 2008 to March 2009.
The Government while accepting the fact of system deficiency of not
indicating accuracy class of meters stated (September 2010) that the rebate
was allowed on two digit basis. The reply is not acceptable in view of the fact
that the incentive was allowed on three digit basis in the cases pointed out by
audit.
Absence of system alert for low power factor
2.3.11 Power factor clause of Tariff 2004 regarding Large Industrial Services
provides that if the average power factor falls below 0.70 (70 per cent), the
installation shall be disconnected and will not be reconnected till the average
power factor is improved to the satisfaction of the Company. Section 139 and
140 of Electricity Act 2003 also reproduce the same.
The State of Rajasthan is suffering from power shortage and had to import it
from other states. It was, therefore, necessary to adopt measures to save
energy from being wasted by providing reactive power compensation
throughout the network (as also contemplated in the Indian Electrical Grid
Code).
The software designed for billing did not automatically provide alerts by
printing notices on the bills. An analysis of data back up of HT consumers for
the year 200809 by audit revealed that the required action as per the
prescribed procedure was not taken in cases ranging between 27 and 48 during
May 2008 to March 2009, despite the fact that their power factor was low and
ranged between 0.009 and 0.695. Thus, due to not taking the action, the
Company sustained an estimated loss of 28.07 lakh units§ valued at
` 1.13 crore.
The Government accepted (September 2010) the facts of nonissuance of
notices/disconnection of power in case of power factor falls below 0.70 in
accordance with tariff as well as Indian Electrical Grid Code. The Company,
however, did not agree to the loss worked out by audit. The reply is not
acceptable in view of the fact that stringent condition imposed in tariff/Indian

§

Difference of PF 0.70 and actual PF of the consumer during a month.
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Electrical Code for disconnection in such cases itself evident that the
Company is bound to lose.
Discrepancies in Delayed Payment Surcharge
2.3.12 Clause 36(1) and 38 of TCOS2004 provides that all bills for
electricity charges may be paid within twelve days from the date of their issue
at the concerned subdivisional office or at other collection centers; either in
cash or by pay order/bank draft/bankers cheque or a cheque failing which a
Delayed Payment Surcharge (DPS) at the rate of 2 per cent and 4 per cent on
unpaid dues be levied in case of monthly and bimonthly billed consumers
respectively.
Analysis of database revealed that the system was deficient as it did not
correlate the bill payment date of previous cycle with reference to the date on
which the bill was actually paid by the consumer. Due to this, in case a
consumer paid the bill of previous cycle after due date, the system did not
indicate alert and generate the bill of next billing cycle without showing the
arrear of DPS. It was also noticed that during the period of May and June 2008
out of 43,776 consumers, in 1,060 cases of Jodhpur district circle, the system
did not indicate DPS of ` 75,431 in the previous arrear column. Thus, due to
design deficiency, an amount of ` 75,431 was short recovered.
The Government while accepting the design deficiency stated
(September 2010) that delay occurred due to extension/change of due date by
the billing officer at subdivision where the bills were not distributed timely.
The fact remains that the system did not have provision to correlate bill
payment date with due date of payment.

Mapping of business rules
2.3.13 The Company frames rules in accordance with the tariff provisions and
TCOS, duly approved by the Commission, issues necessary circulars and
periodically reviews them. These are communicated to the service providers to
update the system. The discrepancies noticed where either the rules framed by
the Company were not adhered to or those were not appropriately incorporated
in the system are as under:
Rebate in case of defective meters
2.3.14 Clause 30(2) of TCOS 2004 stipulates that in case a stopped/defective
metering system is not replaced with in a period of two months of its
detection, a rebate of 5 per cent on the total bill of the consumer excluding
electricity duty shall be allowed from third monthly bill in case of
monthly/fortnightly billing and second bill in case of bimonthly billing after
such detection till the meter is replaced.
Scrutiny of billing data of LT consumers of selected subdivisions for the
month of April 2008 and March 2009, we observed that out of
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69,672 consumers, 1,042 consumers were billed on average basis during
200809 indicating that the meters were defective during this period. The
legitimate rebate of ` 56,106 at the rate of five per cent was, however, not
allowed to these consumers. Further scrutiny of balance sheet of the Company
revealed that in none of the cases, the Company has allowed the rebate of five
per cent in case of defective meters which remained unreplaced for more than
two months indicating that provisions to allow rebate was not incorporated in
the system.
The Government while accepting the fact assured (September 2010) to take
corrective measures.
Computation of fixed charges
Domestic and nondomestic consumers
2.3.15 Tariff 2004 provides for the ‘Fixed Charges’, calculated on the basis
of average monthly consumption of previous financial year.
Scrutiny of database revealed that the fixed charges computed by the system
were not correct as the system while computing the fixed charges did not
correlate it with the average consumption of previous year. During the analysis
of records of April 2009 it was noticed that an amount of ` 17.78 lakh towards
fixed charges (which is to be based on average monthly consumption of
200809) was charged in excess of tariff in respect of 35,441 domestic
consumers of selected circles.
Similarly, in case of Nondomestic consumers, the fixed charges amounting to
` 2.26 lakh in respect of 2,447 consumers of selected circles were charged in
excess of tariff.
The Government stated (September 2010) that the fixed charges were
computed correctly. The reply is not convincing in view of the fact that the
fixed charges were charged in excess of the tariff provision in the cases
pointed out by audit.
Allowance of rebate
2.3.16 To promote nonconventional sources, Tariff 2004 provides a rebate
of five paise per unit in the “Energy Charges” for usage of “Solar Water
Heating System”. Scrutiny of database of selected circles, however, revealed
that this provision of the tariff was not mapped in the system and as a result
the system was not allowing the rebate to 102 eligible consumers.
The Government stated (September 2010) that such rebate was allowed under
tariff code “1000Y”. The reply is not acceptable in view of the fact that data
provided did not have tariff code “1000Y”. Further the revenue manual of the
Company provides tariff code 1400 for such consumers and no rebate was
allowed to these consumers.
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Non payment of enhanced Security Deposit amount
2.3.17 Clause 16 of TCOS provides that the provisional amount of security
for payment of Nigam dues be deposited in accordance with clause 3 of Part II
and the security amount may be reviewed at the beginning of each financial
year to cover actual average consumption. In case, if the security deposited by
the consumer is found insufficient, the Nigam may give a notice to the
consumer to deposit the difference within 30 days of service of notice.
The Company also paid interest on the security deposit amount at the
prescribed rate.
Scrutiny of database, however, revealed that the above provisions were not
mapped in the system and therefore the work of assessing the security deposit
annually was being done by the Commercial Wing of the Company. Audit
scrutiny revealed that the notices for depositing additional security were issued
by the Commercial Wing but action under section 56 (1) of the Indian
Electricity Act, 2003 to disconnect power supply of such consumers who have
not deposited the additional security even after issue of notice was not
undertaken by the Subdivisional office. The details of HT consumers who had
not deposited the additional security are given in Annexure 18.
Further analysis of system data relating to security deposit and security deposit
register maintained at SubDivision, a difference of ` 31.72 lakh was noticed
in respect of security deposits of the consumers as detailed in Annexure 19.
The Government while accepting the facts stated (September 2010) that
notices have now been served to the consumers to deposit additional security.

Application Controls
Input control and validation check
2.3.18 To ensure correctness, completeness and reliability of the database, it
is necessary to ensure appropriate input control and data validation during the
data entry. This would help in reduction in duplication of efforts and
redundancy. The following deficiencies were noticed in audit in this regard.

Input Controls
Rebate for domestic connections in rural areas
2.3.19 Tariff2004 provides a rebate of ten per cent in the tariff for domestic
connections in rural areas only. This rebate was, however, not to be allowed in
such villages where round the clock supply of electricity was provided.
The system has given tariff code ‘1500’ in such villages where round the clock
supply of electricity was provided.
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Scrutiny of database, however, revealed that:
·

as per Management Information System (MIS), all the 1,058 and 915
villages in Jodhpur district circle and Pali circle have been electrified
upto March 2008 and round the clock supply of electricity was
provided in these villages. The system was, however, not being
updated and therefore it allowed rebate to domestic connections in
rural areas amounting to ` 17.84 lakh1 in the month of April 2008;

·

in absence of necessary validation check, the system indicated tariff
code ‘1500’ in case of urban connection also;

·

the rebate of 10 per cent was directly reduced from the tariff/energy
charges instead of showing it separately in the column of other rebate.

The Government accepted (September 2010) that the rebate was allowed in
such villages where round the clock supply was provided.
Security deposit for Meter and CTPT set
2.3.20 Clause 3(2) of TCOS2004 Part II provides that security towards Meter
and Current Transformer Potential Transformer (CTPT) set is required to be
charged at prescribed rates§ in case metering equipments were provided by the
Company.
Analysis of HT database revealed that this provision was not mapped in the
system. The system did not contain the information about the ownership of
Meter and CTPT set and thus both the fields indicating Meter and CTPT set
were found blank in the database. The cases test checked during audit where
HT consumers did not deposit the Meter and CTPT security amount of
` 2.82 lakh is as given in Annexure 20.
The Government while accepting the facts stated (September 2010) that
notices have now been served to the consumers to deposit the CTPT charges.
Incorrect insertion of Industrial Code
2.3.21 For the purpose of identifying the HT consumers with nature of their
industry the industrial codes 1 to 31 were given to them. These codes were
necessary to charge the various Tariff provisions viz; seasonal industries,
Arc/furnance industries, oil and ginning industries etc. The following
deficiencies were, however, noticed:
·

1

§

In 16 to 84 cases pertaining to different months, Industrial Codes were
not found entered.

1,05,572 consumers of Jodhpur district circle and Pali circle.
HT Trivector Meter ` 8,000, 11 KV CTPT Set ` 20,000, 33 KV CTPT Set
` 50,000, EHT CT ` 2,80,000, EHT PT ` 5,80,000.
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·

In case of Public Health and Engineering Department (PHED) to
which Industrial code 11 was allotted, other codes were also found
entered. Similar deficiency was also noticed in case of Textile industry
to which industrial code 01 was given.

Insertion of wrong code may lead to incorrect calculation of electricity charges
in case of seasonal industries and charging of electricity duty in cases of
PHED where it was exempted.
The Government assured (September 2010) to take corrective measures to
overcome this deficiency.
Completeness of data
Area code and Village code
2.3.22 In HT consumer billing data for the year 200809, the area codes of the
consumers in various cases ranging between 223 and 238 consumers noticed
during different months were not shown. Similarly, in LT consumer billing
data of selected subdivisions of two circles, village code was not found
entered in 1,670 cases. Further in 11,726 cases, the village codes were shown
as 9999999 in the database.
The Government assured (September 2010) to take corrective measures based
on actual condition.
Security deposit from LT consumers
2.3.23 Clause 16 of TCOS provides that the provisional amount of security in
respect of electricity to be supplied shall require to be deposited by the person
applying for supply of electricity.
In Jodhpur district circle, details of security amount in respect of 59,754
consumers (55,867 regular consumers) were not given in database for the
month of April 2008 whereas in Pali circle the details of security amount were
not shown in the database provided to audit.
The Government assured (September 2010) to incorporate these fields in new
master data creation work which is in process.
Feeder Code
2.3.24 AppendixA of Revenue Manual, 2004 provides that Feeder Codes
should be of eight digits consisting of first two digits as circle code, third digit
as division code, fourth and fifth digits as substation code, sixth digit as
11 KV feeder number, seventh and eight digits of the transformer number. The
feeder code helps the Unit Officer/Junior Engineers in identifying the feeders
having pilferage/leakage of electricity by analysing the reports having details
of consumers, the consumption actually recorded and computed in the
consumers’ ledgers and the energy actually supplied on that feeder.
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We, however, noticed that in 1,28,815 cases and 2,54,039 cases of Jodhpur
district circle and Pali circle respectively, the feeder code was found incorrect.
Thus, the very purpose of indicating feeder code was defeated.
The Government assured (September 2010) to take corrective measures.
Discrepancies in Service Connection Order
2.3.25 SCO number and date is required to verify the issuance of release of
new connection to a consumer. However, in 96 cases of LT database of
Jodhpur district circle for the year 200809, the Service Connection Order
(SCO) were not shown. Further in 55,257 cases, SCO number field displayed
as “000000000” and in 56,787 cases, SCO date shown as “00000000”.
In Pali circle, the SCO number and date were not shown in the database.
Further analysis of database revealed that fields in Master files in respect of
SCO number were found left blank.
In absence of adequate input control, the system accepted the master data of
consumers even without SCO number and “connection date”, “first bill date”
and “meter reading date”. In such cases the date of service connection released
and subsequently the issuance of first bills to the consumers could not be
verified during audit.
The Government assured (September 2010) to rectify this deficiency during
creation of new master data which is in process.
Absence of Meter Number
2.3.26 In HT database for the year 200809, meter numbers of regular
consumers were found absent in several cases ranging between 2 to 17
consumers during different months. In absence of meter numbers any change
in meter and its corresponding effect on multiplication factor could not be
vouched in audit.
In LT database for the period 200809, meter numbers of 358 consumers were
found absent. In selected subdivisions of two circles, duplicate meter numbers
in 2,479 cases of regular domestic consumers were also noticed. Further test
check of Meter Change Order (MCO) in Mandore subdivision, it was noticed
that in various cases 2 meter numbers mentioned in MCO did not match with
the meter number shown in the databases.
The Government accepted the fact and stated (September 2010) that
instructions have now been issued to the service provider to take corrective
action.

2.

Account Number 15150047, 16150184, 22010135, 22020126, 22080028, 22080048,
22080147, 22110075 and 22130002.
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Validation Checks
Multiplication factor
2.3.27 Multiplication factor ratio is being calculated on the basis of CTPT and
meter value. MF is being used for the purpose of computation of energy
charges of the consumer. System did not have the field to indicate the CTPT
installed at the consumers’ premises with CTPT numbers, in absence of which
the system was not able to validate the change in MF in case the CTPT
installed at consumers’ premises was replaced.
The Government assured (September 2010) to rectify this deficiency during
creation of new master data which is in process.
Compliance of tariff provisions
2.3.28 Tariff 2004 provides that if the sanctioned connected load of a SIP
consumer exceeds 18.65 KW then the consumer should charge either at the
rate of MIP service or the consumer should apply for separate connection
under nondomestic services category.
Analysis of database, however, revealed that the system did not validate the
sanctioned connected load of the consumer with reference to its category as a
result 1,376 consumers§ whose sanctioned connected load was more than
18.65 KW were being charged under SIP category. Due to this discrepancy in
the system, the energy charges and fixed charges amounting to ` 9.40 lakh and
` 9.07 lakh respectively were short recovered.
The Government stated (September 2010) that the compliance of tariff
provisions are being made. However, it was silent on the issue of conversion
of SIP consumers to MIP consumers in case the sanctioned connected load
exceeds 18.65 KW.
2.3.29 Acceptance of invalid dates
·

The system lacked validation check with reference to dates as it
accepted invalidate dates. In HT consumers billing data, the invalid
dates such as 1/1/1900, 24/5/2088 were found entered.

·

In LT consumers billing data of Pali circle, the connection date,
reconnection date and disconnection date field columns displayed as
“01/01/1900” in 85,478, 85,430 and 2,49,849 cases respectively.

·

In LT consumers billing data for the month of April 2008, the dates
after April 2008 were also found entered.

The Government accepted the fact and stated (September 2010) that
instructions have now been issued to the service provider to take corrective
action.
§

751 consumer in Jodhpur district circle and 625 consumers in Pali circle.
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Nonreconciliation of MIS with system data
2.3.30 The Company did not evolve system to reconcile the information
provided in the MIS with the system database. The following discrepancies
were noticed:
·

As per Monthly Progress Report (MPR) for the month of March 2009,
there were 858 regular HT consumers whereas the system displayed
878 regular consumers. Similarly, the MPR indicated eight
permanently disconnected consumers (PDC) whereas as per the system
there were 584 PDC.

·

As per LT consumers’ data of Jodhpur District Circle, there were
1,63,187 consumers whereas the MPR indicated 1,77,238 regular
consumers. Similarly, as per MPR there were 43,804 PDC whereas the
system indicated only 7,684 PDC.

·

Similar discrepancies in regards to number of consumers of various
types were also noticed in LT consumers’ data of Pali Circle.

·

The categorywise discrepancy in number of consumers in selected
circles is given in Annexure21.

The Government assured (September 2010) to take corrective measures during
creation of new master data which is in process.
Nonadjusting security deposits against outstanding dues of Permanently
Disconnected Consumers
2.3.31 As on 31 March 2009, there were 584 HT consumers, whose electricity
connections were permanently disconnected. We noticed that:
·

the system data did not contain the date of disconnection and dues
outstanding i.e. agewise position of dues of these PDC;

·

no security deposits was available against 38 PDC having outstanding
towards Board dues and Electricity duty amounting to ` 148.51 lakh
and ` 10.58 lakh respectively. In absence of security deposit, the
possibility of recovery of dues was bleak.

·

The difference in outstanding amount against the PDC as shown in
MIS (Board Dues ` 502.12 lakh, Electricity Duty ` 4.76 lakh) of
Revenue Section and as per the system (Board Dues ` 497.21 lakh and
Electricity Duty ` 21.74 lakh) was not reconciled.

It is evident from above that the outstanding balances against PDC as per
Revenue section and as per the system were not reconciled which may affect
the final accounts being prepared by the Company.
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The Government stated (September 2010) that date of disconnection and age
wise position of outstanding dues was available in the system. The reply is not
accepted in view of the fact that data provided to audit did not have the same.

Compliance of terms and conditions of the work order
Terms and conditions of the work order
2.3.32 The work order for design, maintenance of billing software, data
processing of billing data, printing of bills and preparation of various
management reports in respect of HT/LT consumers of the Company was
awarded in favour of K & D Engineers and Consultants and KLG Systel Ltd.
As per terms and conditions of the work order, both the service providers were
required to submit deliverables such as:
·

the contractor was responsible for proper storage of billing data of last
3 years/available years. The billing data was required to be got insured
and insurance charges for safety of data was to be borne by the agency
(service provider);

·

the flow chart of programme and source code on hard copy as well as
on CD of the software along with detailed write up and algorithm
before commencement of work;

·

enabling the billing software web/net enabled with proper interface for
accessing the data and for viewing of consumer wise billing
status/outstanding/security deposit and other consumer related
information;

·

providing requisite operational and other training to the personnel of
the Company.

It was, however, noticed that both the service providers failed to comply with
the above contractual liabilities and the Company also did not insist that the
service provider should comply with the provisions of the contract.
The Government accepted the fact and stated (September 2010) that both the
service providers have now been instructed to comply with the various clauses
of the contract.

Internal Controls
2.3.33 The activity of billing system comprising of processing and generation
of bills of HT/LT consumers was very important as timely assessment, billing
and realisation of revenue is critical for survival for the Company and can be
considered as backbone system of the Company. This mission critical activity
has been outsourced. The Company was expected to exercise prudent controls
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over the outsourcing activity as well as on outsourced agency to which this
activity was assigned.
It was, however, noticed that the Company did not evolve any mechanism to
review the adequacy, efficiency of the billing system with reference to the
correctness of mapping of tariff/business rules in the system and to ensure the
reliability of outsourced billing system, infrastructure security being
maintained by service providers.
Thus, the internal control in respect of IT application was nonexistent. The
Company also could not address the associated risks of outsourced billing
system.
The Government assured (September 2010) to take corrective measures during
creation of new master data which is in process.
Release of more than one industrial/nondomestic connection in the same
premises
2.3.34 Clause 11(1) of TCOS2004 provides that more than one
industrial/nondomestic connection in the same premises and in the same
name shall not be allowed. Further clause 11(4) provides that in cases where
more than one industrial/nondomestic connections are existing in the same
premises in same or other name, a notice of one month shall be issued to the
consumers to get the loads clubbed failing which the connection may be
disconnected after expiry of notice period.
Analysis of LT database, however, revealed that the provisions of TCOS were
not complied with and more than one connections were released in respect of
92 consumers existed in the same premises and in the same name in the
selected subdivisions.
Hence, the system was deficient to this extent as it accepted the entry in such
cases and also generated the bills. The respective subdivisions also failed to
take appropriate action either to issue disconnection notices or to direct the
consumers to club the load.
The Government stated (September 2010) that the action in these cases can be
taken after physical verification of site and documents of such connections.
The fact remains that the system did not have provision to identify such cases.

Conclusion
The Company does not have an IT policy or a business continuity plan as
the recovery of data and offsite storage were not ensured. The design
deficiencies and inadequate input controls resulted in short realisation of
electricity charges, allowance of inadmissible incentives and loss of
energy. The outputs generated by the system were not reconciled with
MIS of the Company. The Company could not ensure the reliability and
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effectiveness of the system as the outsourced billing system was not
included under the scope of internal control/audit. Thus, the Company
could not enforce the use of technology to its maximum potential for
achieving its goal.

Recommendations
The Company should:
·

formulate and implement a clear and comprehensive IT policy and
periodically review it in view of changing scenario;

·

conduct periodical reconciliation of system data and MIS;

·

build in adequate input controls and validation checks into the
system to prevent duplicate entries and to ensure complete and
correct data entries;

·

cover the outsourced IT application under the scope of internal
control/audit to enhance the reliability and effectiveness of billing
system;

·

prepare a disaster recovery plan and ensure periodical data
backup;

·

host billing data of consumers on company website for better
transparency.
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3.

Transaction Audit Observations

Important audit findings emerging from test check of transactions made by the
State Government Companies and Statutory Corporations have been included
in this Chapter.

Government Companies

Ajmer Vidyut Vitran Nigam Limited
3.1

Embezzlement in collection of energy charges

Gross negligence on the part of the Company's officials, in extending the
contract period of the Collection Agent being aware of financial and other
irregularities, caused cash embezzlement of ` 35.35 lakh.
The Superintending Engineer, Operation and Maintenance (O&M), Nagaur
Circle, Ajmer Vidyut Vitran Nigam Limited (Company) awarded (October
2005) the work of collection of energy bills in the urban areas of O&M
SubDivision, Nagaur to Jai Maa Electric Labour and Contract Sahakari
Samiti Limited (Collection Agent). The contract was initially given for a
period of one year and was to be extended further for another one year. As per
terms and conditions of the work order, the amount collected by the agent was
to be deposited in the bank account of the Company daily before 2 PM along
with supporting papers viz; centrewise scrolls for the collection, receipted
bills etc. Bank payinslip and original Perforated Consumer Cash Book
(PCCB) were to be handed over on the next working day. It was also
stipulated that the Collection Agent would not accept part payment of a bill
unless authorised by the competent officer. An agreement was executed with
the Collection Agent on 20 October 2005. The Collection Agent had also
furnished (October 2005) security deposit equivalent to two days collection in
the form of fixed deposit and Bank guarantee of ` 2.05 lakh each.
The contract was extended by the Company, year after year, on the same
terms and conditions upto 23 October 2008. We noticed that despite being
aware of financial irregularities such as not depositing the full amount in Bank
and various other complaints of the consumers, the Superintending Engineer
(SE), Nagaur Circle, extended the contract period for a period of one month
i.e. upto 30 November 2008 for making necessary arrangements for awarding
new contract. Meanwhile, the Zonal Chief Engineer of the Company further
extended (27 November 2008) the contract period for six months i.e. upto
May 2009 without the consent of the SE, Nagaur Circle. However, on getting
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intimation about the unsatisfactory performance of the Collection Agent on
17 February 2009, the Zonal Chief Engineer cancelled (18 February 2009) the
order issued for extending the contract period with immediate effect. The
Collection Agent collected the revenue of energy bills from the consumers but
neither deposited it in the Bank nor submitted the details of cash collection to
SE (O&M) Nagaur Circle during the extended period i.e. 5 December 2008 to
19 January 2009 and thus embezzled ` 35.35 lakh.
The erstwhile Rajasthan State Electricity Board had framed (1996) a policy
regarding outsourcing the work of collection of revenue of energy bills, which
was subsequently adopted by the Company, provides that the Director
(Internal Audit) would have to conduct the internal audit of collection agent
every month to avoid the possibility of any embezzlement. We observed that
the internal control system of the Circle office was weak as it allowed the
Collection Agent to put the stamp on the counterfoil of the bill portion to be
returned to consumer and no separate receipt of cash collection was issued to
the consumer either manually or through computer. In absence of a proper
system, the Circle office had to rely on the records being submitted by the
Collection Agent only. The embezzlement could be detected only when the
consumers who had paid the energy bill of previous cycle approached the
Circle office with the complaint that the already paid amount had again been
indicated as outstanding in subsequent bills. Interestingly, it was also observed
that the Circle office handed over (October 2008) the Fixed Deposit Receipt
(FDR) and Bank Guarantee deed personally to the Collection Agent for
renewal but the same were not produced by him in the Bank. This fact also
came to the notice of Circle office in February 2009 when the Bank conveyed
its unawareness about renewal of FDR and also informed about expiry of
Bank Guarantee in June 2008 itself. This serious lapse on the part of Circle
office deprived the Company of financial hold in the form of FDR and Bank
Guarantee. Thus inadequate internal control mechanism and insufficient
financial hold coupled with gross negligence on the part of the Circle
office/Zonal Chief Engineer's office to extend the contract period of the
Collection Agent despite being aware of financial irregularities and in
discharging their duties caused cash embezzlement of ` 35.35 lakh.
In reply, the Government stated (July 2010) that the Collection Agent
embezzled the energy charges of those consumers whose stubs had not been
deposited by it and in such a circumstance it is not possible for the Company
to detect the fraud immediately except at the time of next billing cycle i.e.
approximately after a period of two month and that too when the consumer
approached the Company. It further stated that all necessary legal actions as
per rules have also been taken against the Collection Agent for the amount
embezzled.
The Company should strengthen its system of review of the work of
Collection Agent to avoid embezzlement.
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Jaipur Vidyut Vitran Nigam Limited
3.2

Infructuous expenditure

Decision to procure large quantity of LAs, despite knowing its limited use
and without ascertaining the performance and cost benefit analysis led to
infructuous expenditure of ` 5.36 crore.
Jaipur Vidyut Vitran Nigam Limited (Company) invited (December 2007)
tenders for procurement of 30,000 Nos. 10 KVA and 13,000 Nos. 16 KVA
three phase copper wound distribution transformers with scheduled date of
opening on 15 February 2008. The scheduled date was subsequently extended
up to 4 March 2008. Meanwhile, to protect the transformer and associated line
equipments from the occasional high voltage surges resulting from lightening
or
switching
operations,
an
addenda
was
issued
(26 February 2008) for providing Lightening Arresters (LAs) as additional
accessory. Since the Company incorporated the provision of LAs for the first
time, the cost component of LAs was considered as ` 2,000 per transformer
for comparing the price received with that of updated price of the previous
tender. The tendered quantity was increased by 25 per cent to accommodate
the requirement of two other Discoms·. The Company placed (July 2008)
supply orders in favour of 62 Firms for supply of 37,500 Nos. 10 KVA and
16,250 Nos. 16 KVA distribution transformers along with accessories
including LAs. Against the supply orders, 26,814 Nos. of distribution
transformers (17,949 Nos. 10 KVA and 8,865 Nos. 16 KVA) along with
accessories including LAs were received up to 30 June 2009. The remaining
supplies thereafter were procured at the rate of subsequent tender without LAs
under price fall clause.
Scrutiny of records (August 2009) of the Company revealed that a Technical
Specification Approval Committee (TSAC) of five members§ exists in the
Company for approval of technical specification of 10 KVA and 16 KVA
three phase copper wound distribution transformers. It was noticed that the
TSAC approved (January 2008) the technical specification of 10 KVA and
16 KVA three phase copper wound distribution transformers without the
provision of LAs. However, subsequently Dy. Chief Engineer (Material
Management) approved (26 February 2008) the addenda to provide LAs
without ensuring its utility. In reply to an audit query the management stated
(November 2009) that in most of the cases the LAs were damaged due to large
scale handling and could hardly serve any purpose. Regarding impact of LAs
in reducing the percentage of damage/failure of transformers, it was replied
that the change in percentage of damage/failure of transformers was not
attributable to LAs.

·
§

Ajmer Vidyut Vitran Nigam Limited and Jodhpur Vidyut Vitran Nigam Limited.
Zonal Chief Engineer (Jaipur Zone), Dy. Chief Engineer (Material Management),
Superintending Engineer (Meter and Procurement), Superintending Engineer
(Material Management) and Executive Engineer (City DivisionII, Jaipur City
Circle).
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We observed that the act of the Dy. Chief Engineer (Material Management) to
amend the technical specification construed to breaking the hierarchy and was
against the practice in vogue as only TSAC was empowered to approve or to
amend the technical specification. Further the decision to procure such a large
quantity of LAs, despite knowing its limited use and without ascertaining the
performance and cost benefit analysis, the expenditure of ` 5.36 croreª
incurred on procurement have became infructuous. It was also observed that
TSAC had not approved the provision of LAs in subsequent tender also.
The Government stated (May 2010) that in view of the feedback from the
field, practices being followed by other state utilities and the specifications of
distribution transformers provided by C.E.A., it was considered to procure the
small distribution transformers with LA mounted on them. It further stated
that the percentage failure rate of distribution transformers declined from 9.06
in 200708 to 8.25 in 200809. However, in subsequent tender, it was decided
to procure the distribution transformers without LA and review lateron to
separately procure the LA for installation on randomly selected distribution
transformers installed without LA on those rural feeders to achieve general
protection of distribution transformers.
The reply is not convincing in view of the fact that the distribution
transformers with LAs procured in previous tender could hardly serve any
purpose and in most of the cases the LAs were damaged due to large scale
handling. Further the change in percentage of damage/failure of transformers
was not attributable to LAs and therefore TSAC had not approved the
provision of LAs in subsequent tender.
The Company should ascertain the utility of the equipments, its performance
and should also carry out the cost benefit analysis before placing orders for
large quantity.

ª

26,814 Nos. of transformers x ` 2000 = ` 5,36,28,000
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Rajasthan Rajya Vidyut Prasaran Nigam Limited
3.3

Under recovery of shifting charges

The Company extended undue benefit of ` 2.17 crore to Mahindra World
City by sharing of only 50 per cent cost of shifting of HT line in violation
of its own policy.
The Board of Directors (BOD) of Rajasthan Rajya Vidyut Prasaran Nigam
Limited (Company) decided (March 2003) that in case of shifting/raising of
Extra High Voltage (EHV) lines/system, full actual cost would be recovered
from the concerned applicant/party/agency etc. This decision was
subsequently reviewed (September 2006) by the BOD in order to frame a
policy to be followed for sharing cost of shifting of EHV lines which were
hazardous to the public. It was reiterated that the full cost of shifting/raising of
EHV lines/system should be recovered from the agency/department requesting
such shifting/raising.
Scrutiny of records (September 2009) of Chief Engineer (PPM&R) of the
Company revealed that Mahindra World City (MWC), developer of Special
Economic Zone (SEZ), at Jaipur, requested (December 2006) the Company
for rerouting of the alignment of 3.205 kilometre, 400 KV High Tension
(HT) line passing through SEZ. The Superintendent Engineer, Transmission
and Construction CircleII prepared (July 2007) a tentative estimate
amounting to ` 3.50 crore, excluding overhead charges towards cost of
rerouting of HT line and dismantling of existing line. MWC while intimating
the right of way for shifting the line, requested (July 2007) the Company to
shift the line on the principle of 50 per cent cost sharing as decided during a
meeting held on 13 July 2007 with the Chairman and Managing Director of
the Company. The BOD of the Company accorded (August 2007) its approval
for sharing the shifting charges in the ratio of 50:50 as a special case.
Accordingly, MWC deposited (August 2007) ` 1.75 crore (being 50 per cent
of estimated cost) against the demand note issued by the Company.
It was further noticed that the final cost of rerouting and dismantling, after
due credit of reuse and scrap material, worked out to ` 4.34 crore including
overhead charges. The Company raised (June 2009) a demand of ` 42 lakh on
MWC towards balance 50 per cent of final cost of shifting of line which was
deposited by MWC in July 2010.
The decision of the BOD to recover only 50 per cent of total expenditure
towards shifting was unjustified and also in violation of the laid down policy
of recovering full cost of shifting of EHV lines from the agency requesting
such shifting. It resulted in an undue benefit of ` 2.17 crore to MWC. It was
also observed that in the past, the Company had recovered entire cost of
shifting and overhead charges from Rajasthan State Industrial Development
and Investment Corporation Limited (a State Government company) and other
agencies who had requested for shifting/raising of lines/system.
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The Government while accepting the fact that orders of the Company provide
recovery of full cost from the applicant/party/agency in case of shifting of
EHV lines stated (August 2010) that shifting of 400 KV line was considered
by the BOD as a specific case at 50 per cent of the cost, looking to the State
Support Agreement (SSA) and overall economic development of SEZ. It
further stated that BOD had also decided in the past to share 50 per cent of
shifting of EHV lines considering specific merits of the cases.
The two instances quoted by the management in support to its reply were
entirely different as in one case the Board relaxed the policy because the EHV
line passing through UIT Kota was hazardous to the public whereas in another
case the line was passing through NH11. Thus the shifting of EHV lines in
both the cases were in public interest.
The Company should adhere to the laid down policy and should not deviate
from the same unless it is in public interest.
3.4

Loss of incentive on interest on financial assistance

The Company was deprived of incentive of ` 1.68 crore due to non
adherence to overall financial discipline coupled with delay in completion
and cost over run of the project.
National Capital Region Planning Board (NCRPB) sanctioned (March 2007) a
financial assistance of ` 33.33 crore for "Construction of electricity
transmission lines and augmentation of electricity transformer capacity in
Alwar District of Rajasthan" to be implemented by Rajasthan Rajya Vidyut
Prasaran Nigam Limited (Company) at a total project cost of ` 47.61 crore. As
per terms and conditions stipulated in the sanction letter, the applicable rate of
interest on the loan was linked to the rates of 10 year Government securities
prevailing on the date of sanction of the project which was seven per cent at
that time. The loan was to be repaid in eight equal instalments payable on or
before the anniversary date of the drawal. Besides, incentives of 1.5 per cent
by way of reduction in interest rate i.e. 0.10 per cent for regular and timely
drawal of instalment as per loan schedule, 0.15 per cent for timely completion
of project, 0.25 per cent for timely payment of instalment of principal and
interest, conformity incentive of 0.50 per cent if the project was in consonance
with Regional Plan 2021 and the district plan of the area as approved by
NCRPB, 0.25 per cent for cost adherence and 0.25 per cent as quality
assurance incentive was applicable. The incentives for timely completion,
conformity, project cost adherence and quality assurance were rear end
incentives and applicable on the completion of the project.
Scrutiny of records of the Company revealed that the loan was to be availed
up to April 2008 in phased manner i.e. ` 6.65 crore up to March 2007,
` 23.42 crore up to May 2007 and ` 3.26 crore up to April 2008. It was,
however, noticed that the Company could avail Ist and IInd installment of
` 6.65 crore and ` 21.71 crore in March 2007 and October 2007 respectively.
The request of the Company to release balance amount of the loan of ` 4.97
crore was not acknowledged (January 2008) by NCRPB on the grounds that
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the Company intended for loan assistance for the project in October 2006,
hence the expenditure of ` 37.81 crore incurred on the project from October
2006 onwards was considered and 75 per cent of the same i.e. ` 28.36 crore
was released in two installments.
We noticed that the Company did not adhere to the schedule completion date
as well as estimated cost of the project as reported in Detailed Project Report
(DPR). As against the scheduled date of completion of electricity transmission
lines and augmentation of substation in January and March 2008
respectively, the substation was completed in September 2008 whereas the
work of its associated lines was yet to be completed. Similarly, as against the
estimated cost of ` 47.61 crore, the actual expenditure incurred on the project
was ` 57.67 crore upto January 2010.
We observed that the Company was not eligible for availing the benefits of
incentive of 0.40 per cent by way of reduction in interest rate during the
currency of loan due to nonadherence to project completion date and project
cost. It was also observed that the claim of the Company for 0.10 per cent
reduction in the interest rate for regular and timely drawal of loan installments
was also rejected (September 2008) by NCRPB on the grounds that the
performance linked incentive was available on adherence of overall financial
discipline by the borrower and that the Company had not drawn the loan
installments as per original approved schedule.
Thus, due to improper planning, delay in completion of project, cost over run,
nonadherence of financial discipline coupled with nonlodging the claim for
0.75 per cent interest rebate for conformity and quality assurance incentive,
the Company lost performance linked incentive to the tune of ` 84.95 lakh
upto March 2010. The Company would also be deprived of availing the
benefits of performance linked incentive to the tune of ` 82.87 lakh during
April, 2010 to 201516.
The Government while accepting the audit observation stated (July 2010) that
the Company is availing the incentive for timely payment of loan installments
but due to noncompletion of project in time and nonadherence of financial
discipline it could not avail all the incentives. It further stated that this loan is
still very much beneficial than to obtain loan from other sources at higher rate
of interest.
We recommend that the Company should monitor and coordinate various
activities of the project in the manner envisaged in detailed project report.
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3.5

Avoidable extra payment on account of price variation

The disadvantageous decision of the Company to allow price variation
considering the date of readiness as date of delivery resulted in avoidable
extra payment of ` 13.30 lakh.
Rajasthan Rajya Vidyut Prasaran Nigam Limited (Company) placed
(September 2005) orders for supply of 12 and 21Nos. of 20/25 MVA capacity,
132/33 KV Power Transformers in favour of EMCO Limited and Areva
T & D India Limited (Supplier Firms) respectively. The price variation was
payable with base date 1 April 2005 as per IEEMA§ price variation formula
given in the order. Clause 3 (v) of the purchase order provided that the
purchaser would not be responsible to bear any additional liability on account
of price variation due to delay in supply beyond the stipulated period of
delivery for any reason, however, if price variation decreased during such
delayed period, the price variation would be considered accordingly. Clause
3 (vi) further provided that for supplies made after expiry of schedule
delivery, price variation applicable as per schedule delivery or applicable as
per actual delivery, whichever is advantageous to the purchaser shall be
allowed.
Scrutiny (July 2009) of records of the Superintending Engineer, Sub Station
Procurement Circle of the Company, revealed that as per the delivery schedule
envisaged in the purchase orders, 10th unit and 16th unit of the transformer
were to be supplied within 12 months and 19 months from the date of issue of
purchase orders i.e. upto 25 September 2006 and 4 April 2007 respectively by
the Supplier Firms. The Supplier Firms, however, requested the Company for
final testing and inspection of the units on 17 March 2007 and 27 April 2007
i.e. after due dates of contractual delivery. After final testing and inspection
the Company released despatch instruction for supply of these units and the
units were supplied in April 2007 and July 2007 respectively.
It was observed that though the Supplier Firms delayed the supplies beyond
the contractual delivery period, the Company allowed price variation for these
units up to March 2007 and April 2007 treating the date of readiness for
inspection as date of delivery whereas the units were actually supplied in
April 2007 and July 2007 respectively when the price variation had decreased
the cost by ` 13.30 lakh. Thus, the injudicious decision of the Company
resulted in avoidable extra payment of ` 13.30 lakh on account of price
variation including excise duty and Value Added Tax.
The Government stated (June 2010) that the price variation was allowed as per
IEEMA price variation formula, the date of delivery was the date on which the
transformer was notified as being ready for inspection/despatch or contracted
delivery date, whichever was earlier.
The reply is not acceptable as in the instant case the units were actually
supplied in April 2007 and July 2007 i.e. after expiry of scheduled delivery,
§

Indian Electrical and Electronics Manufacturers Association.
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therefore, price variation applicable as per scheduled delivery or applicable as
per actual delivery whichever was advantageous to the purchaser should have
been allowed.

Rajasthan Rajya Vidyut Utpadan Nigam Limited
3.6

Avoidable extra payment of interest

Delay in availment of loan from NCRPB led to extra burden of interest of
` 33.59 lakh on the Company.
Government of Rajasthan (GOR) conveyed (December 2005/April 2006)
administrative and financial approval in favour of Rajasthan Rajya Vidyut
Utpadan Nigam Limited (Company) for installation of coal based unit No. 7
of 195 MW at Kota Super Thermal Power Station with scheduled completion
date as October 2008. The estimated capital cost of the project was envisaged
at ` 680 crore to be funded through the State Government equity support of
` 136 crore (20 per cent of the project cost) and balance ` 544 crore
borrowings from Power Finance Corporation (PFC). As the project cost
escalated, GOR approved (March 2007) revised capital cost of ` 880 crore.
The revised capital cost of the project was to be funded through equity support
of ` 176 crore from the State Government, term loans of ` 544 crore and `
160 crore from Power Finance Corporation (PFC) and National Capital
Region Planning Board (NCRPB) respectively. The PFC sanctioned
(November 2006) term loan of ` 544 crore at the rate of interest prevailing on
the date of each disbursement. The loan was to be disbursed in accordance
with the approved quarterly drawal schedule according to which ` 420 crore
was to be disbursed up to December 2008. The loan was to be repaid in 60
equal quarterly instalments commencing from 15 April 2009 whereas the
quarterly instalments of interest were to be paid after commencement of
disbursement.
NCRPB sanctioned (December 2007) term loan of ` 160 crore to be disbursed
in two equal instalments of ` 80 crore each in the month of March and
September 2008 at the rate of interest prevailing on the date of each
disbursement. Each loan instalment was to be treated as separate loan and was
required to be repaid in 10 years and 9 years with moratorium period of two
and one year respectively. As per the terms and conditions of the sanction
letter, the Company was required to furnish to NCRPB an Execution Schedule
with expenditure details indicating details of activities/tasks completed/to be
completed along with task wise cost and date of completion of each task duly
supported by various certificates and documents at the time of drawal of loan
instalments. NCRPB disbursed (19 March 2008) first instalment of loan of
` 80 crore at the interest rate of eight per cent per annum with incentive of
0.25 per cent towards timely repayment of loan instalment and interest
thereon. The second instalment of loan at the interest rate of nine and half
per cent per annum was, however, disbursed on 16 March 2009 as against the
scheduled drawal up to September 2008.
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We noticed that the Company, while requesting NCRPB for release of second
instalment of loan of ` 80 crore in October 2008, intimated the details of
expenditure incurred on the project up to July 2008 instead of providing the
details of activities/tasks completed/to be completed along with task wise
expenditure incurred up to September 2008. Further the Company provided
the details of finance availed from PFC up to March 2008 instead of
September 2008. NCRPB intimated (October 2008) to the Company that it
had financed the enhanced cost of the project and the Company drew only
` 235.30 crore from its main lender i.e. PFC as against total loan of ` 544
crore. NCRPB also informed that it had to synchronize with disbursement
from PFC, as such the second instalment could be released only after drawal
of further instalments from PFC. The Company belatedly explained
(3 December 2008) the position of expenditure of ` 602.42 crore incurred on
the project along with loan availed from PFC up to October 2008 and
requested NCRPB to release the second instalment of loan.
We observed that due to nonreceipt of second instalment of loan from
NCRPB, the Company had to avail ` 26.49 crore in excess of drawal schedule
from PFC up to December 2008 at higher rate of interest by 5.75 per cent in
comparison to interest rate of NCRPB. Thus, due to nonadherence to drawal
schedule of NCRPB, the Company paid extra interest of ` 33.59 lakh up to
March 2010.
The Government stated (July 2010) that the disbursement was not time bound
and to be regulated as per procedure mentioned in clause 13.3 of the sanction
letter. It further stated that the second instalment of loan was not disbursed by
NCRPB as they could not tie up the funds. The reply is not convincing in view
of the fact that the Company was taking shelter of only one point of the terms
and conditions of the sanction letter whereas nonadherence to other points of
the same clause i.e. due to nonproviding details of execution schedule with
expenditure details it could not avail the second instalment of loan as per
drawal schedule and consequently had to bear extra interest burden.
We recommend that the Company should keep close vigilance as regards to
specific clauses of project finance schemes to safeguard its financial interest.

Rajasthan Renewable Energy Corporation Limited
3.7

Loss of revenue due to non disposal of Carbon Financial
Instruments

The Company's failure to timely offload CFIs resulted into a loss of
` 1.29 crore.
To save the earth from green house gases (GHG) a number of countries
including India signed the 'Kyoto Protocol' (Protocol). Article 3 of the
protocol targeted reduction of emission of GHG by five per cent in the
developed countries. Power plants based on renewable energy source do not
emit GHG; hence developed countries could achieve their targets for
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reduction of GHG by setting up such plants. Further if developed countries
were unable to erect such renewable plant in their country, they could book
savings of GHG of such plants installed in developing countries in their
account by paying some money to the concerned country. The booking of
such saving of GHG is called purchase of Certified Emission Reduction
(CER) and the whole system is named Clean Development Mechanism
(CDM).
Rajasthan Renewable Energy Corporation Limited (Company) observed
(March 2006) that in future China is likely to enter in this market which is
likely to drop the rates of CERs. Accordingly, efforts were made to get the
power plants registered as CDM project with United Nation Framework
Conservation on Climate Change (UNFCCC) for sale of CERs. However,
considering its inability to meet strict conditions, it was decided by the
Company to become a member of Chicago Climate Exchange (CCX) as offset
Aggregator to trade GHG Emission offsets generated from renewable energy
system. After filing of application on 26 September 2007, the Company was
registered (16 November 2007) on the CCX as offset Aggregator and was
allotted (30 May 2008) 1,796 Carbon Financial Instruments (CFI) for
generation of electricity from its owned five plants during the year 2003 to
2007. Of these, as per Lease Finance agreement with Power Finance
Corporation Ltd (PFC), 1,058.66 CFIs belong to PFC in respect of 25 MW
Wind Power Project and balance 737.34 CFIs were on Company's own
account. The Company sold (3 June 2008 to 19 June 2008) its 250 CFIs at the
price ranging from $5.70 per MT to 7.30 per M.T. (one CFI=100 MT) with an
average rate of $5.844 per MT realizing ` 62.46 lakh.
We observed (November 2009) that the Company did not frame any policy to
sell CFIs and system of periodical monitoring the market trend to appraise the
competent authority to take timely decision. The Company was not in the
business of buying and selling of CFIs for investment purpose and was
expected to realize the value of CFIs allotted to it without any delay. The
Company did not sell balance 487.34 CFIs despite being aware of the
decreasing trend of market rates of CFIs. The Company did not monitor
regularly the price after 19 June 2008 onwards when the rate per MT was
around $5.85. As already anticipated by the Company, the prices went down
drastically to $0.15 per MT (on 10 November 2009 at CCX) from $5.85
per MT on 19 June 2008, when the CFIs were last disposed of by the
Company. The price prevailing on 18 March 2010 was $0.10 per MT. It was
observed in audit that market rates of CFIs were available and the Company
could have known decreasing trend and disposed off the remaining CFIs at
appropriate time.
Thus nondisposal of CFIs has put the Company into loss of ` 1.29 crore
(48734 MT x $5.70 x ` 46.53). This could have been avoided, had the CFIs
been disposed of timely in June 2008.
The Government in its reply stated (July 2010) that it was not having
knowledge of decreasing trend of market rates and it was difficult to foresee
the trend of the market. The reply is not convincing as the Company should
have periodically monitored the trend of CFIs prices prevailed in the market
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and looking to the declining trend of the rates, it should have disposed of the
CFIs at an appropriate time to get the best prices.

Rajasthan State Industrial Development and Investment
Corporation Limited
3.8

System failure in dealing with unauthorised construction in
industrial areas

The Company did not evolve any mechanism to implement the building
regulations and thus not only failed to control the unauthorised
construction but also to take action against the defaulting units.
Rajasthan State Industrial Development and Investment Corporation Limited
(Company) is engaged in developing the industrial areas in Rajasthan State.
With the objectives of accelerating the pace of industrial growth, ensuring
sustainable development and strengthening the small scale industries of the
state, the Company acquires the land, develops industrial areas and allots the
plots to the entrepreneur on lease basis. The Company framed "RIICO
Disposal of Land Rules, 1979" (Rules) in exercise of the powers conferred by
Article 93(xv) of its Articles of Association. The Rules inter alia provides
that:
·

In erection of factories and buildings, the lessee shall comply with the
building regulations framed by the Company as well as
Rules/Regulations of Municipal/Urban Improvement Trust
(UIT)/Development Authorities and will submit their building plans to
the competent authority of the Company.

·

No construction work shall be commenced unless the plans, elevations
and sections have been approved by the competent authority of the
Company. However, for industrial, residential and commercial plot up
to 40000, 500 and 300 square metre (sqm.) area respectively, the
allottee of the plot shall have to certify that the plans submitted by
them are as per the norms prescribed by the Company. In case,
construction is made in violation of norms, then allottee shall be
responsible for such violation and liable for action.

·

The utility area in industrial plot may be permitted up to 70 per cent of
the total allotted area subject to maintaining the set backs as prescribed
for the industrial plot.

·

No plot holder shall undertake unauthorised construction in any of the
set backs in the industrial areas including those transferred by the
Government of Rajasthan to the Company. However, in genuine cases,
unauthorised construction may be considered for regularisation on
payment of prescribed compounding fees.
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The basic purpose of keeping the set backs in industrial areas is to ensure
safety of buildings against natural disaster, easy movement for carrying out
rescue operations in case of any untoward accident, enough parking space,
widening of road in future etc.
Scrutiny of the records of the six units§, out of 26 units, of the Company
revealed that as per the approved building regulations, the guidelines for
inspection of the construction activity were to be prepared by the concerned
unit offices during the construction period. We, however, noticed that the unit
offices of the Company did not adhere to the regulations and did not prepare
the guidelines for inspection of the construction activity. This negligence on
the part of the unit offices caused number of unauthorised constructions in
various industrial areas of the Company. It was also noticed that the
Infrastructure Development Committee (IDC) of the Company decided
(December 2004) to regularise the unauthorised structures constructed in the
industrial areas in violation of prescribed set backs. The IDC issued
instructions to unit offices that the unauthorised constructions made in
industrial areas up to 30 November 2004 would be surveyed and reported to
the Head Office of the Company by 15 January 2005. It was also decided that
the unauthorised construction made before the cut off date
i.e. 30 November 2004 would be regularised as per the prevailing rules by
charging the prescribed compounding fee and unauthorised construction made
after the cut off date would not be regularised.
We noticed that the instructions of the IDC to conduct the survey were not
followed by the Company as only four units# out of total six units reviewed,
provided the information of unauthorised construction to the Head Office of
the Company. Interestingly, it was also noticed that instead of taking action
against the units which did not provide the details of unauthorised
constructions, the IDC modified (November 2005) its earlier orders for
regularisation of unauthorised construction to the extent that in those cases
where unauthorised construction cannot be regularised due to one reason or
another, the Company may release all kind of permissions to the allottee
except for transfer, subdivision, subletting or sublease of plot. It was,
however, noticed that in few cases without regularising the unauthorised
construction, the Company transferred/subdivided the lease deed/plot in
violation of above rules. Further the Company also allowed unauthorised
construction on set back area up to 50 per cent on payment of prescribed
charges.
Review of records of the six units selected for the period 200405 to 200809
revealed that out of 221 cases test checked, site reports at initial stage in 34
allotments were not available in absence of which the details of unauthorised
construction, if any, could not be verified. In remaining 187 cases,
unauthorised construction in 176 cases was amply evident of which only 29
cases were regularised. It was also observed that the Company even failed to
serve the notices to the defaulting units to remove the unauthorised
construction or to regularise it as per rules.
§
#

Sitapura, VKIA (Jaipur), Kota, Ajmer, BhiwadiI and BhiwadiII.
Sitapura, Kota, BhiwadiI and BhiwadiII.
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We observed that there was no adequate system of monitoring the
construction activities during setting up of industries. Absence of periodical
inspection of units' site at prescribed interval after setting up of the industries
resulted in surging up of unauthorised construction. The Company also failed
to take action against the defaulting units by way of cancellation of plots or
demolition of unauthorised construction as per power conferred by the Rules.
It was also observed that the Company after a period of five years introduced
an 'Amnesty Scheme' in February 2009 wherein the regulation already existed
was repeated, instead of taking the stringent measures to control the
unauthorised construction.
The Company did not evolve any mechanism to implement the building
regulations and thus not only failed to control the unauthorised construction
but also to take action against the defaulting units. Further any scheme for
regularisation of unauthorised construction not only encouraged the
entrepreneurs to violate the existing rules, regulations but also defeated the
basic purpose of keeping the set backs.
The Management while accepting all the audit observations stated
(August 2010) that in the industrial sector, enforcement of building
regulations becomes more sensitive issue as any coercive action due to
violations of these norms, directly affects welfare of the workers, industrial
production, export and revenue to the exchequer. The Management, however,
assured to improve the system by maintaining balance between industrial
promotion and enforcement of the building regulations/norms.
3.9

System lapses in recovery of Economic Rent and Service Charges
from the entrepreneurs

Lack of mechanism to recover Economic Rent/Service Charges led to
nonrecovery of Company’s legitimate dues.
The Rajasthan State Industrial Development and Investment Corporation
Limited (Company) was incorporated in 1969 with the main objectives to
acquire land, develop industrial areas and allot the plots to the entrepreneurs
on lease basis for overall industrial development in the State. The Company
acquired 60,281 acres of land across the State and developed 322 industrial
areas under jurisdiction of 26 Regional Offices as on 31 March 2010.
Economic Rent (ER), Service Charges (SC) and development charges being
recovered towards cost of the developed plots, constitute major part of the
Company's revenue. ER and SC are being recovered to recoup the lease
charges paid by the Company at the time of acquisition of the land which was
developed as industrial area and also to meet the maintenance and upkeep
expenses of the industrial area.
Economic Rent
The Company recovers lease rent from the plot holders in the form of
economic rent which is payable within 60 days from the date of allotment and
subsequently the same is required to be paid annually in advance between
1 April and 31 July every year. Economic rent is fixed on the basis of
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population of the town in which the industrial area exists and year of
allotment. The Company has the right to revise the rates of economic rent
after every five years. It was, however, noticed that the Company had not
revised the rates since April 2002 and also has not assessed its sufficiency
thereafter.
Service charges
Service charges are fixed based upon categorization of industrial area and can
be enhanced by minimum six per cent of prevailing rates of industrial areas.
These charges are recovered to recoup the maintenance expenditure being
incurred by the Company in respective industrial areas.
The Company framed RIICO Disposal of Land Rules 1979 (Rules) for
allotment of land and other matters relating to fixation and recovery of
economic rent and service charges from the plot holders. The Rules inter alia
include levy of interest at the rate of 14 per cent per annum on
nonpayment/delay in payment of ER and SC. Further, clause 24 (1) of the
Rules empowers the Company to cancel the plots after serving a 30 days
registered notice for default in payment.
In order to assess the system prevailing in the Company for imposing and
recovering the economic rent and service charges, an analysis in selected six
units* (out of 26 units) has been carried out in audit. It was noticed that as on
31 March 2009, ` 24.33 crore was lying unrealized towards ER and SC.
In test check of records of 225 entrepreneurs in six units, it was noticed that an
amount of ` 4.26 crore of ER and SC was outstanding against them. Detailed
analysis of cases test checked in selected units bring out the following audit
observations.
Maintenance of records
The Company has not maintained proper records of allottees. Further, there is
no uniform system of keeping records in the units. Certain units are
maintaining manual ledgers describing the name of allottee, plot number, area,
opening balance of outstanding ER/SC, current dues, amount realized and
closing balance etc. whereas some other units do not have even the
consolidated details. Further, the manual ledgers do not contain vital
information such as agewise position of dues, details of notices issued for
demand of ER/SC, amount recovered and in case of nonrecovery the action
taken against such defaulter.
Issue of demand notices
As per practice in vogue in the Company, the unit offices are required to serve
demand notices to entrepreneurs to deposit the ER/SC for the year. It was,
however, noticed that no demand notices were issued in 43 cases. Further,
there was delay in issue of notice of less than one year in eight cases,
*

Sitapura and Vishwa Karma Industrial Area (both in Jaipur), Kota, Ajmer, Bhiwadi I
and Bhiwadi II.
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one to two years in 34 cases, two to three years in 28 cases, three to four years
in 31 cases and more than five years (up to 16 years) in 40 cases.
Issue of show cause notices
As per prevailing rules, the units are empowered to issue show cause notice
for nonremittance of dues of SC/ER. No show cause notices were served to
the defaulter entrepreneurs by the units. The units though empowered to
cancel the allotment of plots, but these powers had not been exercised which
reflected casual approach of the unit offices regarding recovery of the dues.
The Management stated (March 2010) that it was not practical to cancel the
allotment of plots due to nonpayment of SC/ER charges though it falls under
breach of rules.
Writing off outstanding dues
As per policy the Company writes off unrealized SC remained outstanding for
more than five years with right to recover it. It was noticed that the Company
had written off unrealized SC of ` 31.30 crore during 200509. The unit
offices, however, did not take any action to realize the amount written off
from the books of accounts.
Thus in absence of any mechanism to maintain proper/uniform records at unit
level, issue of demand notices timely, follow up of recovery of dues,
monitoring at Head Office level, initiating action against defaulter
entrepreneurs caused nonrecovery of legitimate charges and ultimately the
Company had to write off the unrealized amount.
The Management, while accepting all the system lapses highlighted by Audit,
stated (August 2010) that manual ledgers had been prescribed to keep the
details of the allottee but some unit offices were not maintaining these ledgers
due to one or other reasons. The unit offices had been advised to maintain the
ledgers, monitor regular collection of dues/charges and issue demand/show
cause notices regularly to improve the financial health of the Company.
We recommend that the Company should strengthen its internal control
system regarding recovery of dues from the entrepreneurs and fix the targets
for recovery of ER/SC separately. In case of nonachieving the targets,
accountability of the concerned staff may be fixed.
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3.10

Loss due to extending undue benefit to the allottee

The Company sustained a loss of ` 5.52 crore due to imprudent decision
to bear the cost of shifting of power lines and waiver of interest on
delayed payment, which was against the laid down policy/rules/terms and
conditions of allotment letter.
A Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between the Government of
Rajasthan (GOR) and Saint Gobain Glass India Limited (SGGIL) was
executed on 19 August 2008 for setting up a World Glass Complex (WGC) in
Rajasthan. As per the MOU, the GOR has given an undertaking to allot,
through Rajasthan State Industrial Development and Investment Corporation
Limited (Company), about 140 acres of contiguous land to the WGC on lease
at Bhiwadi Extension in Alwar District on payment of 40 per cent notified
development charges in lump sum by SGGIL.
The Company acquired (July 2008) 1220.31 acres of private land for
development of Kahrani Industrial Area at Bhiwadi extension and paid
compensation of ` 468.48 crore (between July 2008 and June 2009). The
Company approved (December 2008) the rate of development charges at
` 3500 and ` 4000 per square metre (sqm.) for allotment of land to SGGIL
and for remaining plotted developed zone respectively. The Company allotted
(February 2009) 140 acres§ of land to SGGIL on receipt of token payment of
` 10 crore. The terms and conditions of the allotment letter stipulated that the
balance amount of development charges ` 69.32 crore worked out at the rate
of ` 1400 per sqm. was required to be deposited within 60 days from the date
of issue of allotment letter failing which interest at the rate of 14 per cent per
annum would be charged. Further, it was stipulated that cost of shifting any
power/telephone line passing through the plot would be borne by SGGIL. Out
of 140 acres allotted land, land measuring 3.85 acre was cancelled on
17 March 2009 whereas the 12 acre of land was under litigation.
We noticed that the SGGIL did not adhere to payment schedule given in
allotment letter and made payment of ` 70.33 crore towards undisputed land
of 124.15 acre between 18 December 2008 and 11 August 2009 i.e. in six
months as against stipulated period of 60 days (subsequently extended to 120
days) provided in allotment letter. The Company, however, waived off
(December 2009) the interest ` 62.34 lakh leviable on delayed payment.
Further the Company had also undertaken (March 2009) the liability of
shifting of power line passing through the allotted plot and paid (May 2009)
` 4.90 crore to Transmission Company towards shifting charges despite the
fact that as per the condition of the allotment letter such charges were to be
borne by SGGIL.
Thus, the Company extended undue benefits to SGGIL, which were against
the laid down policy/rules/terms and conditions of allotment letter as well as
MOU, and sustained a loss of ` 5.52 crore.

§

140 acre equals to 566580 sqm.
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The Government stated (February 2010) that in the present scenario all States
are vying with each other to attract investments particularly from big names of
national and international repute to accelerate the growth of industrial
development and employment generation. The BOD of the Company, taking
into consideration the special features of upcoming project of SGGIL,
accorded approval for bearing cost of shifting of the power lines.
The reply is not convincing in view of the fact that the plot was allotted on
concessional rates as per MOU executed by relaxing various term and
conditions of the policy of land allotment and hence waiver of interest on
delayed payment was not prudent as well as in violation of laid down
policy/rules. Further, the decision of the Company to bear the shifting charges
was not justifiable as the plot was allotted on "As is where is basis" and there
was no provision in the MOU to bear such cost. The decision of the Company
was also discriminatory as in another prestigious project of car manufacturing
plant, Honda Siel borne the line shifting charges as per the policy.
We recommend that the Company should deal with such cases as per the
rules, regulations and policy thereof and not on case to case basis.
3.11

Imprudent waiver of transfer fee

Decision of the IDC to waive transfer fee of ` 87.17 lakh was imprudent as
well as in violation of laid down rules of the Company.
Rajasthan State Industrial Development and Investment Corporation Limited
(Company) permits transfer of subdivided land/plot subsequent to sub
division of the allotted land/plot as provided under Rule 17(B) and 17(B1)
of RIICO Disposal of Land Rules, 1979 subject to payment of transfer fee at
the rate of 10 per cent of the prevailing industrial rate of industrial area
concerned as provided under Rule 17B (2). As per the provisions contained
in these rules, the exemption from payment of transfer fee could be granted in
specific cases i.e. in case of transfer of part land/plot in favour of blood
relations, cases affected in pursuance of rehabilitation scheme
sanctioned/approved by BIFR/AAIFR/Financial institutions, in case of a new
firm wherein transferor holds controlling share in new transferee firm, in cases
of small plots to clear term loan dues of the Company as one time settlement
and in cases where the existing partners of an allottee firm are distributing the
land/plot between themselves for setting up separate units pursuant to mutual
settlement arrived at or order given by the competent Court of Law.
Scrutiny (November 2009) of records of the office of Managing Director
(MD), RIICO revealed that Rajasthan Financial Corporation (RFC) took over
(September 1990) the possession of the Company's land measuring 1,21,600
square metre (sqm.) as the allottee of the land did not repay the dues of the
RFC. In an auction held by the RFC in July 2002, Alwar Power Company
Private Limited (APCPL) purchased this land for a sale consideration
of ` one crore.
In November 2008, the APCPL had entered into an agreement with a firm
called the Saint Gobain Glass India Limited (SGGIL) for sale of part land
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admeasuring 72,640 sqm. for a sale consideration of ` 6.53 crore. The APCPL
applied (April 2009) for subdivision of its land in two parts, with the intention
to transfer of one part of the land measuring 72,640 sqm. to SGGIL. The
request of APCPL for subdivision of the land in two parts (measuring 72,640
and 48,960 sqm.) was acceded (May 2009) by the Company and demand for
` 87.17 lakh was raised on APCPL towards the transfer charges of subdivided
plot.
We noticed that both APCPL and SGGIL requested (May 2009) the Company
for waiver of transfer charges. The matter was placed (June 2009) before the
Infrastructure Development Committee* (IDC) for waiver of transfer charges
on the grounds that SGGIL was a subsidiary of Saint Gobain Group and
SGGIL either itself or through other Saint Gobain owned companies would
invest ` 1,000 crore in the State of Rajasthan in next seven years. The same
was approved by the IDC.
We observed that the justifications given for waiver of transfer fee were not
reasonable in view of the fact that the transfer fee was payable by the
transferor i.e. APCPL in accordance with the Disposal of land Rules and
therefore the Company extended an undue benefit to APCPL by waiver of the
transfer fee of ` 87.17 lakh. It was also observed that the sale of land was
from one private party (APCPL) to another private party (SGGIL) and
therefore the transfer fee could not be waived as per the provisions of the
RIICO Disposal of Land Rules.
The Government stated (July 2010) that IDC was competent to reduce/relax
the rates, rules, terms and conditions decided/framed in the RIICO Disposal of
Land Rules. It further stated that IDC, looking to the overall scenario and in
the interest of the State, decided for waiver of transfer fee of APCPL as
SGGIL either through itself or through other Saint Gobain majority owned
Companies would invest at least ` 1000 crore in the next seven years for
setting up a float glass plant in the State.
The justification of huge investment being brought out by SGGIL was not
convincing and had no relation regarding waiver of transfer fee to be paid by
APCPL as it was selling part of its land to SGGIL at a premium of
` 5.53 crore but not willing to pay dues of the Company.
Thus, the decision of the IDC to waive transfer fee of ` 87.17 lakh was
imprudent as well as in violation of laid down rules of the Company. The
Company's decision should not be discriminatory to favour a single
entrepreneur and it should evolve a system to recover its legitimate dues.

*

Chairman, MD, Financial Advisor, Advisor Infra and Sr. DGM (P&D) of RIICO.
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3.12

Loss due to allotment of plot below the prevailing rate of
development charges

The Company, in violation of its own policy, sustained a loss of ` 23.40
lakh by allotting a plot keeping the reserve price at 75 per cent of the
prevailing rate of the development charges.
As per the policy of the Rajasthan State Industrial Development and
Investment Corporation Limited (Company), plots classified as abnormal in
saturated industrial areas*, viz; plots of irregular shape, in depression on
account of nallah, plots on undulated land or plots located on hillocks may be
disposed off through open auction keeping the reserve price equal to
75 per cent of rate of the development charges prevailing in the area.
The Company gave (May 2007) administrative approval for development of
Industrial Area, Kishangarh PhaseV keeping the development charges of the
area at ` 1,600 per square metre (sqm.). The land allotment process in the
industrial area was also started simultaneously.
Scrutiny of records (November 2009) of the Head Office of the Company
revealed that R.K. Marbles Private Limited (Entrepreneur) requested
(October 2007) the Company for allotment of Plot No. SP29, at the Industrial
Area, Kishangarh PhaseV (measuring 10,000 sqm.) at 50 per cent of the
prevailing development charges on the grounds that the plot was undulated
and of irregular shape. The plot was located adjacent to the existing land of
the entrepreneur. We noticed that the Head Office of the Company rejected
(December 2007) the request of the Entrepreneur for allotment of plot at
concessional rate and decided to allot the plot on prevailing rate of
development charges. Subsequently, the Entrepreneur made a representation
(December 2007) to the Company and office of the Chief Minister, Rajasthan
Government for allotment of the plot at 50 per cent of the prevailing
development charges. In response to the instruction (February 2008) from
office of the Chief Minister, the matter was placed (April 2008) before
Infrastructure Development Committee (IDC) of the Company. The IDC
accorded its approval for auctioning the plot by reducing the reserve price by
25 per cent on the basis of the request of the Entrepreneur keeping in view the
irregular shape of the plot. The plot was put to auction on 11 June 2008
wherein the Entrepreneur made the highest bid of ` 1,206 per sqm. against the
reserve price of ` 1,200 i.e. 75 per cent of the prevailing rate of the
development charges. Accordingly, the plot was allotted (June 2008) to the
Entrepreneur and lease agreement executed in September 2008.
We observed that the decision of the IDC was against the policy of the
Company and hence not justified as the industrial area was not saturated at
that time. The Company was aware about the existing land of the
Entrepreneur which was adjacent to the plot being demanded by the
Entrepreneur. Allotment of the plot to the Entrepreneur resulted in a combined
rectangular plot with proper approach and roads and hence appreciation in the
*

Where the minimum 90 per cent of the total industrial area is allotted.
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value of the combined land benefiting the Entrepreneur was to be expected.
Despite being aware of the overall area, the reserve price was reduced to
75 per cent. Thus, due to allotment of plot by keeping the reserve price at
75 per cent of the prevailing rate of the development charges the Company
sustained a loss of ` 23.40 lakh even after considering the rebate of
10 per cent in the rate of development charges on industrial plot measuring
10,000 sqm.
The Government stated (July 2010) that IDC is mandated for taking policy
decision in regard to infrastructure development activities which includes
framing and amendment of rules/policies and also to relax the terms and
conditions of rules/policies. It further stated that in view of powers delegated
to IDC, it decided for auction of the plot in the unsaturated area.
The reply is not convincing as the IDC did not exercise its powers cautiously
as it was well aware about the entrepreneur's interest and keenness to get the
plot allotted which was adjacent to its existing land. Therefore relaxation in its
own laid down policy for one entrepreneur was not in the best financial
interest of the Company. Besides, the development plan of industrial area was
also defective abinitio as the Company while approving the lay out plan of the
industrial area kept aside the plot measuring 10,000 sqm. with irregular shape
instead of earmarked it into smaller size plots.

Rajasthan State Seeds Corporation Limited
3.13

System lapses in subsidy claims and its utilisation

System lapses in subsidy claims, its utilisation, nonadherence to
guidelines and lack of monitoring led to non delivery of intended benefits
to the farmers.
Rajasthan State Seeds Corporation Limited (Company) was incorporated in
March 1978 with the main objectives of production of certified seeds and its
marketing at reasonable price to farmers. The Government of India (GOI)
emphasized on development and strengthening of existing infrastructure
facilities for production and distribution of certified seeds to the farmers. The
Government of Rajasthan (GOR) nominated the Company as nodal agency for
procurement of breeder seeds and to undertake production of foundation and
certified seeds and marketing of certified seeds of various crops under
different schemes.
The Company receives subsidy from State /Central Government under various
schemes viz; Work Plan, Integrated Scheme of Oil Seeds, Pulses, Oil Palm
and Maize (ISOPAM), National Food Security Mission (NSFM), Seeds Bank
scheme, Development and strengthening of infrastructure facilities under
Central Sector Scheme etc. The subsidy amount so received is to be utilized
for specific purpose for which it was granted i.e. for construction of godowns,
marketing subsidy for selling the seeds to farmers at subsidized rates,
production subsidy to weaker section farmers and development and
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strengthening of infrastructure facility for production and distribution of
quality seeds to farmers.
In order to assess the system prevailing in the Company, we made an attempt
to analyze it whether the claims, utilization and disbursement of subsidy
among beneficiaries have been done by the Company in an effective and
efficient manner. Based on the scrutiny of documents for the period 200609,
the observations noticed during this assessment are discussed below:
Under utilisation of subsidy
GOI provides subsidy for production and marketing of foundation and
certified seeds for all crop seasons i.e. Kharif, Rabi and Zaid seasons under
various schemes. The GOI sanctions the subsidy in accordance with the
requirement/proposal submitted by the Company. The seasonwise production
and marketing subsidy sanctioned, released by GOI and utilisation thereof is
given in Annexure 22. It could be seen from the annexure that the Company
availed production and marketing subsidy amounting to ` 48.30 crore and
` 41.25 crore against the sanctioned amount of ` 61.01 crore and
` 50.89 crore respectively during 200609. Further, the Company could utilize
production subsidy of ` 40.43 crore and marketing subsidy of
` 40.60 crore which was 66.27 and 79.78 per cent of sanctioned subsidy.
An analysis of production subsidy received under Integrated Cotton
Development Project (ICDP) and its utilisation during 200609 revealed that
as against sanctioned amount of ` 1.34 crore the subsidy received was
` 1.04 crore of which ` 57.37 lakh could only be utilized by the Company.
The reasons for nonutilisation of funds were not analysed by the Company.
The shortfall in utilisation of subsidy indicates the inadequate efforts on the
part of Company for production and marketing of seeds.
The Government stated (August 2010) that utilisation of sanctioned
production and marketing subsidy was mainly affected due to adverse
agroclimatic conditions, less irrigation facilities, conversion of marketing
subsidy for production programme/other schemes of Government and
change/variety of crop as per market trends. It further stated that in some cases
the differential amount of subsidy was paid on submission of utilisation
certificate whereas in some cases unspent amount was adjusted in next season.
The reply is not convincing in view of the fact that significant amount of
production and marketing subsidy remained unutilized and the Company did
not take suitable measures to improve the performance.
Subsidy for development and strengthening of infrastructure facilities under
Central Sector Scheme
GOI introduced (2007) Central Sector Scheme (CSS) for development and
strengthening of infrastructure facilities for production and distribution of
quality seeds. The Agriculture Department (GOR) prepared (200708) a plan
for distribution of 3,225 quintals foundation seeds, imparting training to
17,000 farmers and distribution of storage bins among these farmers. The
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GOR directed the Company to carry out this work and asked GOI to release
the necessary funds directly to the Company. The GOI released
(October 2007) ` 1.17 crore in the form of subsidy towards seed distribution
(` 34.06 lakh), training to farmers (` 51 lakh) and for distribution of storage
bins (` 31.87 lakh). The Company could utilize only ` 27.48 lakh
(80.68 per cent) towards seed distribution and ` 12.42 lakh (24.35 per cent)
towards training to farmers leaving an unutilized balance of subsidy ` 77.03
lakh. The Company decided (March 2008) that due to unavoidable reasons, it
would not distribute the storage bins to the farmer. Despite this decision, the
Company did not refund the subsidy amount for distribution of storage bins
(` 31.87 lakh) till April 2010. Thus, this not only deprived the farmers to avail
the facility planned in the scheme but also defeated the objectives of the
scheme.
The Government stated (August 2010) that it had intimated (June 2009) GOI
that total amount of CCS would be utilized under seed distribution and
farmers training only.
Nonadherence to guidelines
GOI prescribed provisions for allocation of production programme to farmers
in ISOPAM and Work Plan schemes in the ratio of 70.28, 17.16 and 12.56 to
General, Schedule Caste (SC) and Schedule Tribes (ST) categories
respectively and accordingly the seed was to be distributed in the same ratio.
It was also reiterated in the scheme that 30 per cent of seed production be
allocated horizontally to small, marginal and women farmers among the
aforesaid targets in each category. It was observed that the Company did not
adhere to the prescribed ratio for production of seeds in any of the crop
seasons during last three years ending 31 March 2009. We noticed that the
actual percentage in allocating production programme ranged between
0.61 and 15.55 in case of SC category whereas in case of ST category, it
ranged between 3.42 and 15.84 per cent. However, the Company did not
maintain proper records to show the achievement of percentage of production
performance of small, marginal and women farmers.
The Department of Agriculture, Government of Rajasthan, while releasing the
subsidy for production of certified seeds in Kharif 2008, deducted ` 84.72
lakh for non adherence to caste ratio in providing certified seed production
programme during Kharif 2006, Rabi 200607 and Zaid § 2007 crop seasons.
The Government stated (August 2010) that the prescribed provisions for
allocation of production programme to the farmers could not be achieved as
the seed producers belonging to SC/ST did not come forward because of very
small land holding, less facilities of assured irrigation and their poor financial
position.

§

Name of crop sown in February and March.
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Issue of utilisation certificates
The Company has not maintained proper records having progressive details as
regards to utilisation of subsidy under various schemes. In fact, it ascertains
the information from its unit offices as and when required and compiled the
same. Based on such compilation it issued utilisation certificates for
production and marketing of seeds under ISOPAM, ICDP (Cotton) and work
plan schemes. We noticed that nonmaintenance of proper records regarding
utilisation of subsidy as well as nonreconciliation of subsidy in various
scheme caused short recovery of subsidy of ` 2.62 crore during 200609.
Monitoring of various schemes
In order to achieve the objectives of various schemes to promote interests of
the farmers and weaker sections of the society, it is essential that an adequate
system should have been developed by the Company for availing and
distributing subsidy so that desired goals could be achieved. We, however,
noticed that the Company did not evolve system to implement and to monitor
the various schemes.
Thus due to system lapses in subsidy claims, its utilisation, nonadherence to
guidelines and lack of monitoring led to poor implementation of schemes and
intended benefits could not reach the farmers.
3.14

Extra expenditure on procurement of certified seed of groundnut

The Company incurred extra expenditure of ` 15.47 lakh due to failure in
confirming the required quantity of seed timely.
Rajasthan State Seeds Corporation Limited (Company) invited (January 2008)
tenders for procurement of 5,000 quintal of certified seed of ground nut
(GG20) for Kharif 2008 season. The Company placed (18 February 2008)
supply orders on Murlidhar Seeds Corporation (MSC) and Varad Agri Tech
Limited (VATL) for supply of 1,500 and 3,500 quintal of certified seed of
groundnut respectively at the negotiated rate of ` 5,075 per quintal with
scheduled date of supply as 15 April 2008. The agreements to this effect were
also executed with both the supplier Firms viz; MSC and VATL on
18 February 2008. Clause 11 of the agreement stipulated that in case the
supplier failed to supply the complete quantity of seed within the specified
time period, the Company, besides imposing penalty up to 5 per cent for the
unsupplied quantity, would also be entitled to arrange the seed from the open
market/other seeds producers at the risk and cost of the supplier Firms.
Scrutiny of records revealed that both the supplier Firms intimated the
Company on 13/14 February 2008 respectively that they would not be able to
supply the seed until the quantity is confirmed at the time of entering into
agreement. Despite this condition of the supplier Firms, the Company did not
confirm the quantity of seed/schedule of supply except last date of supply and
placed supply order for tentative quantity. Due to nonconfirmation of the
quantity at the time of executing the agreement, the supplier Firms did not
furnish any security deposit. It was also noticed that the Company, after
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placement of supply orders, called for (February/March 2008) the demand of
groundnut seed from its units. The units sent (March 2008) total requirement
of 11,930 quintal of certified seed of groundnut (GG20) for Kharif 2008 out
of which a quantity of 4,500 quintal was available with the Company. In view
of availability of own production of 4,500 quintal, the Company decided
(March 2008) to increase the quantity of seed to be supplied by MSC and
VATL as 2,250 and 5,250 quintal respectively.
We noticed that the Company belatedly confirmed (11 April 2008) the
quantity of 1,500 and 3,500 quintal of seed to be supplied by MSC and
VATL. MSC, however, informed (21 April 2008) the Company that it did not
get the confirm quantity of seed to be supplied till date, hence, it was too late
to procure the seed and requested to cancel the order. VATL supplied 6,200
quintal of seed against the extended quantity of 5,250 quintal at the rate of
` 5,075 per quintal. Meanwhile, Gujarat State Seeds Corporation Limited
(GSSCL) also offered (May 2008) the Company for supply of certified seed of
ground nut (GG20) at the rate of ` 6,250 per quintal. The Company, looking
to the demand and also nonreceipt of supply from MSC, accepted the offer of
the GSSCL and procured 1,317 quintal of seed from it at higher rate of
` 6,250 per quintal.
We observed that despite the fact that quantity of seed to be procured was to
be confirmed at least two months before the stipulated date of supply, the
belated action of the Company to confirm the quantity to MSC just before
four days of last day of supply, resulted into nonreceipt of supply from MSC.
It was also observed that the Company could not initiate any action against
MSC due to its failure in confirming the required quantity of seed in time.
Thus, the Company incurred extra expenditure of ` 15.47 lakh on
procurement of 1,317 quintal of ground nut seed at higher rate from GSSCL.
The Government stated (July 2010) that the tendered quantity was indicative
and alteration in quantity was possible as per market analysis which took time.
It further stated that as against the tendered quantity of 5,000 quintal, 6,200
quintal of seed was procured at the rate of ` 5,075 per quintal and seed
procured from GSSCL was as per original plan excluding the tendered
quantity.
The reply is not convincing as the Company decided to increase the quantity
of seed to be supplied by MSC and VATL as 2,250 and 5,250 quintal
respectively. However, due to nonobtaining supply from MSC, it had to
procure compulsorily the same from GSSCL at higher rate.
The Company should evolve a mechanism to ensure timely ascertainment of
the demand from its unit offices so that the orders may be placed on the
suppliers for confirm quantity in time to avoid any spontaneous purchases at
higher rate.
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Statutory Corporations

Rajasthan State Road Transport Corporation
3.15

Undue benefit to a private transporter

The Corporation enhanced the rates before expiry of the agreement and
thus extended undue benefit of ` 59.99 lakh to the Transporter.
Rajasthan State Road Transport Corporation (Corporation) decided
(March 2007) to hire three Volvo buses to operate them on JaipurDelhi route.
On the basis of an offer received (February 2007) from J.D. Transporter
(Transporter), three Volvo buses of 2007 model were hired in July 2007 for a
period of four years at the rate of ` 12.25 and ` 11.50 per kilometre (KM)
excluding diesel for a run of 562 KM per day and more than 562 KM per day
respectively. Separate agreement for each bus was executed with the
Transporter in September 2007. The Corporation further assessed (December
2007) the requirement of four more Volvo buses. The Transporter again
offered (January 2008) to provide four more Volvo buses at the rate of ` 14.50
per KM excluding diesel for a run of 600 KM or more. The Corporation gave
(February 2008) counter offer of ` 12.80 per KM excluding diesel, which was
accepted (March 2008) by the Transporter. Accordingly, four new Volvo
buses were provided by the Transporter in June/July 2008 and the agreements
were also executed for these buses for a period of four years.
The Transporter soon after executing the agreements requested (July 2008) the
Corporation to increase the rates of all the seven buses to ` 14.65 per KM
excluding diesel on the plea that there was an increase of 1.5 per cent in rate
of interest on finance, increase in annual maintenance cost, spare parts, oil,
tyres and establishment cost. It was also mentioned that ASRTU*
recommended payment of ` 15.11 per KM from 1 October 2007 for hiring of
Volvo buses and that the Corporation has approved ` 14.65 per KM excluding
diesel on the basis of subsequent tenders finalised for hiring of Volvo buses.
The request of the Transporter was placed before the Board of the Directors
(BOD) of the Corporation in September 2008. The BOD considered the issue
at length and resolved to increase the rates for all the seven buses to ` 14.62
per KM excluding diesel on the ground that the Corporation has earned profits
from operation of Volvo buses and it would be in the interest of the
Corporation to continue these services being a proprietary item. While
resolving, it was also felt that in case the transporter stops the operation, the
Corporation would suffer losses.
We noticed that the Transporter was legally bound by the clause of the
agreements executed and there was no provision in the agreements to enhance
the rate as rates were firm for the agreement period. It was further noticed that
the Corporation did not include any suitable clause to safeguards its interest in
*

Association of State Road Transport Undertakings.
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case of cancellation of the agreement except to recover the Special Road Tax,
if it becomes payable, and a nominal amount of ` one lakh per bus as security
deposit. We observed that due to deficiency in the agreement regarding
adequacy of performance guarantee, the BOD of the Corporation had to
accept the unjustified demand of the Transporter to increase the rates as there
was no remedial measure left with the Corporation if the Transporter stopped
the operation of Volvo buses. Thus, the Corporation extended undue benefit to
the Transporter by enhancing the rates which led to extra expenditure of
` 59.99 lakh upto February 2010.
The Government, while agreeing to the fact that there was no provision in the
terms and conditions of the agreement for change of law, replied (August
2010) that in case the Transporter withdrew the buses, the Corporation would
have not only lost the profit of ` 8.43 crore earned through Volvo buses up to
January 2010 but also deprive the expected average profit of ` 2.24 crore
during the agreement period. It further stated that nonoperation of these
luxury buses would have not only adversely affected the reputation of the
Corporation but the passengers would also suffer and the possibility of
increase in unauthorized operation of private vehicles on this route could not
be ruled out.
The reply is not convincing in view of the fact that had the suitable clauses to
safeguard the financial interest of the Corporation been included in the
agreements, the unwarranted demand of the Transporter to enhance the rate
could be avoided. Moreover, the Board of the Corporation was misled by
giving incorrect justifications at the time of deciding the increase in rates as
demanded by the Transporter stating that Volvo buses are proprietary item.
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General Paragraph
3.16

Followup action on Audit Reports

3.16.1 Replies outstanding
The Report of the Comptroller and Auditor General of India represents the
culmination of the process of audit scrutiny starting with initial inspection of
accounts and records maintained in various offices and departments of the
Government. It is, therefore, necessary that they elicit appropriate and timely
response from the Executive. Finance Department, Government of Rajasthan
issued (July 2002) instructions to all Administrative Departments to submit
replies, duly vetted by Audit, indicating the corrective/remedial action taken
or proposed to be taken on paragraphs and performance audit included in the
Audit Reports within three months of their presentation to the Legislature.

Though the Audit Report for the year 200809 was presented to State
Legislature in March 2010, in respect of three performance audit and 15 draft
paragraphs out of three performance audit and 20 draft paragraphs, which
were commented in the Audit Report, four* departments had not submitted
explanatory notes up to September 2010.
3.16.2 Response to Inspection Reports, Draft Paras and Performance Audit
Audit observations noticed during audit and not settled on the spot are
communicated though Inspection Reports (IRs) to the Heads of respective
Public Sector Undertakings (PSUs) and concerned departments of the State
Government. The Heads of PSUs are required to furnish replies to the IRs
through the respective Heads of the departments within a period of six weeks.
A half yearly report is sent to Principal Secretary/Secretary of the department
in respect of pending IRs to facilitate monitoring of the audit observations
contained in those IRs.
Inspection Reports issued up to March 2010 pertaining to 22 PSUs disclosed
that 2,358 paragraphs relating to 663 IRs involving monetary value of
` 1,598.91 crore remained outstanding at the end of September 2010. Even
initial replies were not received in respect of 206 paragraphs of 10 PSUs.
Departmentwise break up of IRs and audit observations as on 30 September
2010 is given in Annexure 23. In order to expedite settlement of outstanding
paragraphs, Audit Committees were constituted in 13 out of 37 PSUs.
23 Audit Committee meetings were held during 200910 wherein position of
outstanding paragraphs was discussed with executive/administrative
departments to ensure accountability and responsiveness.
Similarly, draft paragraphs and performance audit on the working of PSUs are
forwarded to the Principal Secretary/Secretary of the administrative
*

Energy (Two reviews including one IT audit and 10 draft paragraphs including two
general paragraphs), Transport (one performance audit and one general paragraph),
Industries (three draft paragraphs including two general paragraphs) and Mines (six
draft paragraphs including three general paragraphs).
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department concerned demiofficially seeking confirmation of facts and
figures and their comments thereon within a period of six weeks. It was,
however, observed that two draft paragraphs forwarded to various
departments in July 2010, as detailed in Annexure 24 had not been replied to
so far (November 2010).
It is recommended that the Government may ensure that: (a) procedure exists
for action against the officials who fail to send replies to inspection
reports/draft paragraphs/performance audit and ATNs to recommendations of
COPU, as per the prescribed time schedule; (b) action to recover
loss/outstanding advances/overpayments is taken within a prescribed period
and (c) the system of responding to the audit observations is revamped.

JAIPUR
The

(MEENAKSHI SHARMA)
Accountant General
(Commercial and Receipt Audit), Rajasthan

Countersigned

NEW DELHI
The

(VINOD RAI)
Comptroller and Auditor General of India
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Annexure – 1
(Referred to in paragraph 1.7)
Statement showing particulars of up to date paidup capital, loans outstanding and Manpower as on 31 March 2010 in respect of
Government companies and Statutory corporations
Sl.
No.

Sector & Name of the Company

1

2

Name of the
Department

3

Month and
year of
incorpo
ration

4

Paidup Capital$

State
Govern
ment

Central
Govern
ment

Others

Total

5 (a)

5 (b)

5 (c)

5 (d)

(Figures in column 5 (a) to 6 (d) are ` in crore)
Loans** outstanding at the close of 200910
Debt
Manpower
equity
(No. of
ratio for
employees as
200910
on 31.3.2010)
State
Central
Others
Total
(Previous
Govern
Govern
year)
ment
ment
6 (a)

6 (b)

6 (c)

6 (d)

7









8

A. Working Government Companies
AGRICULTURE & ALLIED SECTOR
1

Rajasthan State Seeds Corporation
Limited

Agriculture

28Mar1978

Sector wise total

6.33

1.04

0.21

7.58



6.33

1.04

0.21

7.58

0.00

0.55

6.15

15.38

0.00

240

0.00

0.00

240



1.87

17.25

2.8:1
(2.78:1)

136



5.77

6.82

1.25:1
(0.19:1)

267

7.64

24.07

FINANCE SECTOR
2

Rajasthan State Handloom
Development Corporation Limited

Industries

3Mar1984

5.60

3

Rajasthan Small Industries Corporation
Limited

Industries

3Jun1961

5.14

0.27

0.05

5.46

1.05

10.74

0.27

0.60

11.61

16.43

6.00



8.89

14.89

0.07:1
(0.59:1)

NA

14.97

14.97

1.5:1
(2:1)

314

Sector wise total



0.00

403

INFRASTRUCTURE SECTOR
4

Rajasthan State Industrial Development
and Investment Corporation Limited

Industries

5

Rajasthan State Road Development and
Construction Corporation Limited

6

Rajasthan Urban Infrastructure Finance
and Development Corporation Limited

Sector wise total

28Mar1969

210.19





210.19

Public
Works
Department

8Feb1979

10.00





10.00





Local Self
Government

1Dec2004

8.00





8.00





228.19

0.00
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0.00

228.19

6.00


0.00


23.86


29.86

17
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1

2

3

4

5 (a)

5 (b)

5 (c)

5 (d)

6 (a)

6 (b)

6 (c)

6 (d)

7

8

20.00





301.66

301.66

2.00











141



1832

MANUFACTURE SECTOR
7

Barmer Lignite Mining Company
Limited (subsidiary Joint Company of
Sl. No. A(10))

Mines

19Jan2007

10.20



8

Rajasthan State Beverages Corporation
Limited

Finance

24Feb2005

2.00



9

Rajasthan State Ganganagar Sugar Mills
Limited

Finance

1Jul1956

3.60



0.05

3.65









10

Rajasthan State Mines and Minerals
Limited ( Government company since
December 1974)

Mines

7May1947

77.54



0.01

77.55









11

Rajasthan State Petroleum Corporation
Ltd. ( subsidiary of Sl No. A(10))

Mining and
Petroleum

10Jul2008





0.10

0.10









9.96

103.30

0.00

301.66

301.66

Sector wise total

93.34

9.80



0.00

0.00

15.08:1
(3.79:1)

_
(0.18:1)



NA

1608

NA
3581

POWER SECTOR
12

Rajasthan Renewable Energy
Corporation Limited

Energy

6Apr1995

12.94





12.94

0.00



68.24

68.24

5.27:1
(6.20:1)

NA

13

Rajasthan Rajya Vidyut Utpadan Nigam
Limited

Energy

19Jun2000

4472.59





4472.59

138.07



6677.84

6815.91

1.52:1
(1.57:1)

3492

14

Rajasthan Rajya Vidyut Prasaran Nigam
Limited

Energy

19Jun2000

1344.00





1344.00

204.42



3698.22

3902.64

2.90:1
(3.17:1)

10366

15

Jaipur Vidyut Vitran Nigam Limited

Energy

19Jun2000

943.00





943.00

392.68



6027.48

6420.16

6.81:1
(6.21:1)

17516

16

Jodhpur Vidyut Vitran Nigam Limited

Energy

19Jun2000

548.00





548.00

472.52



2304.35

2776.87

5.07:1
(5.07:1)

10986

17

Ajmer Vidyut Vitran Nigam Limited

Energy

19Jun2000

795.50





795.50

592.32

4341.07

4997.74

6.28:1
(4.62:1)

NA

18

Chhabra Power Limited (Subsidiary of
Sl. A (13))

Energy

22Nov2006





0.05

0.05











NA

19

Giral Lignite Power Limited (Subsidiary
of Sl. A (13))

Energy

23Nov2006





0.05

0.05











NA

20

Dholpur Gas Power Limited (Subsidiary
of Sl. A (13))

Energy

22Nov2006





0.05

0.05











NA
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1

2

3

4

5 (a)

5 (b)

5 (c)

5 (d)

6 (a)

6 (b)

6 (c)

6 (d)

7

8

21

Banswara Thermal Power Company
Limited (Subsidiary of Sl. No. A(14))

Energy

7Aug2008





0.05

0.05











NA

22

Gurha Thermal Power Company
Limited (Subsidiary of Sl. No. A(14))

Energy

16Apr2009





0.05

0.05











NA

23

Aravali Transmission Service Company
Limited (Subsidiary of Sl. No. A(14))

Energy

17Jun2009





0.05

0.05











NA

24

Maru Transmission Service Company
Limited (Subsidiary of Sl. No. A(14))

Energy

17Jun2009





0.05

0.05











NA

25

Shekhawati Transmission Service
Company Limited (Subsidiary of Sl.
No. A(14))

Energy

17Jun2009





0.05

0.05











NA

0.40

8116.43

1800.01

Sector wise total

8116.03

0.00

64.35

23117.20

24981.56

42360

SERVICE SECTOR
26

Rajasthan Civil Aviation Corporation
Limited

Tourism and
Civil
Aviation

20Dec2006

1.87





1.87

0.01





27

Jaipur City Transport Services Limited

Local Self
Government

6Feb2008

1.00





1.00











NA

28

Kota City Transport Services Limited

Local Self
Government

22Dec2006

0.10





0.10











NA

29

Bikaner City Transport Services
Limited

Local Self
Government

7May2008

0.30





0.30











NA

30

Udaipur City Transport Services
Limited

Local Self
Government

8Jan2007

0.30





0.30











NA

31

Rajasthan State Hotels Corporation
Limited

Tourism

7Jun1965

1.62





1.62

0.10





32

Jaipur Metro Rail Corporation Limited

Urban
Development
and Housing

1Jan2010

0.05





0.05







33

Rajasthan Tourism Development
Corporation Limited

Tourism

24Nov1978

18.45





18.45





23.69

0.11

Sector wise total

23.69

0.00
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0.00

0.00

0.01

0.10


.005:1
(1.4:1)

0.06:1
(0.06:1)


13.28

13.28

13.28

13.39

0.72:1
(0.93:1)

15

78
2

1163
1258
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1

2

3

4

5 (a)

5 (b)

5 (c)





5 (d)

6 (a)

6 (b)

6 (c)

6 (d)

7

1.27











8

MISC. SECTOR
34

Rajasthan Jal Vikas Nigam Limited

Ground
Water
Department

25Jan1984

Sector wise total
Total A (All sector wise working
Government companies)

1.27

39

1.27

0.00

0.00

1.27

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

39

8479.59

1.31

11.17

8492.07

1822.55

64.35

23463.64

25350.54

48212

32.42

110.08

16.15

762.80

778.95

32.42

110.08

16.15

762.80

778.95

3.92

7.85









220.06





270.50

270.50

B. Working Statutory corporations
FINANCE SECTOR
1

Rajasthan Financial Corporation

Industries

17Jan1955

Sector wise total

77.66



77.66

0.00



0.00

7.08:1
(8.76:1)

843

843

SERVICE SECTOR
2

Rajasthan State Warehousing
Corporation

Agriculture

30Dec1957

3.93

3

Rajasthan State Road Transport
Corporation

Transport

1Oct1964

193.23

26.83

Sector wise total

197.16

26.83

3.92

227.91

0.00

0.00

270.50

270.50

20836

Total B (All sector wise working Statutory
corporations)

274.82

26.83

36.34

337.99

16.15

0.00

1033.30

1049.45

21679

8754.41

28.14

47.51

8830.06

1838.70

64.35

24496.94

26399.99

69891



6.01

37.70







2.88







8.89

37.70

Grand Total (A + B)





1.23:1
(0.96:1)

447
20389

C. Non working Government companies
AGRICULTURE & ALLIED SECTOR
1

Rajasthan State Agro Industries Corp.
Limited

Agriculture

2

Rajasthan State Dairy Development
Corp. Limited

Dairy

Sector wise total

1Aug1969

6.01



31Mar1975

0.16

2.72

6.17

2.72
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0.00

0.00

37.70


0.00

6.27:1
(0.41:1)


37.70

NA
NA

0

Annexure

1

2

3

4

5 (a)

5 (b)

5 (c)





5 (d)

6 (a)

6 (b)

6 (c)

6 (d)

7

8

MANUFACTURE SECTOR
3

HiTech Precision Glass Limited

Finance

4

Rajasthan Electronics
Limited(Subsidiary of Sl. A(4))

Industries

18Mar1963
23Jan1985

0.08




0.30

0.08

0.11





0.30







0.11


1.38:1
(1.38:1)


NA
2

(6.26:1)

Sector wise total

0.08

0.00

0.30

0.38

0.11

0.00

0.00

0.11

2

Total C (All sector wise non working
Government Companies)

6.25

2.72

0.30

9.27

37.81

0.00

0.00

37.81

2

8760.66

30.86

47.81

8839.33

1876.51

64.35

24496.94

26437.80

69893

Grand Total (A + B + C)

$
**

Above includes Section 619B companies at Sl. No A27 to 30.
Paidup capital includes share application money
Loans outstanding at the close of 200910 represent longterm loans only
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Annexure – 2
(Referred to in paragraph 1.15)
Summarised financial results of Government companies and Statutory corporations for the latest year for which account were finalised
(` in crore)
Sl.
No.

Sector & Name of the Company

1

2

Period of
accounts

3

Year in
which
finalised

4

Net profit(+) / Loss()
Net profit/ loss
before interest &
Depreciation

Interest

Depreciation

Net Profit
/Loss

5(a)

5(b)

5(c)

5(d)

Turn over

Impact of accounts
Comments

Paid up
capital

Accumulated
Profit (+)/
Loss ()

Capital
employed

Return on
capital
employed

Percentage
return on
capital
employed

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

A. Working Government Companies
AGRICULTURE & ALLIED SECTOR
1

Rajasthan State Seeds Corporation
Limited

200910

201011

Sector wise total

20.08

2.72

1.53

15.83

207.02

20.08

2.72

1.53

15.83

207.02

0.62

2.02

0.02

2.66

7.12

Understatement of
profit of ` 0.80
crore

7.58

45.94

99.00

18.55

18.74

7.58

45.94

99.00

18.55

6.15

51.56

27.89

0.64



FINANCE SECTOR
2
3

Rajasthan State Handloom
Development Corporation Limited
Rajasthan Small Industries
Corporation Limited

200910

201011

Audit In Progress


200809

200910

Sector wise total

4.31

3.28

0.65

8.24

89.32

5.46

1.60

13.92

4.97



4.93

5.30

0.67

10.90

96.44

11.61

53.16

13.97

5.61



INFRASTRUCTURE SECTOR
4

Rajasthan State Industrial
Development and Investment
Corporation Limited

200910

201011

146.58

3.62

0.40

142.56

523.54

Overstatement of
profit of ` 23.49
crore

210.19

276.59

717.89

146.18

20.36

5

Rajasthan State Road Development
and Construction Corporation
Limited

200910

201011

15.82

2.51

10.36

2.95

40.43

Understatement of
profit of ` 0.11
crore

10.00

33.89

57.33

5.46

9.52

6

Rajasthan Urban Infrastructure
Finance and Development
Corporation Limited

200910

201011

0.09

0.00

0.02

0.07

0.35

Comments under
finalization

8.00

0.42

8.43

0.07

0.83

162.49

6.13

10.78

145.58

564.32

228.19

310.90

783.65

151.71

20.00

0.23

321.36

0.30



2.00

1.27

3.28

1.57

47.87

3.65

7.70

18.08

2.14

11.84

Sector wise total

MANUFACTURE SECTOR
7

Barmer Lignite Mining Company
Limited (Susidiary Joint Company
of Sl. No. A(10)

200910

201011

0.30





0.30



8

Rajasthan State Beverages
Corporation Limited

200910

201011

1.74



0.17

1.57

1569.48

9

Rajasthan State Ganganagar Sugar
Mills Limited

200910

201011

3.28

0.03

1.14

2.11

373.44
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1

2

3

4

5(a)

5(b)

5(c)

5(d)

6

10

Rajasthan State Mines and
Minerals Limited

200809

200910

231.67

1.73

55.37

174.57

944.15

11

Rajasthan State Petroleum
Corporation Ltd. ( subsidiary of Sl
No. A(10))

200809

200910









236.39

1.76

56.68

Sector wise total

7
Understatement of
profit of ` 52.41
lakh


8

9

10

11

12

77.55

576.98

756.56

176.30

23.30



0.10



0.04





177.95

2887.07

103.30

585.72

1099.32

179.71

12.94

30.93

144.22

27.29

18.92

0.10

POWER SECTOR
12

Rajasthan Renewable Energy
Corporation Limited

200809

200910

37.05

9.79

9.76

17.50

28.34

13

Rajasthan Rajya Vidyut Utpadan
Nigam Limited

200809

200910

266.97

507.29

255.22

495.54

5101.12

Loss overstated by `
12.73 crore

3822.59

495.54

11648.45

11.75

14

Rajasthan Rajya Vidyut Prasaran
Nigam Limited

200809

200910

419.50

307.68

133.59

860.77

1020.62

Understatement of Loss
of ` 350.71 crore

1104.00

860.77

5065.81

553.09

15

Jaipur Vidyut Vitran Nigam
Limited

200809

201011



510.47

165.69

#

6341.93

Comments under
finalization

713.00

0.00

9219.34

510.47

5.54

16

Jodhpur Vidyut Vitran Nigam
Limited

200809

201011



493.98

101.89

#

4766.58

Understatement of
Loss of ` 2361.02
crore

548.00

0.00

8283.84

493.98

5.96

17

Ajmer Vidyut Vitran Nigam
Limited

200809

201011



428.07

120.14

#

2924.07

Audit In Progress

635.50

0.00

3398.59

428.07

12.60

18

Chhabra Power Limited
(Subsidiary of Sl. A (13))

200910

201011













0.05



0.03





19

Giral Lignite Power Limited
(Subsidiary of Sl. A (13))

200708

200809













0.05



0.03





20

Dholpur Gas Power Limited
(Subsidiary of Sl. A (13))

200910

201011













0.05



0.03





21

Banswara Thermal Power
Company Limited (Subsidiary
of Sl. A (14))

















0.05









22

Gurha Thermal Power
Company Limited (Subsidiary
of Sl. A (14))

















0.05









23

Aravali Transmission Service
Company Limited (Subsidiary
of Sl. A (14))

















0.05









24

Maru Transmission Service
Company Limited (Subsidiary
of Sl. A (14))

0.05
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1

25

2

3

Shekhawati Transmission
Service Company Limited
(Subsidiary of Sl. A (14))

4



5(a)



Sector wise total

5(b)

5(c)

5(d)

6

7











115.48

2257.28

786.29

1338.81

20182.66

8



9

10

11

12

0.05







6836.43

1325.38

37760.34

918.47

1.87

1.79

0.03

1.98



SERVICE SECTOR
26

Rajasthan Civil Aviation
Corporation Limited

200910

201011

1.97



0.01

1.98

3.55

27

Jaipur City Transport Services
Limited

200809

200910

0.01





0.01





1.00

0.01

0.24

0.01

4.17

28

Kota City Transport Services
Limited

















0.10









29

Bikaner City Transport Services
Limited

















0.30









30

Udaipur City Transport
Services Limited

















0.30









31

Rajasthan State Hotels Corporation
Limited

200809

200910

0.01

0.06

0.14

0.19

2.25



1.62

2.81

0.50

0.13



32

Jaipur Metro Rail Corporation
Limited

200910

201011













0.05



3.43





33

Rajasthan Tourism Development
Corporation Limited

200809

201011

6.04

0.32

2.00

8.36

47.61

18.45

8.36

44.72

8.04



7.99

0.38

2.15

10.52

53.41

23.69

12.95

48.92

10.14

0.70





0.70

3.62

1.27



1.46

0.70

0.70

0.00

0.00

0.70

3.62

1.27

0.00

1.46

0.70

289.86

2273.57

858.10

1021.57

23994.54

7212.07

448.93

39778.72

1251.99

31.52

72.80

0.22

104.54

128.76

110.08

158.13

882.68

31.76

31.52

72.80

0.22

104.54

128.76

110.08

158.13

882.68

31.76

Sector wise total





MISC SECTOR
34

Rajasthan Jal Vikas Nigam Limited

200910

201011

Sector wise total
Total A (All sector wise working
Government companies)






B. Working Statutory corporations
FINANCE SECTOR
1

Rajasthan Financial Corporation

Sector wise total

200910

201011
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1

2

3

4

5(a)

5(b)

5(c)

5(d)

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

SERVICE SECTOR

2

Rajasthan State Road Transport
Corporation

200910

201011

6.78

27.13

45.05

78.96

1121.61

3

Rajasthan State Warehousing
Corporation

200910

201011

6.58



2.41

4.17

30.72

Sector wise total

SAR under
finalization


220.06

686.56

177.55

51.83



7.85

0.01

73.07

4.17

5.71

0.20

27.13

47.46

74.79

1152.33

227.91

686.55

104.48

47.66

Total B (All sector wise working Statutory
corporations)

31.72

99.93

47.68

179.33

1281.09

337.99

844.68

778.20

79.42

Grand Total (A + B)

258.14

2373.50

905.78

1200.90

25275.63

7550.06

1293.61

40556.92

1172.57

C. Non working Government companies
AGRICULTURE & ALLIED SECTOR
1

Rajasthan State Agro Industries
Corp. Limited

200809

200910

0.13

1.22



1.35



6.01

46.10

2.19

0.13



2

Rajasthan State Dairy
Development Corp. Limited

200809

200910

0.00





0.00



2.88

0.20

2.68

0.00



0.13

1.22

0.00

1.35

0.00

8.89

46.30

0.49

0.13

Sector wise total
MANUFACTURE SECTOR
3

HiTech Precision Glass Limited

200910

201011

0.01

0.01







0.08

0.19

0.00

0.01



4

Rajasthan Electronics
Limited(Subsidiary of Sl. A(4))

200910

201011

0.06





0.06



0.30

3.12

0.83

0.06



Sector wise total

0.05

0.01

0.00

0.06

0.00

0.38

3.31

0.83

0.05

Total C (All sector wise non working
Government Companies)

0.18

1.23

0.00

1.41

0.00

9.27

49.61

0.34

0.18

257.96

2374.73

905.78

1202.31

25275.63

7559.33

1343.22

40556.58

1172.39

Grand Total (A + B + C)

# Accounts are prepared on no profit no loss basis.
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Annexure – 3
(Referred to in paragraph 1.10 )
Statement showing equity/loans received out of budget grants and subsidy received/receivable, guarantees received, waiver of dues, loans written off and
loans converted into equity during the year and guarantee commitment at the end of March 2010
(Figures in column 3 (a) to 6 (d) are ` in crore)
Sl.

Sector & Name of the Company

1

2

Equity/ loans received
out of budget during
the year

Grants and subsidy received during the year

Equity

Loans

Central
Government

State
Government

Others

Total

3 (a)

3 (b)

4 (a)

4 (b)

4 (c)

4 (d)

Guarantees received during the
year and commitment at the
@
end of the year
Received
Commitment

5 (a)

5 (b)

Waiver of dues during the year

Loans
repayment
written off

Loans
converted
into
equity

Interest/
penal
interest
waived

Total

6 (a)

6 (b)

6 (c)

6 (d)

A. Working Government Companies
AGRICULTURE & ALLIED SECTOR

1

Rajasthan State Seeds Corporation Limited





18.14

69.73



87.87













0.00

0.00

18.14

69.73

0.00

87.87

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Rajasthan State Handloom Development
Corporation Limited



0.14



0.24



0.24













Rajasthan Small Industries Corporation
Limited





1.48

0.55



2.03













0.00

0.14

1.48

0.79

0.00

2.27

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00







50.00



50.00













Sector wise total
FINANCE SECTOR

2

3

Sector wise total
INFRASTRUCTURE SECTOR

4

Rajasthan State Road Development and
Construction Corporation Limited

5

Rajasthan Urban Infrastructure Finance and
Development Corporation Limited

5.00























Rajasthan State Industrial Development and
Investment Corporation Limited





6.18

0.17



6.35













5.00

0.00

6.18

50.17

0.00

56.35

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6

Sector wise total
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1

2

3 (a)

3 (b)

4 (a)

4 (b)

4 (c)

4 (d)

5 (a)

5 (b)

6 (a)

6 (b)

6 (c)

6 (d)

MANUFACTURE SECTOR

7

Barmer Lignite Mining Company Limited
(subsidiary Joint Company of RSMML)

Sector wise total







10.20

9.80

20.00













0.00

0.00

0.00

10.20

9.80

20.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00





0.76

4.70

0.88

6.34













POWER SECTOR

8

Rajasthan Renewable Energy Corporation
Limited

9

Rajasthan Rajya Vidyut Utpadan Nigam
Limited

650.00

2194.18



0.04



0.04

1030.00

3446.85









10

Rajasthan Rajya Vidyut Prasaran Nigam
Limited

240.00

941.53



3.32



3.32

2462.37

4410.33









11

Jaipur Vidyut Vitran Nigam Limited

271.80

61.20



443.46



443.46

5495.42

9619.37









12

Jodhpur Vidyut Vitran Nigam Limited

110.00

70.00



306.80



306.80

5752.62

0.00









13

Ajmer Vidyut Vitran Nigam Limited

160.00

61.20

500.65

40.12



540.77

6027.01

14511.41









1431.80

3328.11

501.41

798.44

0.88

1300.73

20767.42

31987.96

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

18.45

13.28

7.50





7.50













Sector wise total
SERVICE SECTOR

14

Rajasthan Tourism Development Corporation
Limited

15

Jaipur City Transport Services Limited

1.00



35.00

14.00



49.00













16

Jaipur Metro Rail Corporation Limited

0.05























19.50

13.28

42.50

14.00

0.00

56.50

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1456.30

3341.53

569.71

943.33

10.68

1523.72

20767.42

31987.96

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Sector wise total
Total A (All sector wise working Government
companies)
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1

2

3 (a)

3 (b)

4 (a)

4 (b)

4 (c)

4 (d)

5 (a)

5 (b)

6 (a)

6 (b)

6 (c)

6 (d)

B. Working Statutory corporations
FINANCE SECTOR

1

Rajasthan Financial Corporation

13.95













111.18



23.55



23.55

13.95

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

111.18

0.00

23.55

0.00

23.55







25.00



25.00













0.00

0.00

0.00

25.00

0.00

25.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

13.95

0.00

0.00

25.00

0.00

25.00

0.00

111.18

0.00

23.55

0.00

23.55

1470.25

3341.53

569.71

968.33

10.68

1548.72

20767.42

32099.14



23.55



23.55

























Sector wise total

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Total C (All sector wise non working
Government Companies)

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1470.25

3341.53

569.71

968.33

10.68

1548.72

20767.42

32099.14

0.00

23.55

0.00

23.55

Sector wise total
SERVICE SECTOR

2

Rajasthan State Road Transport Corporation

Sector wise total

Total B (All sector wise working
Statutory corporations)
Grand Total (A + B)
C. Non working Government companies
AGRICULTURE & ALLIED SECTOR

1

Rajasthan State Agro Industries Corporation
Limited

Grand Total (A + B + C)

@ Figures indicate total guarantee outstanding at the end of the year.
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Annexure  4
(Referred to in paragraph 1.28 )

Statement showing investments made by State Government in PSUs accounts of which are in
arrears
S.
No.

Name of PSU

Year
upto
which
accounts
finalised

Paid up
capital
as per
latest
accounts
finalised

Investment made by State Government
during the year 200910 for which
accounts are in arrears
Equity

Loans

1 Jaipur Vidyut Vitran
Nigam Limited

200809

713.00

271.80 *

2 Ajmer Vidyut Vitran
Nigam Limited

200809

635.50

3 Jodhpur Vidyut
Vitran Nigam Limited

200809

548.00

4 Rajasthan Rajya
Vidyut Utpadan
Nigam Limited

200809

3822.59

650.00 2194.18

5 Rajasthan Rajya
Vidyut Prasaran
Nigam Limited

200809

1104.00

240.00

941.53

6 Rajasthan Small
Industries
Corporation Limited

200809

5.46

_

_

7 Rajasthan Renewable
Energy Corporation
Limited

200809

12.94

_

8 Rajasthan Tourism
Development
Corporation Limited

200809

18.45

9 Jaipur City Transport
Services Limited

200809

1.00

Total

*

Subsidy

Other to
be
specified

61.20 443.46

_

776.46

160.00

61.20

40.12

_

261.32

110.00

70.00 306.80

_

486.80

0.04

_

2844.22

3.32

_

1184.85

0.55

_

0.55

_

4.70



4.70

18.45

13.28

_

_

31.73

1.00

_

14.00

_

15.00

6860.94 1451.25 3341.39 812.99

0.00 5605.63

It includes appropriation of ` 41.80 crore made by the State Government towards capital
contribution for the year 201011.
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Annexure5
(Referred to in paragraph 1.15 )
Statement showing financial position of Statutory Corporations
Working Statutory corporations
(Amount: ` in crore)

Sl.
No.
1
A.

Particulars

200708

200809

200910

Rajasthan State Road Transport Corporation
Liabilities
Capital (including capital loan and equity capital)

220.06

220.06

220.06

Borrowings:
(Government)
(Others)

270.50

5.03

5.11

5.21

299.86

487.34

511.38

674.16

922.75

1007.15

Gross Block

480.92

586.93

580.19

Less: Depreciation

285.65

310.01

310.65

Net fixed assets

195.27

276.92

269.54

Capital worksinprogress (including cost of chassis)

0.17

0.02



Investment

0.49

0.48

0.48

59.95

42.82

50.57

418.28

602.51

686.56

674.16

922.75

1007.15

()33.97

()155.58

()177.55

Total A
Assets

Current assets, loans and advances
Accumulated losses
Total B

*
**



210.24

Trade dues and other current liabilities (including
provisions)

C.



149.21

Fund*

B.



**

Capital employed

Excluding Depreciation Fund
Capital employed represents net fixed assets (including worksinprogress) plus working
capital
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Working Statutory corporations
(Amount: ` in crore)

Sl.
No.
2
A.

Particulars

200708

200809

200910

Rajasthan Financial Corporation
Liabilities
Paidupcapital

86.52

86.52

110.08

Share application money





Reserve fund and other reserves and surplus

58.70

60.70

60.70

(i) Bonds and debentures

138.18

124.8

111.88

(ii) Fixed deposits





(iii) Industrial Development Bank of India and Small
Industries Development Bank of India

496.13

(iv) Reserve Bank of India







13.95

13.95



9.6

9.6



(vi) Others (including State Government)

95.41

68.98

111.98

Other liabilities and provisions (including Deposits)

234.9

280.71

289.40

1133.39

1217.63

1239.14

74.85

57.33

54.45

1.06

1.16

1.10

929.83

998.74

917.15

3.47

3.34

3.20

Other assets

42.96

103.48

105.11

Accumulated Losses

81.22

53.58

158.13

1133.39

1217.63

1239.14

836.25

858.05

882.68



Borrowings:



572.37

555.10

(v) Loan towards Share capital:
(a) State Government
(b) Industrial Development Bank of India

Total A
B.

Assets
Cash and Bank balances
Investment
Loans and advances
Net fixed assets

Total B
C.

@

Capital employed

@

Capital employed represents the mean of the aggregate of opening and closing balances of
paidup capital, loans in lieu of capital, seed money, debentures, reserves (other than those
which have been funded specifically and backed by investment outside), bonds deposits and
borrowings (including refinance). The free reserves and surplus have been reduced to the extent
of debit balance of profit and loss account.
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Working Statutory corporations
(Amount: ` in crore)

Sl.
No.
3
A.

Particulars

200708

200809

200910

Rajasthan State Warehousing Corporation
Liabilities
Paidupcapital

7.85

7.85

7.85

60.45

60.27

63.42

(Government)







(Others)







68.40

65.30

69.17

136.70

133.42

140.44

Gross Block

75.41

77.18

80.92

Less: Depreciation

27.06

29.51

31.94

Net fixed assets

48.35

47.67

48.98

1.14

0.62

1.20

87.21

85.13

90.26







136.70

133.42

140.44

70.87

70.24

73.07

Reserves and Surplus
Borrowings:

Trade dues and other current liabilities (including
provisions)
Total A
B.

Assets

Capital worksinprogress
Current assets, loans and advances
Profit and loss account
Total B
C.

@

Capital employed

@

Capital employed represents net fixed assets (including worksinprogress) plus working capital
(excluding provision for gratuity ` 1.79 crore for 200910).
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Annexure6
(Referred to in paragraph 1.15)
Statement showing working results of Statutory Corporations
Working Statutory corporations
Sl.
No.

*

Particulars

(Amount: ` in crore)
200809
200910

200708

1

Rajasthan State Road Transport Corporation

1

Operating:

(a)

Revenue

(b)

Expenditure

(c)

Surplus(+)/deficit()

2

Nonoperating:

(a)

Revenue

(b)

Expenditure*

(c)

Surplus(+)/deficit()

3

Total:

(a)

975.08

1054.65

1121.61

1025.89

1266.12

1240.98

50.81

211.47

119.37

27.20

27.24

41.45

(+)0.04





27.24

27.24

41.45

Revenue

1002.28

1081.89

1163.06

(b)

Expenditure

1025.85

1266.12

1240.98

(c)

Profit(+)/loss() before Prior Period
Adjustment

23.57

184.23

77.92

(d)

Add(+)/Less(): Prior period adjustment





1.04

(e)

Net Profit (+)/ Loss ()

23.57

184.23

78.96

4

Interest on Capital and loans

17.26

20.00

27.13

5

Total return on capital employed

6.31

164.23

51.83

In the accounts of RSRTC operating and nonoperating expenditure is not shown separately.
However, upto 200708 prior period adjustments were shown under nonoperating expenditure.
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Working Statutory corporations
Sl.
No.
2

Particulars

(Amount: ` in crore)
200809
200910

200708

Rajasthan Financial Corporation
1

Income:
103.06

118.67

128.76

Other Income

8.23

8.97

5.13

Total Income

111.29

127.64

133.89

(a)

Interest on loans

(b)

2

Expenses:

(a)

Interest on long term loans

65.34

76.46

72.80

(b)

Other expenses

34.36

42.34

58.88

Total Expenditure

99.70

118.80

131.68

3

Profit before tax

11.59

8.84

2.21

4

Provision for tax

0.10

0.33

0.16

5

Other appropriations

6.00

6.15

106.59

6

Amount available for dividend

5.49

2.36



7

Dividend







8

Total return on capital employed

70.94

79.16

31.76

9

Percentage of return on capital employed

8.48

9.23
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Working Statutory corporations
Sl.
No.
3

Particulars

200708

(Amount: ` in crore)
200809
200910

Rajasthan State Warehousing Corporation
1

Income:

(a)

Warehousing charges

(b)

2

22.73

20.30

30.72

Other income

4.92

5.15

5.15

Total Income

27.65

25.45

35.87

14.54

18.49

22.12

6.59

5.96

7.00

21.13

24.45

29.12

Expenses:

(a)

Establishment charges

(b)

Other expenses
Total Expenditure

3

Profit(+)/loss() before tax (12)

6.52

1.00

6.75

4

Other appropriations

4.22

2.05

4.89

5

Amount available for dividend

0.79



0.79

6

Dividend for the year

0.79



0.79

7

Total return on capital employed

6.25

0.82

4.17

8

Percentage of return on capital employed

8.82

1.17

5.71
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Annexure7
(Referred to in Paragraph 2.1.1)
Statement showing capacity addition by
Rajasthan Rajya Vidyut Utpadan Nigam Limited
Sl.
No.

Name of power station

1.

Kota Super Thermal
Power Station
Suratgarh Super Thermal
Power Station
Ramgarh Gas Thermal
Power Station
Dholpur Combined
Cycle Power Project
Giral Lignite Thermal
Power Project
Chhabra Thermal Power
Project
Mahi Hydro Phase I
Mahi Hydro Phase II
MiniMicro Hydro
Schemes (10 No.)
Total

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Capacity as
on 1 April
2005 (MW)
1045

Capacity as
on 31 March
2010 (MW)
1240

1250

Addition
during review
period (MW)
195
(200910)
0

110.50

0

110.50

1250

0

330
330
(200708)
Commercial operation was not started by March
2010.
Under commissioning by March 2010
50
90
23.85

0
0
0

50
90
23.85

2569.35

525

3094.35
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Annexure8
(Referred to in Paragraph 2.1.10)
Statement showing operational performance of
Rajasthan Rajya Vidyut Utpadan Nigam Limited
Sl
No
1.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
2.

3.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

4.
(a)
(b)
(c)

5.
6.
7.

Installed Capacity (MW)
Thermal
Hydro
Gas
Other
TOTAL
Normal maximum demand
Percentage increase(+)
decrease()over previous
Year
Power Generated (MUs)
Thermal
Hydro
Gas
Others
TOTAL
Percentage increase(+)
decrease()over previous
Year
Less: Auxiliary
consumption (MUs)
Thermal
(Percentage)
Hydro
(Percentage)
Gas
(Percentage)
TOTAL
(Percentage)
Net Power Generated (MUs)
Total demand (MUs)
Deficit ()/Surplus(+)power
(MUs)

8.

Power purchased/Sold

(a)

Within the State
(i)
Government§
(ii)
Private
Other States
Total Power Purchased/Sold
Net deficit

(b)
9.

§

Particulars

200506

200607

200708

200809

200910

2295
163.85
110.50
0
2569.35
4822
7.47

2295
163.85
110.50
0
2569.35
4946
2.57

2295
163.85
440.50
0
2899.35
5564
12.49

2295
163.85
440.50
0
2899.35
6101
9.65

2490
163.85
440.50
0
3094.35
6859
12.42

18245
220
436
0
18901

18369
268
404
0
19041
0.74

18618
296
629
0
19543
2.64

18415
122
2638
0
21175
8.35

17750
91
2779
0
20620
2.62

1672.99
9.17
2.41
1.10
3.99
1.00
1679.39
8.89
17221.61
32052
14830.39

1693.07
9.22
2.52
0.93
1.20
0.33
1696.79
8.91
17344.21
33236
15891.79

1844.39
9.41
2.34
0.79
25.63
4.31
1872.36
9.58
17670.64
36738
19067.36

1876.76
9.97
1.10
0.90
99.08
3.74
1976.94
9.34
19198.06
37306
18107.94

1682.07
9.42
1.15
1.27
88.24
3.18
1771.46
8.59
18848.54
44031
25182.46

20958.04
1152.42
16420.44
38530.90
1224.90

20935.24
2355.24
18047.42
41337.90
2693.10

(in MUs)
17926.56
463.98
12983.44
31373.98
678.02

19776.10
662.39
11558.33
31996.82
1239.18

20519.84
778.46
14457.24
35755.54
982.46

This includes net power generated by RRVUNL as given in Sl. No. 5 above.
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Annexure9
(Referred to in Paragraph 2.1.31)
Statement showing station wise value of excess consumption of Coal in
Rajasthan Rajya Vidyut Utpadan Nigam Limited
Sl
Particulars
200506 200607 200708 200809 200910
No
Kota Super Thermal Power Station
8294.15 8162.62
8395.46
8674.16 8584.32
1.
Unit generated (MUs)
Norms fixed by RERC
(Kg/Kwh)

0.605

0.605

0.605

0.647

0.640

50.18
49.38
Coal required as per norms
(Lakh MT)
53.25
54.72
3.
Coal consumed (Lakh MT)
3.07
5.34
4.
Excess consumption(Lakh
MT) (32)
1917
1892
5.
Rate per MT(`)
0.642
0.670
6.
Coal consumed per
unit(Kg.) (3x1000/1)
58.85
101.03
7.
Value of excess coal
(` in crore)(4x5)
Suratgarh Super Thermal Power Station
9951.22 10205.59
1.
Unit generated (MUs)

50.79

56.12

54.94

57.42
6.63

58.50
2.38

58.48
3.54

1982
0.684

2464
0.674

*2464
0.681

131.41

58.64

87.23

9740.61
0.644

9165.75
0.688

2.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Norms fixed by RERC
(Kg/Kwh)

0.564

0.585

10222.52
0.585

Coal required as per norms
((Lakh MT)
Coal consumed ((Lakh MT)
Excess consumption((Lakh
MT) (32)
Rate per MT(`)
Coal consumed per
unit(Kg.) (3x1000/1)
Value of excess coal (` in
lakh) (4x5)

56.12

59.70

59.80

62.73

63.06

60.96
4.84

63.73
4.03

64.76
4.96

65.20
2.47

64.14
1.08

2436
0.613

2515
0.624

2595
0.634

3014
0.669

*3014
0.700

117.90

101.35

128.71

74.45

32.55

Note: *The rate of coal for the year 200910 has been taken as previous year's rate.
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Annexure10
(Referred to in Paragraph 2.1.33)
Statement showing categorywise deployment of manpower
Sl.
No.

1

2

3

Particulars.

200506

200607

200708

200809

200910

Thermal

Gas

Hydro

Total

Thermal

Gas

Hydro

Total

Thermal

Gas

Hydro

Total

Thermal

Gas

Hydro

Total

Thermal

Gas

Hydro

Total

Technical

2639

40

251

2930

2639

40

251

2930

2364

141

226

2731

2364

141

226

2731

2565

141

226

2932

Nontechnical

1400

19

43

1462

1400

19

43

1462

1262

66

38

1366

1262

66

38

1366

1370

66

38

1474

Total

4039

59

294

4392

4039

59

294

4392

3626

207

264

4097

3626

207

264

4097

3935

207

264

4406

Technical

NA

NA

NA

NA

2242

172

368

2782

2202

169

333

2704

2354

204

317

2875

2389

198

300

2887

Nontechnical

NA

NA

NA

NA

456

19

140

615

463

22

138

623

448

20

135

603

450

20

135

605

Total

NA

NA

NA

3289

2698

191

508

3397

2665

191

471

3327

2802

224

452

3478

2839

218

435

3492

Technical

NA

NA

NA

NA

(397)

132

117

(148)

(162)

28

107

(27)

(10)

63

91

144

(176)

57

74

(45)

Nontechnical

NA

NA

NA

NA

(944)

0

97

(847)

(799)

(44)

100

(743)

(814)

(46)

97

(763)

(920)

(46)

97

(869)

Total

NA

NA

NA

(1103)

(1341)

132

214

(995)

(961)

(16)

207

(770)

(824)

17

188

(619)

(1096)

11

171

(914)

Manpower as per
the CEA
recommendations

Actual
manpower

Excess
manpower

* Distribution of actual manpower during 200506 was not available.
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Annexure11
(Referred to in Paragraph 2.1.34 and 2.1.35)
Statement showing station wise year wise details of energy generated as per
design, actual generation and plant load factor as per design visa vis actual in
Rajasthan Rajya Vidyut Utpadan Nigam Limited
Year

Energy Generation (MU)
Plant Load Factor
As per design
Actual
As per design
Actual
Kota Super Thermal Power Station
200506
9155
8294
100
90.60
200607
9154
8163
100
89.17
200708
9179
8395
100
91.46
200809
9154
8674
100
94.76
200910
9575
8584
100
89.65
Suratgarh Super Thermal Power Station
200506
10950
9951
100
90.88
200607
10951
10206
100
93.20
200708
10981
10223
100
93.10
200809
10950
9741
100
88.96
200910
10950
9166
100
83.71
Ramgarh Gas Thermal Power Project
200506
969
436
100
45.00
200607
968
404
100
41.75
200708
970
414
100
42.69
200809
969
349
100
36.00
200910
968
354
100
36.57
Dholpur Combined Cycle Power Project
200506
0
0
100
0
200607
0
0
100
0
200708
246
215
100
87.53
200809
2891
2289
100
79.17
200910
2891
2425
100
83.88
Mahi Hydro Power Station
200506
205
205
N.A
19.93
200607
256
256
N.A
32.92
200708
283
283
N.A
32.67
200809
113
113
N.A
13.97
200910
85
85
N.A
11.55
Mini Micro Hydro Scheme
200506
15
15
N.A
9.40
200607
12
12
N.A
11.65
200708
13
13
N.A
9.41
200809
9
9
N.A
7.38
200910
6
6
N.A
5.92
Total
112868
99280
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Annexure12
(Referred to in Paragraph 2.2.1)
Statement showing financial position of SBU&PCs for the last five years ending March 2009
(Amount: ` in crore)
200405

Revenue Items
Operational
Revenue
Other
Revenue
Increase/
Decrease
in Stock
Total
Revenue
Total
Expenditure
Segment
Results

200506

200607

200708

200809

Rock
Phosphate

Limestone

Rock
Phosphate

Limestone

Rock
Phosphate

Limestone

Rock
Phosphate

Limestone

Rock
Phosphate

Limestone

291.50

64.10

304.15

65.27

335.62

70.43

355.82

86.65

576.75

97.06

11.84

0.84

5.81

0.91

11.17

3.14

10.47

2.12

8.91

1.33

11.76

0.92

3.03

1.30

0.76

1.07

2.91

1.89

3.88

1.60

291.58

65.86

312.99

67.48

347.55

74.64

363.38

86.88

581.78

99.99

172.75

58.73

191.60

64.00

209.80

73.34

224.67

88.19

502.69

93.82

118.83

7.13

121.39

3.48

137.75

1.30

138.71

1.31

79.09

6.17
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Annexure13
(Referred to in Paragraph 2.2.14)
Statement showing comparison between mine plan, annual plan and actual production
(Figures in lakh MT)
Years and Details
HGO

200405
As per Environment Clearance
As per Mining Plan
As per Annual Plan
Actual Production
Percentage to Mining Plan
Percentage to Annual Plan
200506
As per Environment Clearance
As per Mining Plan
As per Annual Plan
Actual Production
Percentage to Mining Plan
Percentage to Annual Plan
200607
As per Environment Clearance
As per Mining Plan
As per Annual Plan
Actual Production
Percentage to Mining Plan
Percentage to Annual Plan

LGO

Jhamarkotra
Total ore
OB

Total
excavation

Ore

SanuI
OB

Total

Ore

SanuII
OB
Total

Total
ore
from
Sanu

Gotan
Ore


5.70
6.25
7.17
126
115


10.04
11.00
8.67
86
79

8.00
15.74
17.25
15.84
101
92


137.15
137.75
140.87
103
102


152.89
155.00
156.71
102
101

6.00
6.00
NA
8.83
147
NA


9.00
NA
9.14
102
NA


15.00
NA
17.97
120
NA

10.00
10.00
NA
7.79
78
NA


13.90
NA
9.19
66
NA


23.90
NA
16.98
71
NA

16.00
16.00
17.00
16.62
104
98



4.21
3.42

81


6.33
7.00
7.41
117
106


10.27
10.00
11.29
110
113

8.00
16.60
17.00
18.70
113
110


137.11
138.00
160.53
117
116


153.71
155.00
179.23
117
116

6.00
6.00
NA
7.52
125
NA


9.00
NA
7.97
89
NA


15.00
NA
15.49
103
NA

10.00
10.00
NA
9.20
92
NA


13.90
NA
9.49
68
NA


23.90
NA
18.69
78
NA

16.00
16.00
17.50
16.72
105
96



4.20
3.11

74


7.20
7.00
7.11
99
102


10.44
11.00
10.89
104
99

17.63
17.64
18.00
18.00
102
100


136.30
144.00
177.54
130
123


153.94
162.00
195.54
127
121

12.50
10.50
NA
8.68
83
NA


12.94
NA
9.30
72
NA


23.44
NA
17.98
77
NA

10.00
10.00
NA
9.08
91
NA


13.90
NA
9.77
70
NA


23.90
NA
18.85
79
NA

22.50
20.50
18.25
17.76
87
97



4.20
2.31

55
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Years and Details
HGO

200708
As per Environment Clearance
As per Mining Plan
As per Annual Plan
Actual Production
Percentage to Mining Plan
Percentage to Annual Plan
200809
As per Environment Clearance
As per Mining Plan
As per Annual Plan
Actual Production
Percentage to Mining Plan
Percentage to Annual Plan

LGO

Jhamarkotra
Total ore
OB

Total
excavation

Ore

SanuI
OB

Total

Ore

OB

SanuII
Total

Total
ore
from
Sanu

Gotan
Ore


6.99
7.00
8.03
115
115


10.45
10.87
9.37
90
86

17.63
17.44
17.87
17.40
100
97


133.31
175.53
180.59
135
103


150.75
193.40
197.99
131
102

12.50
12.50
NA
7.79
62
NA


13.25
NA
8.46
64
NA


25.75
NA
16.25
63
NA

12.50
10.00
NA
9.63
96
NA


13.90
NA
10.56
76
NA


23.90
NA
20.19
84
NA

25.00
22.50
20.25
17.42
77
86



4.00
2.82

71


6.99
7.90
7.06
101
89


10.59
9.75
7.97
75
82

17.63
17.58
17.65
15.03
85
85


196.73
181.90
156.11
79
86


214.31
199.55
171.14
80
86

12.50
12.50
NA
8.81
70
NA


15.49
NA
10.98
71
NA


27.99
NA
19.79
71
NA

12.50
12.50
NA
9.17
73
NA


16.13
NA
11.48
71
NA


28.63
NA
20.65
72
NA

25.00
25.00
20.00
17.98
72
90



4.00
4.77

119

Note: The data of Ore and OB in respect of Sanu I & II was not available as the Company did not prepare mine wise Annual Plan.
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Annexure14
(Referred to in Paragraph 2.2.15)
Statement showing utilization of Shovels and Dumpers
Particulars
Scheduled Hours
Available Hours
Actual Working hours
Actual idle hours
Breakdown hours
Percentage availability
Percentage utilization on
availability
Percentage utilization on
scheduled Hours
Idle time in Percentage
Idle time to sch. Hours in
Percentage
CMPDIL Norms
Idle time allowed as per CMPDIL
norms
Percentage availability as per
CMPDIL norms
Percentage utilization as per
CMPDIL norms
Percentage utilization on
availability as per CMPDIL norms
Productivity Analysis
Actual production
Production Capacity (Tonne per
hour)
Productivity achieved
Tonne Per Hour Under Handling
(Over handling)

200405
36000
23032
13701
9331
12968
63.98

200506
36600
23200
14774
8426
13400
63.39

Shovels
200607
36600
27592
14197
13395
9008
75.39

200708
36600
23248
14263
9257
13352
63.52

200809
37512
25872
14706
11166
11640
68.97

200405
100080
58687
36832
21224
41393
58.64

200506
104040
68096
42149
25947
35944
65.45

Dumpers
200607
103392
79296
42684
36612
24096
76.69

200708
108600
68272
40595
27677
40328
62.87

200809
103536
68882
39333
29563
34654
66.53

59.49

63.68

51.45

60.64

56.84

63.44

61.90

53.83

59.46

57.09

38.06
40.51

40.37
36.32

38.79
48.55

38.97
39.36

39.20
43.16

36.80
36.56

40.51
38.10

41.28
46.17

37.38
40.54

37.99
42.91

25.92

23.02

36.60

25.29

29.77

21.21

24.94

35.41

25.49

28.55

19

19

19

19

19

17

17

17

17

17

80

80

80

80

80

67

67

67

67

67

61

61

61

61

61

50

50

50

50

50

76.25

76.25

76.25

76.25

76.25

74.63

74.63

74.63

74.63

74.63

9521000

10634000

10023000

9011000

7987000

9521000

10634000

10023000

9011000

7987000

731.16
694.91

731.16
719.78

731.16
705.99

731.16
631.77

731.16
543.11

246.32
258.50

246.32
252.30

246.32
234.82

246.32
221.97

246.32
203.06

36.25

11.38

25.17

99.39

188.05

(12.18)

(5.98)

11.50

24.35

43.26
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Annexure15
(Referred to in Paragraph 2.2.16)
Statement showing under utilisation of Industrial Beneficiation Plant (IBP)
Year

Installed capacity

Actual Production

Percentage utilisation

Ore
Concentration
Ore
Concentration Ore processing
processing production
processing production
(Col.4/Col.2)
100
Quantity Quantity MT Quantity Quantity MT
MT
MT

Concentration
production
(Col.5/39% of
Col.4 ) 100

Operation (hours)
Hours Breakdown
Available
hours

Percentage of Effective Ore processing
hours achievable based
breakdown
on capacity of
hours to
125
tonnes per
available hours
hour

1.
2.
200405 900000

3.
351000

4.
638627.50

5.
233835.90

6.
71

7.
94

8.
8760

9.
3873.75

10.
44

11.
4886.25

12.
610781

200506
200607
200708
200809

351000
351000
351000
351000

841914.20
807480.00
775948.80
776357.80

297628.90
304990.70
300960.00
279644.40

94
90
86
86

91
97
99
92

8760
8760
8784
8760

1171.72
1370.67
1653.47
1285.30

13
16
19
15

7588.28
7389.33
7130.53
7474.70

948535
923666
891316
934338

900000
900000
900000
900000
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Annexure16
(Referred to in Paragraph 2.2.27)
Statement showing loss due to nonrevision of sales price considering the
incremental cost factor (Effective sale price method)
Year

200304
200405
200506
200607
200708
200809

Effective
sale
price

Effective
cost price

Effective sale
price
considering the
incremental
cost factor

Loss per
unit of
effective sale
price

Quantity
sold

Net loss

(In `)

(In `)

(In `)

(In `)

(MT)

(` in crore)

1991
2258
2423
2605
2676
4730

1170
1053
1040
1180
1704
2825

3129
Total

168

453

1329541

60.23
60.23
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Annexure17
(Referred to in Paragraph 2.3.1)

Statement showing categories of consumers and revenue realised from them
during 200809
Sl.
no.

Categories of
consumers

1.
2.

Domestic services
Nondomestic
services
Public
Street
Lighting services
Total
Agricultural
services
(a) Metered supply
(b) Flat rate tariff
(c) Nursery services
(d) Poultry services
Total Agricultural
Small
Industrial
Power (SIP)
Medium Industrial
Power (MIP)
SIP (Water Works)
MIP (Water Works)
LIP (Water Works)
Mixed load
Total Others
Large
Industrial
Power (LIP)
Total HT
Grand Total

3.

4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Number of
consumers
1661006
183326

Revenue
assessed
(` in lakh)
61261.48
23805.39

2709

4500.85

1348.67

1847041

89567.72

83632.73

134818
47876
48
27
182769
25413

33958.31
15935.36
32.76
5.52
49931.95
8091.17

32502.38
15691.56
23.20
5.70
48222.84
7960.02

4395

16667.96

16641.40

8201
848
119
8248
47224
739

7590.47
4462.47
13767.04
14487.92
65067.03
43571.02

7056.36
4227.35
13640.59
14620.69
64146.41
44167.34

739
2077773

43571.02
248137.72

44167.34
240169.32
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Revenue
Percentage
realised
of total
(` in lakh)
revenue
59238.35
23045.71

34.82

20.08

26.71

18.39
100
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Annexure18
(Referred to in Paragraph 2.3.17)
Statement showing the names of HT consumers and amount of additional security
deposit not deposited by them
(Amount in `)
Sr.
Name of the consumer
Amount of
Date of demand
no.
additional SD as
notice for
per assessment
additional SD
1.
M/s Agarwal Poly Sack
17576
01052008
2.
M/s Navkar Metals
98605
01052008
3.
M/s Shree Ram Steel Ind
74674
01052008
4.
M/s Pramod & Pramod
421928
01052008
5.
M/s B.P.M.(India)
132421
01052008
6.
M/s Jain Metals
72174
01052008
7.
M/s Iscon Research Laboratories
200695
01052008
8.
M/s Jainson (India)
128811
01052008
9.
Indian Oil Corporation
118404
24052008
10.
M/s Black Stone Rubber lnd Pvt
9970
24052008
Ltd.
11.
M/s Sun Art Export
258261
24052008
12.
M/s Village Impex Inc.
77900
24052008
13.
M/s Jems Andrew Newton Art
17695
24052008
Export P Ltd.
14.
M/s Sun Art Unit II
96214
24052008
15.
M/s Shree Steels
82232
24052008
16.
M/s Lahariya Art Craft
193499
09062008
17.
M/s Jodhpur Alloys
838086
09062008
18.
Moti Lime Pvt Ltd
108872
24052008
19.
Laxmi Oil Mills
108031
24052008
20.
Pooja Minerals P Ltd
73148
24052008
21.
Maru Minerals & Chemical
129959
29042008
22.
Shrii Prints
65923
09042008
23.
M. Tex
394954
09042008
24.
Girnar Textile
137955
09042008
25.
Agarwal Printers
55961
09042008
26.
Mahaveer Process
80347
09042008
27.
Sankheshwar Fabrics
68772
09042008
28.
Megha Tex Prints
149158
09042008
29.
Blue Chip Fabrics
90294
09042008
30.
Raja Ram Mills
282148
09042008
31.
Agarwal Cotton
305191
09042008
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32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.

Prateek Process
Maharaja Shree Umaid Mill
Pali Gum Industries
D. K. Process P Ltd
Balar Febrics
Nahta Fabrics Ltd
Nahta Fabrics Ltd
Kiran Agrico
Shiv Agrico
Modern Insulator
Yadav Stone Crushing
Jyoti Overseas
Sky Marbles (P)
Indian Oil Corp.
Marudhar Food
Laxmi Ind
Manish Steel
Shakti Industries
Chetan Industries
Total

57190
15793135
186758
192574
159495
186345
297400
80639
29222
3487810
33205
87125
99999
148268
94221
87498
16738
322956
119487
26369923
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09042008
29042008
09042008
09042008
09042008
09042008
09042008
05052008
06052008
06052008
06052008
15072008
15072008
05082008
15072008
15072008
15072008
15072008
15072008
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Annexure19
(Referred to in Paragraph 2.3.17)

Statement showing differences in security deposit as per system data and
subdivision record
(Amount in `)
Sr.
no.

Name of consumer

Amount of SD Amount of SD Difference
as per service as
per
provider data
Subdivision
records
395161
477892
82731

1.

M/s Apex Steel

2.

M/s Hindustan Petroleum Co.

181092

218431

37339

3.

M/s Dhoot Dal Mills

512041

623943

111902

4.

M/s National Industrial Corp.

481524

573307

91783

5.

M/s Hindustan Gum & Chemical

589001

878560

289559

6.

M/s Forever Diamond P Ltd.

177568

198927

21359

7.

M/s Hindustan Gum

719112

792866

73754

8.

M/s Kohinoor Industries

111379

124642

13263

9.

M/s Vinod Textile Mills

718121

897751

179630

10.

M/s Raj Polymers & Chemical

3115901

5386806

2270905

Total

7000900

10173125

3172225
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Annexure20
(Referred to in Paragraph 2.3.20)
Statement showing the amount of security against Meter and CTPT set not
deposited by HT consumers
(Amount in `)
Sr. no.

Account Number

Meter security

CTPT set security

1.

JDDC 4226

8000

50000

2.

JDDC 4236

8000

20000

3.

JDDC 4247

8000

20000

4.

JDDC 4280

8000

20000

5.

JDDC 4281

8000

20000

6.

JDDC 4292

8000

20000

7.

JDDC 43112

8000

20000

8

JDDC 43106

8000

20000

9

JDDC 4396

8000

20000

Total

72000

210000
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Annexure21
(Referred to in Paragraph 2.3.30)

Category wise discrepancy in MIS and System data in Jodhpur district
circle and Pali circle
Category

Number of consumers as
per system

Number of consumers as
per MIS

Jodhpur District Circle
Domestic

140174

162921

12786

16898

125

136

Small Industries

4421

5987

Medium Industries

1279

705

467

476

393223

387864

53420

53024

897

738

14998

11166

Medium Industries

2784

1388

Mixed Load

1401

1169

NonDomestic
Public Street Light

Mixed Load
Pali Circle
Domestic
NonDomestic
Public Street Light
Small Industries
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Annexure22
(Referred to in Paragraph 3.13)
Statement showing seasonwise production and marketing subsidy sanctioned and released by the Government of India and its utilisation
during the last three years ending March 2009
(` in lakh)
Scheme

Season

Marketing Subsidy

Amount
sanctioned

Amount
utilised

Amount
sanctioned

200708
Amount
released

Amount
utilised

200809
Amount
released

Amount
sanctioned

Amount
utilised

Kharif
Rabi
Zaid
Kharif
Rabi
Zaid
Kharif

406.69
374.18
14.56
11.95
135.67

126.46

389.83
269.81
14.56
12.17
50.86

106.62

376.81
275.06
23.72
9.06
133.98

59.34

609.85
513.06
84.64
50.05
35.69

84.75

509.65
512.88
84.64
35.04
24.98

84.75

509.65
487.48
84.64
30.66
19.76

38.31

1016.82
307.22

75.93
600.71

34.01

711.77
215.06

53.15
407.95

34.01

989.65
288.28

66.90
658.43

8.34

Kharif
Rabi
Zaid
Total




1069.51




843.85




877.97




1378.04




1251.94




1170.50


489.05
117.80
2641.54


489.05
117.80
2028.79




2011.60

Kharif
Rabi
Zaid
Kharif

323.60
347.20
106.80
1.68

307.64
347.20
106.80
1.58

298.77
263.06
77.56
2.00

1002.05
608.91

728.96
570.56

494.75
405.81

1635.50
668.35

1144.85
409.08

1262.45
106.53

8.71

6.18

3.70

5.25

3.68

1.78

ICDP Cotton

Rabi
Zaid
Kharif
Rabi
Zaid
Kharif

103.90




81.13

103.90




58.64

67.46




43.18

369.70




47.66

261.00




41.45

166.95




11.40

165.04

81.08
377.31
38.75
5.33

120.39

81.08
377.31
38.75
4.13

210.75

81.63
456.17
46.65
2.79

CSS

Seed distribution







34.06

34.06

12.95





14.53



964.31



925.76



752.03

57.00
31.88
2159.97

51.00
31.88
1725.09

1.66

1097.22



2976.61



2179.27

10.76

2194.04

ISOPAM

Work Plan

ICDP Cotton
RKVY

Production Subsidy

200607
Amount
released

ISOPAM

Work Plan

RKVY

Farmer training
Storage bin
Total
Type of Subsidy
Marketing
production

Amount sanctioned
5089.09
6100.89

Amount released
4124.58
4830.12

Amount utilised
4060.07
4043.29

Percentage utilisation
79.78
66.27
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Annexure23
(Referred to in Paragraph 3.16.2)
Statement showing lack of responsiveness to Inspection Reports
Sl.
No.

1.

(A)

Name of Sector

2.

Outstanding Inspection Reports and
Paragraphs
No.
No. of
No. of
Monetary
of
outstanding outstanding
value
PSUs
IRs
paragraphs
(`. in
crore)
3.
4.
5.
6.

1st compliance not received
No.
of
PSUs

No. of
outstanding
IRs

No. of
outstanding
paragraphs

7.

8.

9.

Monetary
value
(` in
crore)
10.

Compliance not received for more than two
years
No.
No. of
No. of
Monetary
of
outstanding outstanding
value
PSUs
IRs
paragraphs
(` in
crore)
11.
12.
13.
14.

Government companies

1. Agriculture
and allied
sector
2. Finance sector
3. Infrastructure
sector
4. Manufacture
sector
5. Power sector
6. Service sector
7. Miscellaneous
sector
Total (A)

2

19

77

32.86

1

1

7

4.53









2
3

29
102

105
378

24.41
270.57

1
1

5
5

19
27

0.67
3.03













3

27

86

77.62

1

2

22

31.00









6
2
1

249
60
2

1088
177
2

738.20
38.85
2.57

5
1


15
7


112
19


52.37
1.90


















19

488

1913

1185.08

10

35

206

93.50

0

0

0

0






0













0

0

0

0

93.50

0

0

0

0

(B) Statutory corporations
1.
2.

Finance sector
Service sector
Total (B)

1
2
3

85
90
175

264
181
445

363.13
50.70
413.83



0

0



0

Grand Total (A+B)

22

663

2358

1598.91

10

35

206
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Annexure24
(Referred to in Paragraph 3.16.2)
Statement showing the department wise draft paragraphs/performance audit
replies to which were awaited
Sl.
No.

1.

Name of the
Department

Industries
Total

No. of
Performance
reviews

No. of draft
paragraphs

Period/date of issue



2

July 2010



2
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Glossary

Glossary
Power factor

Meter reading of KWH / Meter reading of KVAH i.e.
Monthly average power factor determined as the ratio of
total Watt Hours to corresponding Volt Ampere Hours.

Multiplication factor
(MF)

CTPT ratio with reference to Meter ratio.

Board dues

All dues of the consumer excluding electricity duty
levied by the Government.

Electricity duty (ED)

Charge levied by the Government of Rajasthan
@ ` 0.40 per unit.

CTPT

Current
Transformer
Potential
Transformer
an equipment installed at the premises of HT consumer.

Electricity charges

Value of electricity consumed by the consumer.

MCO

Meter Change Order i.e. in case of replacement of old
meter, meter change order being issued by the technical
wing.

Fixed charges

Fixed charges being levied by the Company on the basis
of previous year consumption of same period.

Accuracy class of meter

Accuracy of meter while reading consumption.
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